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ABSTRACT 

The behavioural d o g y  of westem lowland goribs was studied for 16 months in the 

Lope Reserve, G h n ,  where gdIw are sympatric with chimpttnaees in lowland tropicd 

fonst. Data were colle&d by dire& observation, and by examination of nesbdtes, 

feeding-sites, and trails. The nature of fmgivory and the extent of ~ s w a l  e t i o n  in 

food selection were emphasised. Dietary composition was identified, and the contribution 

offhitss was evaluated from the vohune of fruit i n g e s t  eatimated retrospeetiveIy from 

seeds in the gorillas' dung. 

Forest stmcture and emuposition were assessed using kansects, and Mt and leaf 

production wm quantified monthly tb estimate food availability. Food disttibution was 

patchy, and many faads showed seasonal peaks in adunhce. 

The heterogeneity of the habitat was reflected in the diverse diet: gorillas ate 139 

park of 103 species of plants, including 78 fruits. One third of dung samples ~ontained 

weaver ants. Vegetative parts of Aframomum and Marantaceae formed staple foods, due 

to their abundance, accessibility, and year-round availabiE&. Succulent fruit formed 

over 905% of fruit intake. Seasonal variation waa memured in all dietary parameters. 

Flexible foraging strategies enabled gorilIadi to cope with fruit scarcity, particularly 

during the mGor dxy season: when less Wt wa8 available gorilla8 consumed more 

stems, leaves, and bark, and ate poorer-quality fibrous fnrits. 

Ranging was influenced by the seasrrnd avaiIabiIity of particular food species: 
when fruit was abundant gaxillas travelled large distances between sources, when scarce 

they adophd a l o k o a t  stratew, shifting their diet to wards more abundazlt, but poorer 

quality foods, and travelling less. 

Differences in feeding, ranging, and climbing between lowland and mountain 

gorillas result h m  striking differences in their respective habitats, especially in the 

abundance and distribution of fruit sources. Lowland gorillas' home ranges were larger; 

they spent more time in tress, mostly feeding; yet their social structure seemed to be 

similar to mountain gorillad. 

Lope gorillas adopted stratefies similar ta those of other ~ ~ ~ V O M U S  primates: fruib 

were preferred foods, consumed with fibre md leaves to meet nutritional requirements. 

The switch in diet was faciliated by the @XIast large body-size, which may have 

enabled them to cope wikh aucculent fruit shortages, and allowed garill~ts to remain in 

relatively etable groups. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Emit @at Etffb in t.b W#, aab u p  nuW. f 8q  mb uo EifrJB d flgfi." 

mtw (16 13) 

Sdence discovered the gorilla in 1847. Several plausible references to its existence 

appeared prior to that date, but these seem to have been di~missed as folklo~. h the 5th 

century B.C. Hanno, a Carthaghian navigator, provided the earliest known description of 

wee, from the west coast of Africa Ubyndds, 1967; Perkes L Yerkes, 19291, but judging 

fium Banno's description and location, he was referring to chimpanzees. The first reliable 

account of gorillas was that of Battell, an Englishman, published in 1613, in which he 

described the "Pongo" IgoriIla) and the "Engecow (chimpanzee) (quoted in D h o n ,  1981; 

Hartmana, 188& Reade, 1863; Perkerr & Yerkes, 1929). Another +%cant publication m s  

Monbodda's Prom- (17741, in which an unnamed sea captain had 

h d  of the "Tmpunga" from Angala, and compared it with the chimpanzee (quoted in 

Reade, 1883, Reynolds, 1967;'~erkelr & Yerkes, 19291. In 1819, in -from Cane C& 

Castte. to Bowdich talked of the "Ingem" from Gabon (quoted in Dixson, 1981; 

Reade, 1863; Rqn01ds, 1967). These accouata apparently failed to m u s e  scientific interest 

(Yerkes L Yerkes, 192!3). 

Until the mid 19th century god1aa were known only f h m  a few anecdotes. In the 

opinion of  Yerkes and Yerbes (19291, Buffon delayed the scientific description of garillas by 

decades by misnaming the apes: in hie 20-volume natural history (1749-1766) Buffon 

considered that the infomtion available tu classify the apes was anreliable, so he hesitated 

to call them separate species, lumping them. together .instead (Reynolds, 1967). Many 

ttavellefs, adventurers, and hunters must have been acpuainted with garillaa, but they seem 

to have been confused with chimpanzees until 1847, when Savage and Wyman published the. 

first scientific description of -S gor i l l a  from Gabon. A anigdonary and -an 

anatomist respectively, Savaga and Wyman recognised the importance of a gorilla skull 

which came into their possession, having .previously collaborated on a 'description of the 

chimpanzee. The a d o r n  adapted the name "gorilla" from Hanno and they believed that MS 

was &-.ape described by Battell 200 years earlier. 

m* first vedmens to nath Euwpt arsived *m G h  in 1851 and a e d  impmtmt 
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works on the anatomy af.@laa were published ahortly aRetwards (see Hattmana, 1886; 

Yerkes & Yerkes, 1929). Interest in the gorilla was Emmediate, but increwed greatly with 

the publication of OF- . . 
.' CDarwin, 18591, and in which 

Qwen (1866) stated that in ita stmcture the gorilla was closest to man (Dixsoa, 1981). 

Unfiitunately~far the. gofilla, numerous. expeditions were m~mted to coU& specimens for 

museums, univemities, and zoos CR.epnolds, 1967). Garner CC1896:199) .spoke of the "reckless 

alaug&ter of them by the nativw in order to semm them for white men", and the 728 gorilla 

skulls found in British collections (Groves L Napier, 1966) are testimony to the exploitation 

.h whieh this ape has been subjected. 

Scanty detaih of the gorilla% nakurd history were provided by Savage and Wyman 

(18471, and in the works of tmvders and explorers k~g.  W e ,  18631, but much of :this 

second-hand information was d k ~ t e d  and incame&. Du %haillu wrote a sensationalised 

-account of gorilla hunting, m in We&- (18611, which was later dimedited 

(S= Gray, 1881;. Yerkas & Yerkes, 1929). I shall not review all of the works which relate 

s h i e r  of the gorilla's habits as 'the liternhe is extensive, and tha little information it 

contains is generally inaccurate. Yerkes and Yerkes &smd that "For the hundreds of 

gor i lh  which have been taken alive and kept for a bw we. &s...science has little indeed to 

show. The hundreds of specimens wbich have been shot by hun&r*ollectors ... have yidded 

mu& to morphology, and the m u e m s  of ther world are well stucked..it appears that the 

wastage of gorilla life and failure b utilize opportunities fox study of mode of life and 

behavior -are conspicuo~, charolckezistit, and inexmsabtew Cl928:406). 

From here on I shall tita chiefly publications describing the behaviour and ecology of 

western gorillas, as studies of mountain gorillas (which were discovwed much later; in 

1902) were reviewed in detail by Schaller (1963). However, two quotes from SchaLIer are 

pertinent here: 'me literature on fiee-living .gorillas is embarrassingly valuminaus, 

considering the paueiw of accurate mfmmation which it mntains". It ia, often wcleacr 

whether "the. infdnaation presented is b a d  on direct obsemation, on yefbd accounts by 

others, on intuition, or on mere paraphrasing of older writings, thus creating a highly 

inbred literabxre giving the appearance ofitnxtb through mere repetition" (1963:19). 



B. EARLY STUDIES OF WESTERN GORIUAS 

One of the earliest attempts to g u d y  mrilIas .h their natural environment waa made by 

mWg in a cage and waiting for the gorillas to appraaeh (Gamer, 18961. Despite waiting for 

112 days, Garner only glimpsed gorillas. 'His baok . contained 

aome highly anthropomsrphid stories of gorilla. behaviour, while their ecology remained 

virtually unknown. Dnring the first half o'f the 20th century moet information came via 

hunters fhm unreliable aources (e.g. AIlen, 193% Aachemeier, 1921; Petit, 19201. Even 

naturalists and xoologiats provided dubious information (e.g. Dyee Sharpe, 1927; Urbain, 

f MO), and unreliable aeewnts continued to appear until tha ,19508 (ea. Demchette, 1941; Liz 

Ferreira && M). V h r  .(l93l) purported to publi& the h t  precise data on the western 

gmilla's diet, but inaccuracies in khe other data he presented csst doubt on the reliability of 

his information: for example, he asserted that silverbacked individuals form a separate 

species, and that grtr i Ih  have a rutting season. 

!Fhe petlid of "general scientific inquiry" fm mounbin gorillas started with Derscheid 

(19271, Bingham 11932) and Pitman C193a among othem (Schdler, 1963:l2), but. verg few 

scientific ~tudies of western gorillas had been instigated by this time. Some scant 

information about nests and foods of grori1b in C a m e m  was published by Bates (1905); 

and useful notes were provided by Garn&r (deadbed by the editor of his 1919 article as the 

arpeatest living authority on the domastic habits of the &e")d Ischac (19381. The fht 

. factad record of gorillad -aocial organisation, diet, and nests was written by a "rdii&bI~ 

natumlist" from Nigeria (Anon, ,1934 - F.& Collier, a former conservator of forest, 

according to March, 19.571. Malbrant and Maclatchy cornpilad a few details of gorilla 

dislribution, ranging, and foods in . .. . 
,, Q9491, but the 

1950s were really .a turning point in the study of gorillas: data on the gorillas' 'locd 

distribution, density, ranging, group size, nests, and foods were published by 'Blsncou (1951, 

19551, a game inspector in.Gabon, H e l d  (1964,19661, a hultterhrn Camemon, and March 

(19671, s conservator of forests in Nigeria. Intensive scienMc studies are reviewed below, 

while.mme others are refmed to in dismrssions afmy data. 
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C. CURRENT TAXONOMY & DISTRIBUTION OF GORILLAS 

The ganas m iRas established by Geoffroy-Saint-HiIaife (1868-61, see Schaller,. 

1963;. Yerkes fk Yerkes, 19391. Ita taxonomy became the of some debate, and careful 

anatomical and geographical considemtione by CooIidge. W29), Vogel (i981, cited in 

Waller, 1903:121, and Grwes (1467 ,197~  resulted in the recognition of three subspecls. 

Details of the relatively slight an~tamical diffmnces found between each subspecies are 

given. in Dixscrn (19811, Goodall and Groves (1977), Groves C1986), .and MspIe and Hoff 

h1982). 

Esitimates of the past: and present. diatributian .of gorilh were deserihd in detail by 

Coolidge (19291, Grove8 (19711, Gartlan 119801, and &haller (1'963), among ofhers. Gorillas 

occur in many small .and scattered popuktious in two digtin& regions of West and Centrd 

Africa, separated by about 1000 km (Figure 1.1). Recenfly irtfmmation concerning their 

present discontinuous distribution was coihgiled by Vedder (1987), and I shall use her 

mmmmy m a basis for the. fbllawing outline, together with ~ ~ t i o t l  from Goodall and 

Groves (19771, and TkWCBI kdR&d& US8l. 

There are thought to be about 40,000 western lowland gorillas, -, 

remaining in the wild in seven countries. The distribution of this subhtpecies is centered 

-around the firests of Gabon and Camemon, extending into neighbouring Equatorial Guinea, 

Central African Republie (CAR) Congo, and Cabinda Can enclave of Angola). The 

p d s t e n c e  of an iso1ate.d population in Nigeria, close to the Camerolln border,, has recently 

been reconfinned (Hamourt && 19881, and large populathns have been ha ted  in Gabon 

fitin &- Fernandez, 1983% 1984) and CAR (Carroll, 1986). The majority of western gnriIlas 

Eve at altitudes below 750.m,. but in the wesbm extreme of their range they are found at. 

elevations up to l500 m. 

aarilla .eraueri, tbe eastern lowland . - subspecies, last,estimated to number 

3OOO-M00~individuals, occurs only in %ire: in tropical fotests at .about 60'0 m altitude, and in 

the &hd-Biegtt region, 100 kin south west of the Virungas, at between 2000 m and 2600 m. 

Although the population at, Mt. Kahuzi inhabib highland areas, it is included under this 

.subgrouping according to the currently accepted taxo~~omie classifioation (Groves and Stott, 

1979). 

Only about 400 mocrntain gurillaer, -. .now remain. They are 

found in the Vironga Volcanoes region ovexhppirig Zaire, Rwandai and Uganda, ranging 



Figure 1.1 k i p  Showlnq the Oirtributlon o f  Gorilla Gorilla 

(From Vedder(Nas h, 1 987.) 

Present distribution 

Currentfy unconf lrmed 

At very low density 
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hetween 2400 m and 4000 m, and in the. Bwindi Foreirt (deo known as the. Impenetrable or 

E ~ ~ Z I Z P L  Forest) of South West Uganda. 

The distribution of godha  is apparently limited by the presence of .forest. They are 

found not onty in secondary vegetation, ae previously inhplied (0.g. Gartlan, 1980), but in all 

@pea of foxee;ts, including mature and swamp forests Crutin & Fernandez, 1984). Garil las 

do; however, occur at lower dwiti0s in mature tropical &rest &an 'n regenerating 

vejptation (Emlen & SchalIer, 1960; Tutin % Fernandez, 1984). 

D. S C m C  STUDXES OF GOIlILLAS 

Even before the end af the 19th cenkxry over 109 scientific reports of goriIlas had 

appwed (see Gth, 18961, but these m i m e d  vev  little behavioural or edagicd data. b 

l951 Yerkea published a "plea" for gorilks to be studied, and mked "why the surprisindy 

slow progress of gorilla study during a centu W... when natural science has flourished 

exceedingly?" (1961:430), Western lowland gwillas have proved to be extremely difficult to 

&U& in-the wild, due to the general inaceeddiky of tbeir habit&, their &pegs, and the 

conditions in forests such as poor visibility. Tropical forests are probably the most complex 

ernaystems in which primates occur, and the data return per pezson-hour tends to be very low 

(Hl& & Chivere, 19781. 

The two long-term studies of westem gorillas took place in degded  habitats (i.e. areas 

which had bssn logged, or cleared for cultivation), and each had other limitations: the 

18-month study of sympatric gnrillae and chimpanzees in Eqxatorial Guinea by Jones and 

Sabater Pi (1971) resulted in 1-8 than 15 hours contact with apes, and much of their 

information was derived from second-hand sources. The precision of Sabater Pi'a reporting 

has been questioned, as some of MS published findings have been inconsistent (GoodalI, 

1974136). During 16 monthe research in Camemon, Calvert (19851 rarely saw gorillas; 

however, her work foeused on nutritional analyses of food plants. me only other 

investigations of note also o c m e d  in Camemn: a aurpey of the Takmanda Reserve by 

Critchle J (1968) lrreited for 3.5 months, and a 2-month project by Butzler (1980) emphasised the 

impad of humans on gorilla populations, bath: direct (hunting for meat and mop-raiding) 

and indirect (the eff"ct9 of forest exploitation). 

Studies o f  eastern gorillas have virtcally overshadowed anything that has been 

achieved with lowland gorillas. The neglect of the latter is perhapi dae to the problems of 



limited visibility in t top id  fotest (Figure '1.2), and of appacbing gorillas, and may also 

8ur~eye, and short-tetm studies . h e  Baldwin & TeleZd, 19731, the landmark study of 

garillas in their nakvaI habitat w a  started by 8chdk.r in 1959 at Rabara in Zaire. '?his was 

ameeded by Foesey's long-term research at.the Karisoks &dd station, in Rwanda (see 

Fossey, .1983). A w d t h  of knowledge about the behaviour and ecology of mountain gorillas 

has been prodded the thomugh hvestIgatiofls of Harwurt fe.g. U78,1979), Stewart (i977, 

19841, Vedder 119841, and Watt8 (e.g. 1984, 19851, among others. Studies of the Bwindi 

population in Uganda. have been undertaken recentIy (Butynski, 19851, while eastern 

lowland gorillas at Mt. K a h d ,  in Zaire have been studied by Goadal1(1974,1977), CaRimir 

(U75,1979),. and Y-wa (1983). 

The dab from mountain gorillas are undeniably excellent, but probIematic from two 

etandpinta. Firstly, .almost all information comes from a h c t i o n  of a small, isolated 

population at the highest end of the jpdlds altihdhd range Uhmourt && 1981). This 

subspecies b a rilict population, inhabiting a Fefugium cut  off by recession of the montane 

forest (Watts, 198325). The Virungas habitat is in itself extreme: it is unique -and 

9 
specialised (Goodall, l974:7), the eoldest, marshiest, and moat open area in which gorillas 

4 

occur (Goodall & Grovea, 1977). Pet mountain goriIIas have been assumed to  be 

representative of alI gorillas. Secondly, even if the Virunga population were large (and 

mountain gorillas represent less than 1% of the world's population), montane forest is not the 

primary habitat of these apes if they evolved in lowland tropical forests, as m m s  likely (e.g. 

Cousins, 1982; Rortlandt, 197% Tutin L Fernandez, 1984; W e ,  1975). 

The paucity of misting data shows the need for research on the behaviour and ecology of 

lowland gorillas, especially if tbe praphesisd &a of decline in the nwnbem of wild gorillas 

continu~s Ctkklan, 1980; Short, 1980; Ye*e~~ 1961). Gorillas .are clasdied aa m h e d l e  in 

the IUCN Red Data Bmk and tisted in CITES Appendix 1 Wedder, 1987). Lowland gmillaa 

are threatened by loss or degradation of habitat, as logging and mining industries are 

established in previonsIy inaccessible area  are 'opened up' (e.g. G b l a n ,  1980; Tutin & 

Femandez, 1987b). Gorillas ate also killed for crop-raiding or fir food in many areas, and 

a more recent trend hrrs been their shaghter to supply meat for labour forme at foreshy and 

mining camps (e.g Butxler, 1980; Cowins, 1983; Harcourt & Stewart, 1980; Gadlan, 1980; 

Sabatar Pi L Groves, 19721. Many were killed in drives b collect specimens for zoos and 
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remareh centres (e.g. Cousingi, 1978; Saater Pi, 1981), yet the population if gorillas in 

captiviw may not.be self-sm-g O ' w s e . ~  1986). Even tho& I shall not reiterate the. 

argumenk for conserving gorillas bee .&on, 198.1; Oates, 1986b1, the need for intensive 

studies ofthe lowland eubspeder is readily apparent 

E. STUDY-AREA 

1. - 
In 1979 a symposium on the great apes of mca was held at the i n a p t i o n  of *e 

Centre lntenlationd de Recherahes Mediesle de h c e v i l l e  ( C m  in Gabon (Short & 

War, 19801, at which Short remarked that qust as W n  was the first c m h y  to bring the 

gorib to the attention of Western sciencei so it is likely to be one of the last refuges of this 

magnificent animal in the wild". He also expressed the opinion that "Gabon's small 

hnman population, ita economic wealth, and the enormous area of as yet andisturbed tropical 

forest make it the corntry of choice for r determined attempt to preserve the great apes in 

Africa, where they belonf [Short, 1980:11). Gabon has a large mineral wealth in its 

reserves of manium, manganese, and oil, and the human population numbers 1.2 million, 

with an average den* ofonly 4.6 people per km2 (Barret, 1983). Large areas of the interior 

are uninhabited as most towns and villages are located along roads and rivers V~tin & 

Farnandez, 19841, and about 85% of the country is still covered by tropical firrest, with 

sayamas forming most of the remaining 15% (CabalIe, 1978,1983). T h u  the prospects for 

the frinre of consemation in Gabon seei  to be g o d  

CIIMF agreed to fund and support a mtionwlde census and survey of gorillas aad 

chimpanzees in Gdmn (Baulieu, 19801, the results d which indicated that the present 

population of gorillas numbers 35,000 & 7000 (Tutin & Fernandez, 1983a). Thus Gabon is 

&noet oertainly the most important habitat counhy of the goriII~ the largest known extant 

population of gorillas occurs here in a vast area of intact forest. Chimpanzeer are also found 

thxwgbout most of the gorillas' range, providing an oppartunity to study how these two 

closely related apes d a t .  

Weskn EquatoriaI Africa is a signflcaut area for primate conservation in global 

term as at least 20 species of primatag are found here (Oates, 1986a). Even befote a new , 

species of monkey, w a s  discovered in 1984 (Harrison, 19881, Chapman 

11983) described the forests of Gabon as the area of greatest primate &ver&cation in Gfiica 
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This -on is thought to have formed a forest refuge during the Pleistocene, and as suoh has 

a diverse and dis~ct ive  flora and frruna with B high level of endemism .(see Oabs 

19873. Gabon ranks among the top cou~ltries h the world wikh mare than 10 million hectares 

d relatively ~~idisturtred forest and a diveme primate fauna. OWermeier & Oates, 19851, 

and was given a priority rating for the development of comemation and managenaant 

programmes, due ta its great epeciee diversitp, and large numbers of endemic. and 

2. n k b a e a m  

The Lope Reexye encompasses 5,000km2 of mostIy undisturbed tropical forest at 

0010'5, l10 35' E m e .  1.3h It straddles a plain between tbe Monb de NdjoIe and the 

fianeevillian basin, wiih altitudes ranging h m  200 m to 500 m. Sawinnas and a network 

of galery fore&a bdsr partil of the Ogooue River, which forms &e northern bundmy of the 

re-e (Figure 1.41, partg of which were logged on a small 4% between 1965 -and 1979, to 

extract a single species of tree, This area ha8 been a game reserve 

aince ,1946, adminishred by the Ministere des Eaux et Forets, and is designated to become a 

National Park; it is the only large area d Gabon to benefit from legal protection (Tutin & 

Fernandez, 19873. The Lope has been identified as a significant. target area for 

conservation efforts (Oates && 19873,. and was &e d & c t  of a recent survey by fhe NCN 

After conducking the census,, Tutin and Femsndez established a research station, the 

Sbtion d'Etudee des Gorilles et des Chimpanzes (SEGC), at the e d p  of the Lope forest in 1984. 

About 20 km2 .of undulating forested hills. firm the study-area (Figure 1.5). The density of 

gorillas in the reserve as a whob. was estimated to be 0.2 per km2 %tin and Femmdez 

(1984), but is prokbly'higher than W in the study-area. At Ieast 14 species .of pprimtes occur 

at Lope, indnding, dhi;mpmzeea, mandtills, and black  col^ monkegta. The& .are listed in 

Appendix 1.1, alang with all otber mammals and some .of the fmgivorous birds dgbted'in the 

The central region of Gabon,. including Lopie, .receives the least rainfall (PN, 19b3). 

Nearby Booue ave-s '1600 mm rainfall per annum (1951-1976), and during 12 months of 



Figure 1.3 Map of Gabon Showlng the Lope Reserve 



the present study 1702 mm were recorded at Lope. The monthly distribution of rainfall is 

plotted in F'igrue 1.6, with long-term data from Boaue for comparison. This region is 

rhaxaeterised by 4 seasans: the major rainy season from October to mid-December, the short 

dry eeason from mid-December to mid-February, the minor rainy season from 

mid-Febraary ta May, and the long drg mason from June ta September. The amount of rain 

at, Lope hardly differed frum the annual average, h t  the pattern of &Wution in 1984 was 

unusd  Rain was pftiCularly heavy in May, but, more importantly, fell during July and 

August, in the long dry season. The consequences of this Wall for the phenology of the 

fmat will be disenased in Chapter 3. The long dxy mason is an exceptional phenomenon in 

equatorial (m, 19831, and the total  rainfall received in central W o n  is much less 

than ia some other equtr,torial regions of W& Africa. Where similar low levels of tainfal1 

are d e d  in parts of Asia the forests are deciduous ~~ 1973). Persistent cloud cover 

during the long dry rreason in Gabon is &ought to maintain the evergreen nature of the forest 

during this critical period, as it results in lower temperabs, and r e d 4  evaporation, and 

humidity levels s k y  high. Thas the rate of water low from the soil is minimised mad&, 

1973). The mean relative humidiQ in the forest is over 80% for all months of the year (St. 

m, 19631, and tbe diulpal variation is only 4-846 WN, 14831. 

The a ~ l ~ l d  msan mazim~llll and minimum temperatures recorded at Lope wwe 21.7aC 

and 29.1oC respectively, and monthly values are givm in Figure 1.7. It can be seea that 

minimum temperaturea were almost ccmstant; and that d i d  ~ ~ t i m  was greater than 

seasonal fluctuatioa Figure L6 also dmwr that the long dry season was the molest period of 

the year: the maximum mean temperatures d d g  July, August, and September were less 

than 2&C, wheress temperatures increased to a maximum of 82oC at the beghing of the 

raiay seasons, in Febnrarg and October, when bright sunshine and clear skies fo1Iowed 

rail storms. 

In cumparison, the ambient temperatures for eastern garilla populatione are much lower 

than at Lope. At Kahd-Biega mean tempemtuna oecillate between l2.4aC and 24.60C 

(Goodall, 19741, and are even lower in the Vinxngs Volcanoes: 3.8oC and 14.81oC (Watts, 

19833, due to the &h altitude. Above 3000 m temperatures drop below zero at night, The total 

amuaI rainfa11 (1823 mm) m d  the pattern of winfall distribution in the Virungas are 

similar to at Lope; but at high altitude there is little sunlight, heavy cloud, frequent mists or 

fog* and the vegetation is .mdden most ofthe time Watts, B1983:30). 
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F. AIMS I 

The general sim of thia &udy was to &led data on the behavioural ecology of gorillas 

during 16 mmths in the, field, Prom Janwry 1984 to May 1985, wi& tblong-term .aim of. 

hbituating' 'the-apes to our presence. Exaggerated accounts in i&e e d y  literature portrayed 

.gorihi .m exceedingly ferocioue and dangarous, never running. away from humans (e.g. 

AlIen, 1931.; Asch8meieis 192% Derochette, 1941; Dyce $harpe, 1927; Savage & Wyman, 

1847). However, go rill^^ do not attack without provocation; for example, iPthey have been 

injured, or surprised at dose range (Garnet, 1896; Jenks, 1911; Petit., 1920: Reade, 1863). 

Pemnr who &and theiF...gmuud and behave in a non-fireaening manner are unlikely to be 

harmed IMsrfield, 1954). Sabahr Pi (1986) found 'that itf se\ien attacks by gorillas in 

Equabrial Guinea during a 10-year period, six ocmmkd as self-deferme against hunters, or 

resulted from sudden s u q ~ r h e  mcounters. 

Tho~pe (196B, cited in M d e r ,  1963:311) defined habituation as the relatively persistent 

waning of a response -as a result of repeated stimulation which was not followed by any kind 

of reinfomment. hpet ibd neutrd conkads with humans c m  lead h a reduction in the 

gudlas' fear, und e~entu~lly to the acceptance of aa obdenrer as a passive pad  of the 

environment, a procem known as habi-tion. Wild g d l a s  were successfullg habit& 

by Schder, Deschryver, Fossey, and other workers at Karisoks field station. A similar 

level of acceptance was aspired to by researchers at Lops (Chapter 7). 

Dietary niche -is one of the fundamental parameters which constrains- the behavioural 

ecalogy and evdution of a species, and go one of the first. requirements of this ecological 

shady was to describe the western gorilla's dieL Wraogharn (1979.1 stated that all the apes 

d~ould have basically sidlar dietary requirements, and the other species of-; great .apes am 

all d e m i d  as fmgivores 645 OhigIieri,. 1987). GoriIIas, however, have been classified as 

folivams (e.g. Badiere, 1985; CIutZan-Bmck %c Harvey, 1980; Eiseaberg 1979; =chard, 

1985:185), a generalisation based on our howledge of' mountain gorillas, even though there 

have been auggestioas that the western subapecier ia more .frugivorous since the earliest 

mports about their habits 8 ~ ~ 4 3 9  and Wyman (1847) recounted that gorillas fed on similar 

to those eaten by chimpanzees; Jenlrs (19'11) related that gorillas ate many f d s  from 

for& kees'and atuubs; Petit (1920) aid V&er (1931) also mentioned that gorillas ate a fruit 

dice Yerkes and Yerkes (1929539): described the. Iowland 'farm as "more largely 

hgiwrous"; and Owen (1865, cited in Wader 1885:772) stated Ehat the gorilla's anatomy 
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accorded with statements concerning ita fhgivory. Also, BLancoa (1955) commented that in L 

Ctunemn the gorilla's diet varied in quaIiQ according to season, which I ~uggest  was most 

likely due to a fivtt component in the diet. 

I have already expressed d d t a  about the accuracy of some of these early reports, but 

more eubstantial evidence has been accumulated (&g. Wier Pi, 1966, 19771, and a strong 

indication of W v o r y  came k m  a study conducted in northeast Gabon, which caneluded 

&at lowland gorillas can no longer accurately be claseed as folhres Cfdh & Femandm, 

19851. 

The extent of fhgivory in western lowland gorillas may have a prafound influence on 

other aspeciia of their ecologlr: for instance, food-aearehing may be otientad towards seeking 

out irrephuly dispersed fruiting trees; gorillas may come inta direct and intense 

competition with a 1- number d sympatric &Igivores; use of the habitat may differ 

substankidly from that observed in eastern gorilla popahtione; and ultimately there may be 

differences in demography and social atmetme. TropicaI forests W'er from mr~ntane 

fbre~ts in several ways which nuay have important consequences for gorillas; for example, 

they are more diverse and as a ndt resources are 1- predictably distributed in time and 

apace (e.g. Miltoa, 1981bl. 

Thmughout this thesis comparisons are drawn with &er populations of gorillas. 

XIowever, as few data are available for eastern lowland subspecies, there is a strong 

emphasis on the mountain gorillas from the T i g a  Volcanoes, and the western lowland 

gorillas at Lope. 

In summary, the principal aims of this estudy were: 

(i) to d e m i e  and to characterise f ~ ~ h m a  of the habitat, and b quantify the distribution 

and availability of the gorilIast foods (Chapter 31; 

(ii) to investigate feeding ecology by identifying the components of the gorillas' diet, by 

estimating the extent d seasonal variation in food selection, and by evaluaking potential 

competi~on for them resoufees (Chapter 4); 

(iii) investigate the gorillas' use of their habitat, including nesbbdding (Chapter S), 

and to define the hame ranges of individual groups (Chapter 6). 
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The ultimate goal of the .SEW is the habituation, witbout prwisioning, of g o r i b  

and c;hiinpanmm :to pennit a detailed wrnpmtive study cif thei~behaviwral ecology. AN 

.methods of field research were chosen witlx habituation in mind. hquwt  contacts wi& 

the same individuals are necessary to-achieve habituation, W the daify objective. war .to 

lbcab a 'known' group. !hackers were not employed .as .local people considered 

garibs to be agkeseiw and dang%mus, thna their r e d o n s  to apes. would not have been 

compatibIe with habitnation. Observsrs should Irehav% calmly .and atteinpt to reassure the 

gorillas by mimicking grooming or feeding, preferably from a seated position, whilst 

imitating 'belch' or 'contentment' ~o;calisationr~ Similar methods cau~ed least 

~ ~ c e  to the mountain gorilIas habituated by SdhaIler (19631, and Fossey (19'72, 

1983). The eastern Iowland gorillas habitnabd by Deschryver were studied- by Goodall 

(.1974), C& (1975), Yardgawa (l983), and Mod (1983). 

R&ms attempta tb 'bait' gorillas with banmar, sweet- potatoes, maize cob,  and 

-sugar cane have failed (e.g. Baumgartel, 1958). 'Rovisioning the gorillas at Lope with 

d u d  supplies of food was rejected as a m&od of accelerating habituation, as some 

natural behaviour patterns' in chimpanzees have been modified by pmvisioning (e-g. 

Wrangham, 1974; Fteynolds, 1975). 

Essential equipment inchded a compass, binoculars B used Leitz 10 x 40), and a pair 

of secateurs, to cut through dense tangles of ground-Iwel vegetation with minimum 

noise. Schaller (196333) advocated wearing the same drab-coloured clothing each day, 

and we wore welhgton boots and thick cotton, full-length, army-surplus shirts and 

trousers, which a r d e d  protection from sharpedged pIants, and biting insects. 

Wgene' water-proof note books, h p I e  handdrawn Iine maps, and mall polythene 

bags for collecting samples were carried. Later in the study Motorola HT90 

'walkie-Mkiea' were acquired, which enabled contact between observers, and better 

wsrdination of movements, and thus improved the efiicienq of searching. 

Systematic s e d e s  of the study-areer wen  carried out between 05.30 hr and 18.00 hr, 

generally from 07.30 hr to 15.00 hr. Searching was often carried out by pairs of 
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researchers, primarily as a safety precaution However, working as a. team was useful 

when tracking, ae 2 o b ~ e ~ e f ~ ~  could c o n W  the direetion ftom which chestbeab or 

v o d s d i o n s  were heard, foItow trails in pEval1el lines, and observe a greater number of 

hdividuals during. contacts. When posaible we warked singly, .to marimiee the area 

anmd dunbng any one day. The decision to search a. given ;area was b a d  on the results 

of the prwioue d a f s  wurk, .or on our knowledge of the. loeatian of fnriting trees which 

might attract gorilla& 

Field-notes included standard information on the routes bkm and searched, 

researchers present, time apent in the field, weather conditions, all mammal sightings; 

and the distribution and mpmdmtive atatusl of some fruit soumfil. Detailed notes, written 

in longhand, included descriptions of'the goriUasl vocalisation$ reactions to  observers, 

methods of foud processing, and of individaalle to aid Eoture recognikion of p u p  

me* ARer all mntacta the gorillas' movemen& wwe mapped and summary sheeh 

completed. Close attention was paid to the feeding activities of monkep, and fruibeating 

birds, such as hombillr, to help l ode  fruiting trees. 

Remains were attributed to gorillas by directmeans (Le. sight, w a d ,  ox smell) or 

indirect evidence (e.g. knuckle- and foot-prints; nssociation with nests or faeces), All 

observation sites, nest-dtes and trails were carefully investigated; food-items and 

f=al samples were collected, and detailed notes taken. Locations were determined 

wing duplicated maps and by recognition d fgmilisr features. The maps, on a sale of 

10 cm:l km, were drawn initially fiom aerial photogmphs, then old forestry roads, 

mly'or animal-paths, and atremm were plotted using a Topofil Hipchain' to measure 

distanae and cornpaw. As we became familiar with a netwark of mid-paths. we could 

move rapidly between amtm, and were more succeseful at keeping up with the goriIlas. 

.There: were seved dvmiages to ushg a s~ratem of paths a,Irady in existence: it was not 

necessmy to invest time and effort making W maintaining MS; the habitat was not 

altered or damaged, and we did not crertte new M a  which may have influenced the 

travel-patterns of large mammalb. 

The ease with which .the gori11m' trails could be followed varied in relation to the 

density of fmd traces, and the time they had spent .at any one location, for instance 

travelling groups did not leave any food-remains. We learned to remgnise and age 
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f d n g  :signs; freshness was affected by the rate d drging out, which was determined by 

the climate, although Aframarnurn mmants tended b look older if they had been mined 

on. We usually had to predict the gorillas' muhi, ae traiIs. were m l y  continuous. If a 

trail was lost we moved forward in p d e l  directions to pick .it up again. 

A contact war defied aa the researcher being within audikory range of me or mote 

 gorilla^ whow approximate whereabuts were known. An obsewatb was defined aa 

hawing at least one gOrirla in view. Dnring mntacts we tried to sit in an open position, so 

that the @h could see us, ae they tended ta be less alarmed when the position of a 

potentid &reat codd be localised (cf. Schaller, 1983:22). Photography and direct 

eyecontact were avoided, and binoculars were used sparingly unless the distance 

- between the subjects and obsemer was greater than 50 m. O b m t i o n  from a concealed 

position was valuable for datrt colte&ion, but contributed nothing to habituation. 

Shorbterm gains (coIlection of data) were sometimes s a d c e d  for the Iong-hrm aims 

of the project bb iWon) ,  as gorillas &n fled onee they kame aware of our presence. 

If goribs were contacted at clorre range ( 4 0  m), or in vulnerable situations, such as 

feeding in trees, we remained hidden to avoid panicking them. Such close encounters 

could easily occur during heavy rain, when subtle sounda were masked, and tracking 

was &an abandoned in such conditions. Fossey (1972) stated that pursuing a p u p  

hindered habituation, but as it was difficult to maintaia cont-act with gorilh in tropical 

for& we usually attempted to folIow from a distance. A flexhle strategy was adapted, so 

that pupa were not followed if they were frightened, or if the silverback was excited and 

&played with increasing intensity. 

Throughout the study we collected opportunistic data on the dieb of other mammal 

and bird species, particularly those using the same food sources as the apes, notably the 

forest elephant, monkeys, and frvgivotous birds, such aar hornbills and touraeos. 

Not every field-day was devoted to tracking apes. Other activities included 

bi-monthly cenming of all primates along a predetermined 4 km circuit, botanical 

tmsects, and ~~Ilecting data on phenology (phendogy is the skldy of organisms as they 

are afFeeted by climate). Assessing the vagetation is important, as as the quality of the 

habitat influences a species' demography and behaviour (e.g. Dunbar, 19871; and 

detailed 'background' information contributes to the cohemnce of oux understanding of 
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ecological aystems (Leigh, 1982). 

Moat ofthe dats presented here were collected by mysehnd Dr. Caxoline Tutin, but 

.the field-notes d othe~ researchers working at SEW during this study have been .made 

available h me. 

.B. P-CULAR m O D S  IN DETAIL 

. .. l. v 
Rainfall wae collected in a rain-gauge at camp .and measured daily at 07.00 hr. A 

resetable maximum and minimum thermometer was used to recard daily bmperatures. 

Opportunistic humidity readings were taken throughout the day, using a standard wet 

and dry bulb- thermometer. The thermometers were nailed to a tree in the forest, 1 m 

above ground, in a well-ventilahd and shady position. 

Several methods of sampling were used to describe. the habit& and assess food 

avaihklity with a view to understanding the gofillas' ranging patterns and habitat use. 

Some earlier studies of gorillas employed a method which was suitable for the 

quantification ofherbaceous vegetation (Calvert, 1985; Vedder, 1984; Watts, 1984), but not 

for larger a d e  sampling of h-, as at Lope. I chose trane& as a relatively speedy 

method of conecting data on the forest skueture and composition. 

D Trees. Strip-sampling was used to estimate the dmaify end distribution of trees; A 

1 km line was cut an a compass bearing, traversing an area of .forest between two old 

logging tracks. M1 txees with a dbh (diameter at breast height meamred 13 m above 

.gmund) greabr than 10 cm, and found growing within 5 m of the line were enumerated 

and labelled with aluminium forestry tag9 For inclusion in the sample the centre. of the 

trunk bad to fall within the. 10. m strip. The dbh of each knrnk was recorded, above any 

buttre~ses or aerial roots, and multiple trunks were measured individually. Those 

hmka which split .above 2 .m were measured at the point d division. A 10 mn cut-off , 

encompassed most trees of the mid-storey and all of the upper canopy, whilst excluding 
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9hrtlbs and saplings, which ate leas impoxtant fat describing fotest composition. Each 

hwspecids waii identified, or leaf, flow- .and fhit samples were rn11W. 

A further 3 km were aeaessed to sample. ridge. b p n ,  valley bottoms, dopes and stream 

banks, including a circuit used fbr pb@ndogical; m6nitoring and to census primates. 

These &reas were accessible from exi&ng paths, so it was no% necksary cut new 

.transect lime, thus. enabling a greater bid area to be. sampled (4 ha). 

Densities 6f trees. were calculated ktom dbhe fn give an indication of species 

.diversity, and relative biornas~es were caleulakd fiom basal a ~ e q  which is camelated 

witb bee-height a d  mwn-volume (e.g. Oaks et '1980), The dominant species 

recorded wen used t~ chameCIR.ri~ the vegetation and fm comparisons with .ofher areas of 

tropical forest. 

ii)- .---& . . . These large ground herbs were a major some. of 

food and nesting maMal fbr goriTlaa at Lope Id Jones f& Sabater Pi, :197l; Tutin & 

Fernand-, 1985), so ptecim estimates of herb densities were made. ItndiGduaI stems 

were counted dmg a 1 Ion trm& using a strip width of 1 m. A further 2 km with a strip 

width of 10 m was sumeyed by recording the ptesence or absence of herbs. The mean wet 

weight d edible parfa per atem was calculated, and hence the biomass of potential food per 

unit area (see Rogers & Williamm, 1987). 

bl EkuQ&L 

i) M t  and, to a lesser extent, the leaves of b e a  were impadant components 

of .the gorillas' diet at Lope (cf. Tutin L Femandez, 1985), so h i t  and leaf production 

were quantified every month to investigate seasonal variation, in food a~iail.&iility 

LabeUed 'individual trees were examined using binoculars. A 5-point linear scale was 

used to scorn the proportions of tree canopies composed of new, mature and old leaves, or 

the potentiaI m, in the case dfivits and flowera The advantages of th is  system were:. 

(5) it was eady repeafed; 

(fl) it .gwe estimate ofrelative map .size; 

it indicated variation in prodmt5on and spedas availability between months; 

tiv) it :dowed direct compdaon of tree8 of different species and 'size&. 

Ripeness of fraits was not described systematidy, as not all species showed 

obvious signs of ripening, such m CO~OUT changes. w a r  changes in reproductive status 
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which were ohserved between monthly .y.rsamples were added ta field-notes. By the end of 

the ~tudy 344 individuals of 83 species were anonitore4 including severaI non-foods 

which formed major components d the habitat, Up to 10 individuals per species wem 

sampled, but only one individual d ,some rare species was located. Individual trees af 

speciw that were mm, but important as a mume of food for. gorirXas and which were not 

found on the ,taansecte, were mapped so &at they could be monitored when in fsuit. 

ii) m . . . . and Haumania were .abundant 

and important fwd-species fur .gorillas, so new leaf-producticin by these twb genera of 

krantaceae was quantified during a bimonthly censua along .a 1 km tromsect. Ten 

plan& of each type were chosen at random in each 100 m stretch, and dl n e w . 4  mature 

leaves were counted, fram which threlative proporthn of new leaves wahl calmdabd. 

Production of new growth by %gibers was not, monitored ~ystematieally~ aa there 

appeared to be little variation in &e amount offood they provided, other than th8 wtsond 

production of Mt. Rower and fruit production by -both families was noted during the 

cen~us. Other herb ~pecies were not selected as they were f m d  b be insignificant 

sources o f - f d  for gokillas. 

Samples of all plants eaten by gorillas or used for nest-building, and of a11 tree 

species found an the txansects, were wlIected. Leaves and flowers were pressed -and 

stored in airtight containers; fraits were sectioned and dried, pressed, or preserved in 

10%. ethanol. Identifications were made at Kew Wens, and at the Museum of Natrrral 

History in Paris. 

3. Nests. 

Standard cheeksheets were compIeted for &.nests, with maps of site locations. Nest 

size, type of construction, and distdmtidn were recorded. Strictgmidalines were adopted 

tb distinguish between the nests of godhe. and chimpanzees: 

(i) net& on the. gromd .or on:fallen tree hmks were. attributed to gorillas; 

(ii).nests in trees closely associated with and judged to be the. same age as nests on the 

ground were attributed to gorillas; 

(iiil nests above a height of .2 m in trees and not amciated with ground nests were 
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attributed tb chimpanzees. 

There is Iittle werlap in &e hei- at which the two speeies of apes nest, and at least 

one gorilla always builds its nest w the p u n d  (SchalIer, 1963:181; Tutin 8 Fernandez, 

1983a). 

Nests were cIassified into 8 tgpes (d. 141th fk Fernaadee, 1983al: 

(il NO CONSTRUCTION: gorilla slept on bare ground, sleeping site recognled by 

impreasion in sail and presence of fresh faeces; 

lii) MINIMAL CONSTRUCTTON: a few stems d herbaceous plants bent h fom a 

rudimentary pad; 

W} HERBACFOUS: many stern ofherbaceous p h t s  bent to form a mattress with a 

roughly circular depression; 

(iv) MIX?U) ~ A ~ U S  L WOODY: similar to G3 but woody limasl, ~hnrbs, or 

detached branches were also incorporated into ntwg 

{V) DETACHED WOODY: nest c~nstnrcted exclusively from woody branches 

broken fmm sh& or trees; 

(vi) ATTACHED WOODY: similar to (v), but branches still attached to  shrub or tree; 

(vii) CAVE. gorilla slept on bare earth, beneath a 'rod of vines; 

fviii) TREE: nest located above ground in a tree or shrub, formed by breaking and 

bending woody vegetation into a sleeping platform. 

Nesb were also c l a d e d  by age (cf. Tutin & Femanddez, 1983ak 

(i) FRESH: vegetation waa green and not wilted; 

O RECENT: vegetation was dry and changing d o u r ;  

(3 OLD: vegetation was dead, but nest was etill intact; 

(h) R m G :  nest was beginning to disintegrate. 

.. . 
4. 

During ptevious studies of primates, the proportion of the diet composed bf various 

fiod eategbries. has b e n  estimated as (i) a percentage of the shmach .contents of' dwid 

animals (e.g. Gautier-Hion, 19801;. (ii) the. frequency with which fbada .were chosen (e.g. 

Strasagw, 1975); [iii] the hime spent feeding on each itam (e.g. Fossey & l h ~ ~ t x r t ,  1977); 

or Civ) by visual assessmeiit of the amount of food .hgested converted ta fresh weight (e.g. 
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Hldik, 1977). At Lope observation was limited, and the bulk of data m foods were 

derived from fbcd analysis. This method is particular1y important in determining 

whether some food-tgpes which may not be oberejrved at dl, such as kmcts, .are ingested. 

A combination of direet obswation and faecal analysis ia .an ided way of obtaining 

information on feeding (Mari3no-Black, 1978). and these were the. methoda used, wiEh 

additional Wormation coU&ed on trails. 

All fresh faeces were collected, unless damaged by .dung beetles (Searhidae), 

termites, or rain. They were .seaIed in polythene bags aad weighed with a spring 

balance. Age-sex clahiees. were estimated from the diamekr of the dung, (cf. SchaIk, 

1963:90): 

(i) SILVERSACR > 7.3 cm 

6) ADULT: 5.5-7.2 

(3 4.0-5.4 em 

(id INFANT: < 2 5  cm 

Samples were washed in 1 mm wixe-mesh sieves- h remove the dung matrix. The 

particdate contents were e x d n d  and all recognisable item were quantiEed and 

recorded. Seeds and other items oc&g m mall numhrs we* counted, whilst items 

occurring in large numbers (>100), or which were not found in discrete puaxttiGas (e.g. 

stem-fibre, green-leaf fragments) were rated G rare, few, cornman, m abundant. 

SampIes of each food-item were c o l l e d  -and p e m e d  for identification; seeds were 

dried, and inaect remains placed in 10% ethanot Several criteria were used t o  

differentiate the faeees of gorillas from those of chimpanzees: 

.(;l POST-OBSERVATXON collected aftev weing gorilIas; 

Cii) POST-AUDITiON: wUected after bearing gorillas; 

.(W found in association with .gorillaet NESTS; 

h) h d  an TRAILS left gorillas. 

These guidelines, tagether with difference8 in the dung odour :and consistency, were 

usually sdEcient to clmsifjl specimens. If doubt remained .samples were examined 

.under a microscope and the presence af-dvta- a large intestinal ciliate, 

wae used to verify that the faecw wmre of gorilla wigin (W && "1982). 



METHODS -21- 

6, stawka 

Data-sets :were coded into numerals and. transcribed onto character punching shads, 

in a format compatib1e with computer firciWgs at the Uiivedty af Stirlihg. Analyses 

were carried out using SPSSx (Statistical Package far the Social Sciences, version 3. 

Unle8s otherwise atated Analysia of Variance. (ANOVA] and %tailed Pearson 

correlations were used, aII tests were 2-tailed, and 0.01 levels of significance are given. 



r ,  tsrrifid and bored. But if you do falG under speEG tt 

Systematic quantitative habitat analysis ie a prerequisite to understanding the 

~ C ~ O W  of gorillas in lowland tr'opical f&est. In this chapter the flmistics and 

physiognomy of the hrertt at Lope are described, providing a h i s  for Iong-term d d y .  

My aims m: 

(il to describe the temporal and spatial availability of plant l~pecies which provide 

food for gorillas; 

lii) to d&e vegetation types w % h  the study-area and thus enable investigation of 

the pri1lasY differential use of their habitat; 

(iii) to provide a general description far comparison with other areas of tropical 

forest and other habitats where gorillas have h e n  studied, 

A aimple di~tinction between 'primaryL and secondary forest is often made, and 

goriW habitats have been categorised in these eupefficial terms (e.g. %hater Pi, 1977). 

Secondary vegetation is the plant community which regenemtes when forest is disrupted, 

for example, by 1- or agriculhwe. hitid colonisation by precocial 'pioneer' species 

causes subtle changes in the intensity of light m h i n g  ground level, and impedes wind 

movements. Thwe modifications ta the environment allow other species with diffmnt 

requirements ta invade, Young seconday forest in recognisable by its low, broken 

canopy, dense tangles of herbe and vines et ground level, and few large tress. 

Light-loving Qaliophilic) pioneer  specie^ are present in large numbere, monospecMc 

stands are common, and plant diversity is low (Swaine & Hall, 1983; Brokaw, 1985a). 
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The cbs i cd  view of snccession 6.e. changes which take place in the stmcture and 

compclsition bf regenerating forest) is that ultimately a stable or 'cJimaxt forest is 

e~tabziahed. The implication that i t b e  foreda are in equir;briam is now disputed (e.g. 

Connell, 1978). Studies o f  'gap dynamics' have demtinstrated that secondhry 

colonization on a ,small scale is continuous, even within mature forest, following 

disturbance by animals and tree falls (e.g. EIartshorn, 1978; Whitmore, 1978). 'climaxt 

forest is .an abstraot stafe which will not be..attained, although changes in structure md 

camposlition occur at shwer rates aa foresbs mature (Whitmore,. 198.4). Richevds 

f1952:381) atat& that. "old secondary forest i-s ditl6:cult or impossible to distinguish frbm 

undigturbed, virgin fdrestn. Species compositions are overlapping, bat densities .change, 

as there ia a slow inereme in the proportion of 'primaryt species., thus the sale betweeri 

wandmy and mature vegetation is a continuum @~ZWIZ t Pickett, f9801. I shall use the 

term 'matme' forest to avoid some-of the preconceptions elicited by 'primmy', which a;re 

that such forest typically has a high (3040 m) continuaus canopy and sparse ground 

vegetation (e.g. Andrews gt AieIIo, 1984). 

The forests of Gabon have been studied in detaiI and over 3000 plant species 

catalogued (e.g. Aubreville, 1967; Rladik 8t m e ,  1973; Cab& 8 Fontes, 1978). Much 

of& work hm centred arbmd M'passa in the north-east, and rel&vely little is known 

about Lope, The Lope is an area of evergreen lowland tropical forest, part of the 

Congo-Guineen equatorid forest block (Aubrefle, 1968; Caballe 86 Fontes, 1978). 

Selective logging took place in the late 1960a, with the removal of 1-2 stemdha of 

a species of tree endemic to Gabon. There are marshy area but no 

swamps, and aerial roots, buttresses, palm8 and epiphytes are not common. The dendw 

aflianas. is low, perhaps Iesa than 5% Ctal forest leafbiopt~~s (Ebmhn, 1984). 

I shall make. comparisons with other sites in Gabon, other areas of tropical. forest 

where chimpanzees or gorillas occur, and other. regime where gariam have b n  

studied. Gorillas in West Afdca have been studied most in areas of predominantly 

secondary forest (Jonee & Sabatar Pi, 1971; Calve& 198!5), while ea&m gorillas are best 

known from montane areas. Chimpanzees are found at .Kibale, in Uganda, a moist 

evergreen forest at higher altitude than Lope, but w i t h  a similar annual M a l l .  Xibde 



baa some characteristics ofbotb lowland rain forast and mothne forest l(Stmsak:er, 1975; 

Oates, 1977; Waser, 1977). Thia area has aIao been. sdectively logged and has an 

abundant understorey. Data are .ale0 available from Budango foreit, also in Uganda 

(Eggehg, 1943 where chbpanzees were studied by Reynolds and Reynokb (1985). And 

of the 3 main sites. where bonobos have been studiid in Zaire (Ydosidi, Wamba and 

Imuako), the most comprehensive vegetation data are avdable from Lomako IBadrian 

% Male*, 1984). 

h this chapter 1 shdl m'sess the stnrcture d the forest, fie density and diversity iif 

tree species present, and the phenolagy of primary praductian h estimate apatial and 

seasonal variation in the amount d food available ta goribs. I .shall also consider the 

effects of gorillrts an their habitat, and same of th8 other important influences on the 

vegetation at Lope. 

B. FOREST STRUCTURE & COMPOSmON 

1. 1 .  

The descriptora of forest s t m h e  analysed ware: the. heights of trees; claases of 

-It diameters; basal area of beear; and the density and distribution of herbaceous 

vegetation. 

a) U & s  of Trea 

The heights of 191 trees alang 400 m of transect ranged fiom 5 m to 40 a. The 

distribution of tree heights negatively skewed, with 62A% in the 10-20 m c h .  lChia 

sampls.iac1uded d bees with a dbh (diametre 3 breast height) greater than i O  rm. The 

Lope farest had no obvious layers, but; afairly uneven caacipy, with occasional smergemt 

trees up to 40 m tan. The concept of horizontal .stratification in tropical rain forest has 

been refuted (e.g. mad&, 1978; Richads, 1983; AIexandre, 9984), ae auch divisions are 

snbjectke, and a s m e  that. disturbances in m a k e  forest are rare (Halle, Oldeman L 

Tomhaon, 1978:3331. 

b)' Over 50% of trees measured less than 20 cm dbh (Figure 3.11; 35 kees per 

hectare were 'big' B.e. >60 m.dbh, 1 Whbb &,-g& 1967), which was at least equivalent to 





some other areas, such as Mpassa which averaged .23 per hectare, The pmporticn of tds  

in each sizaclasa is an indicator of forest maturity Ce-g. Knight, 1985). Once sampling 

thresholds were standardised, the popdation structures at the present ~tndy-site, at 

M'pasaa, and :at another site in the Lope reserve (Harrisan, 1984) were judged to be 

similar. 

Basal area sr 'stocking' ie a estimste o f  biomass calculated from dbh. 

measures, asmmhg circular mm-section% df t d a .  The p&-bopical mean b a d  

area of trees is 33 rnz/ha (Dawldns, 1958, 1959, cited in Brunig 83). Basal area at Lope 

(40m2/ba, >l0 cm dbhj was comparabIe to other sites in Gabon .CSabIe 3.1). 

dl -aceous ~~n 
. . 

(THlQ Matwe foreet is. usualIy described m 

relatively open et ground level w i t h  a denser undenttmey in light .gaps (e.g. Richads, 

1962:8). However at Lope Aframamum and Marantaceae were common thnzughout the 

&dydarea (7.7 s f e m d ,  Rogers B Williamson, 1987). aftex1 formed 

thickets .and 'vine towers', and several species of . . grew in streams and m 

marshes. m the bottoms d valleys. No q u a n t i t h e  comparative dak are available from 

ofher forest ajtes; the only other known stady of density lumped all herb s p i e s  

together to measure dative obstruction by the undergrowth IDubst, 1979). The high 

density of THV a;t Lape may be an important shctural component of the forest for 

gorillas. 

2.SDatial.hatnbutronofTre~ * m .  

Several detailed studies have shown that tropie83, trees are unevenly distributed in 

space and that many species are highly clumped (e.g. Hubbell & Foster, 1983). 

According to IZershaw and Looney (1985:155) causes of patterming are alwaya present, but 

diEeuIt to identify and quant;ify. Variancennean ratios have been used to demonstrate 

imeguiar spachg (e.g. Strusaker, 1975; Wlton, 1980:30; Wakts, 1983:83). However, such 

measures assume random sampling and should not h used for transect data, which is 

composed of contiguous qwdrats (D.M. Newbery,pers.comm.). Complex andyses of 

pattern we= not performed on the data from Lope as a threshold levei of 20 individuals 

per species was r e q u i d  (D.M. Newbery, pers.comm.), which was met by only 6 ofthe 138 



Table 3 . 1  Tree Bioaa-S-s in Tropical Forest in Gabon 

STUDY SITE 

Lope, Gabon (present st.udy j 

I t  I? It rr 

rr I* (Harrison, 1.984) 

M'passa, Gabon (Hladik, 19841 

?* I 8  W I t  

THRESHOLD BASAL AREA 
DBH (mZ/lhal- 

Table 3.2 Dominant Families of Trees in Forbst at Lope 

FAMILY SPECIES PRESENT X INDIVTDUAL TR.3ES 
(tat.al 138) (N = 1538) 

Ebenaceae 7 12.9 

Annonaceae T 8 . 5  

Mimosaceae t 8 7.1 

Burseraceae 5 

Papilionaceae * 2 

% BASAL AREA 
( 10 cm dbh ) 

these 3 families are a11 Leguainosae, which  together account 
for 17.4% of t h e  population, and 3 2 , O X  o f  t h e  basal area. 





species ia the ,sampIe. Howevex, some species' distributions m effectiwb 3lugrated by 

Figure 3.2, which shows their patehy or 'contagious' distributian. 

3.-TMa . 

Forest types are eomeEimes classified by one or more sped& with limited 

&st&ution, and the Lope fds within an area greedy dtdked as 'foret a Auwurnea' 

CCaballe, 1983). The dominant families in Gabon as a whole ate the. Caesalpiniaceae, 

Mimoeaceae and Myristacacem (Aubreville, i968). At Lope the Burseraceae and 

Caeedpidaceae dominated the forest, while the Wmosaceae and .Myristacaceae were 

less common W l e  3.2). 

Vegetata%ion types were difficult to distinguish by simple visual assessments. A 

Two-way Indicator Species AnaIysis (TWDTSPAN, Hill, 1979) was performed on the 

transect data to d i a t i n g u h h  forest types by ape& composition and density, This 

program alassSes species according to their eeologicd 'preferences', farming a 

divisive heirachy from alI ~lections of the: transiwts (set at 50' m]. The 'primary 

ordination', a crude initial dichotomy, aepmted &Ujzw %m -ea k l t u n e u  . . . 

and m These species ocmrrred together, but were more likely to be found in 

separate samples. Further divisions, known as the 'refined ordination' and the 

'indieatat ordination',. were taken t;o differing levels; they were terminated once the 

distinctions made would no longer be recognisabk in the field (N = 4). A threshold of 

more than 3 individuals excluded ram .species, to prevent raudom correlations. This 

t r e d e n t  pc6duced IQ classes of forest, ilh~trated in Figure 3.3. %dieator' species were 

identified according to their 'fidelity' to  a particular class. me output from this 

analy8ie; an odered %wry phytosoeiological table of specie~l and transedt. segments, b. 

given h Appendix 3.1. Refrosperctive chd5cation of the. areas used by gorillas w u  not 

possible, but the ordination indicated the abundance d ea& vegetation type, a d  provided 

a basis for fbture data ca~ection. 

4. * . .  

Tropical forests .are characteri~ticd J heterogeneous mid the central basin is richer 



F i g u r e  3 . 3  

"Indicator" speaies d a s s i f i e d  from 4 ha of transeots,. w i t h  the number of segments ( 5 0  m X 10 m) 
which made u'p eac the 10 clcrsa-ss given,, ( *  highest density of C o l a . )  

@ 1 

Cola lieae 
Irvingia grandiflora 
Pentaolethra ee-tveldsan 

CLASS S C 
Cola l izc ie  t 
Dacryodes bu t'tneri 
Dubosc ia macracarpa 
Heisteria parvifolia 

Anthonotha msarophylla 
Auoournea klaineana 
Braohvstestia aff . euryaoma, 

Amoumea klaineana 
Chlorophora @*lea 
Cola .liaae 

l CLASS D '1 
Cola 1i.zae 
Diospyros polystemon 
Neochevalierodendron stephanil  
S teraul ia  tragaoantha 
Swartzta fistuloides 
Testulea dabonensis 

CLASS J 
Hypodaphnis zenke.ri -. 
Pentaal.ethsa macraphyl 
 anh ha rrolunae.nsis 

Auooumea klaineana 
Dauryodes buttneri 
Heisteria parvifali: 

Aucaumea klaineana Aucoumea kla inean.a 
C e l t i s  tessrnannii Gi lbertiadenclron dewevre 
Buonymus oongolensis 
Pentaolethra maarophyll 
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h species tban other regions of Afkica (Richads, 1952957). h 4 ha of trsaaecb at Lepe 

1538 trees of 138 species representing at least 32 families were recarded Appendix 3.2 

lids the 94 species (68.1%) idenmd (89.9% of individuals). 

The number d tree species per hectare ranges from 20 to 223 in hpical  forest 

(Whitmore && 11985). At 35 sp/ha, Lope seems to have a species richness similar to 

male  (36 @a, Shdmiker, 1975) and Budongo C39 splha, Eggeling, 1947) in Uganda. 

However, such comptuisone ate problematic, as there is a non-bear relationship 

between number of species recorded and ihe area sampled IRichards, 1952:249). 

Many species (N = 54,39,1%) occumd only once on the transech, but, one species of 

tree, Cola b, fanned a quarter d the sample. This masked the large number of rare 

speeiear which were present, and may have reduced the apparent diversity. The 

Shamon-Weaver index of &versitp (Pielm, 1966) was calculated to be 3.34 using the 

formula: 

H = - Z pi log10 pi where Z = sum d-and .pi = sampling probability. 

Another simple indicator of diversity is the number of species which farmed 50% of the 

population. No standard criteria have been adopted for this measure, and resub have 

depended on whether species' frequen;dies or b a d  areas were selected. Table 3.3 

presents values for Lope together with data fxom some other. sih. Althygh it can be seen 

that the forest at Lope was arr &verse ae the othm Weat African sites, and that the montane 

habitat of eastern Iowlands gorilla is kss diveme, this table. also flZ~erates .the 

d i E d t i e s  of byhg to .make comparisons 

The apparent disparity between measures can be recanded by taking into account! 

the :size and distribution of individual trees using rmportance Values' (TVs). N a  have. 

been .used both by plant emlogista (see Kersbaw 8 Loomy, 1985) and prirnblo'gists (e.g. 

Badrim L MMaIenky, 1984, R d  && 1986). IVa are derived from the addition of 

relative fkequeney, relative densiw and relative dominance of. each species md sama 

values far Lope are listed in Table 3.4. 

Data from Harrison (1984) show that even within the resertre th&e were notable 

differences in forest mmpo~ition. For example, only 7 of the 'bp 10' species were 

eommbn to both sites, and 4 of the predominant speeiea m .the present study-ma were not 



S.TUDIT S TTE.. THRESHOLD' WLrMRER OF SPECIES 

1.-  50% Ind.ividna1 s in P o p u l a t i o n  

Gabon ( p r e s e n t  s t u d y )  10 om dhh 6. 

l P * 16 c.m dbh - 
I 

t I  (.Har.r.kon, 1384) 16 cm dbh 9 

Uganda (Waser, 14771 10 m h e i g h t  5 

rganda I S't-ruhsakCr, 19 75 ) 1.0 m h e i g h t  I 

Zaire (C.asirnir, 1 9 7 5 )  none 2 

Gabon t present s t i ~ d y )  10 cm dbh 53.8% 

.t 

llj cm dbh 5 5 , 5.% 

( H ~ r r i s o n ,  1984)  16 t m  dbh 58 : .  2% 



Table 3 . 4  "Top 2'0" Tree Spec ies  at Lope 
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recorded at Harrison's site. To evaluate the degree of similarity in species composition 

between the Lope and some other areaar where apes occur I devised a Species. Overlap 

Index 601) (Table 3.5). There wwe several Mitses in the sampling: published lists were 

selective, usually food-species;, the proportions of unidentified species were not .given; 

differing criteria were chosen for inclusion in the analysis, such as height. or tnrnk 

diameter; and plot sizes were not :standardized. Despite these drawbacks, the rank order 

of SOIs demonskatad the degree. of simiI&ty between habitafs. On the whole, floristic 

overlap decreased as. distance increased, aa expected. 

. . 5. 

There are few sbikitiers between .the forest. at Lope and the habitat af mountain 

&orinas, which Iive on volcanic peaks between about 2400 m and 4050 m. Much of the 

vegetation is open woodand. with a dense herbaceous layer standing up to 2.5 m high 

(Schaller, 1963:52), and the slopes. m& &m used by the gorillas are covered with thick 

low foliage and nearly devoid d t reeg Wossey, 1974). The .wrleanic peaks of the V h g a  

volcanoes are often bathed in mist, favadng the development ofmoss, which stunts the 

growth of other vegetative- f-S. Forest, height decreases with augmenthg attitude and 

increasing humidity, creating easily d&d strata (L&&, 1975). The abundance of 

epiphyte8 alao inmases with altitude. and a concurrent decrease :in the density of trees. 

The h e s  have a different morphology from those in tropical forest, reaching only 10-12m 

in height, 

Most studies in .the. Virungas have quoted qualitative obsemations and botanical 

surveys to describe, the vegetation, Fpssey (1976) sampled 3 plots each of 10 &, but these 

were not reported in subsequent publications. Goodall (1974) also cited btanical siweys 

when describing the montane forest at Ifahuzi-Biega in Zaire. Casimir (1975) sampled 

the foreslt at Mt Hahuzi by drawing biotope mapir from aerial photos and measuring 

specid frequencies an transects. 

Few &ect cornparisone can be made batwem ,the Lope: and the habitats of eastern 

gorillas, except that the vegetation in the eastern regiona was less divem, and tree 

densities were lower than at Liipe.'There *as no fIodstic overlap between the Vimngas 



T a M e  3.5 Species Overlap -Index 

STUDY SL'TE NtrplIBER SOrnCE s .0 ,  r .  * 
OF SPECIES 

Gabon 

Lope (Harrison, 1984) 86 P 65.1% 

Gabon (Caballe, 1978)  7 1  P 45.5% 

M'psssa (Gautisr-Hion et al, 1985b) 8 3  f 4 2 , 2 %  

I? (Hladik, 1582 ) 44 P 39 . & X  

it (Duboet, 1984) 7 3  f 38.4% 

Ot-her African Countries 

13q.Guinea (Jones  & Sabater Pi, 1971) 3 4  P 38 ..2% 

Cameroon (Hoshino, 1985) 50 f 36.0% 

Zaire (Kano & Mul-&-a, 1984) 4 :8 f 3 5 . 4 %  

Zaire (Badrian & Malenky, 1984) $0 f 29.2% 

Cameroan (Calve~t, 1985) 31  f .23.1% 

Cameroon (Gart lan et .al, 1-978.) 1 24 P 19.3% 

Uganda (Reypolds .& .Reyn.old.a, 1985 ) 35 P 15.7% 

Uganda (Strusaker, 1975 )  51 P $3 . R', 

Zaire ( Ca.s i 'mi'r,  1'9.7 5 ) 2'3 P 4.3% 

Key: p = plant species list 
f = food to I t  

* C.al:cula.tim of SO1 v.alues 
sum (N. species al.so .at Lope) t (N. genera ,also a.t Lope .X 0.. 5 )  
converted to % of species composhg list. 



and lowland trdpical forest. 

me stndies of Jones and Sabater Pi (1971) and Calved (1983, in Equatorial Guinea 

,:and Cameroon respectiveIyg concentrated on gorillas feeding in logged areas -and fields, 

which were degraded habitate. :Jones md Sabater Pi (197U simp1y used Forest Semibe 

.surveys to show "abmdance" (frequency) of eome "cornman" species. 

The richness d the forest. at ~ o ~ e ,  indictatecl by the number of species recorded per 

hectare, was equivalent to that recorded in bther areas of Gaban and in The 

floristic overlap between several areas of central Africa dernon~trated a degree of 

9 simi'Inrity,.and the population structures 3 site,$ in Eabbn were also shorn to be simih. 
h 

The b i o m s  .of trees at Lopd was a little W e  the p'an-tmpical mean, huk comparable to 

other sites in Gabon. Tree distribution was characteristic of diwfse. mid forests, in 

that species were irregularly spaced, and some were clumped. 

C. PHENOLOGY 

Trees iIlustwte the phenalogid activity of a forest community,. and fruits are an 

important fmd source 'for most mammals in &pied fofest (Emnmtl'a etal. 1983). Flower, 

'fdt and leaf production was monitored in 346 trees of 83 species, a8 was new-led 

production by Wantaceae. 

l. phenolow of Treeg 

4 Inttodu&on. 

Various problems have 'cropped up' with descriptions of plant production: some 

authors have represented the activity of communities by the proportion of INDIVIDUAL 

plants (e.g. Raemaekers a 1980; Dmies, 1984); others have chosen plant SPECIES 

[e.g. Cxoat, 1979 bQiIton 1982); only a few have incorporated a measure of 

INTENSITY (e.g. Alexandre, 1980; Wheelright, 1985), such as the 0-4 smres used in h 

present study. I gave equal wei&t to tree species, tather than individual trees, because 

ap&al sample-sizes ranged from 1-10, and were not constant throughout the study. 

Also, some rere but important food-species were chosen, creating a selective bias in the 

sample. Scares for intensity are presented as median values, as the majority of trees 
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wwe inactive and thus scored zero, The hi& values for August and September resulted 

from differences h sample sizes, and perhaps 6ese early data should be ignored When 

sampling began in Augu~rt 174 hees of 69 species were monitored; in October the &E of 

the ~t~mpIe'inrreased to over..200 trees; by January 1985 it had reached 306. 

b) I , a f A m d R e n e w a l .  

Median scores for new, mature, and senescing leaves of all tree species are' 

illustrated in Figure 3.4. Thtee l e e  patterns were descriid by HIadik (1978) and. 

similar trends were abserved at Lope: 

(i) evergreen trees never renewed more than a quarter of their canopies at once; 

(ii) deciduous species shed all their leaves at once and w e n  then covered with thin, 

limp leaves for a few days; 

(X) other speties lost their leaves in peaka with flushes of new leaves, but were not 

d e d h .  

Patterns of leaf production were not ascertained for 40 species during the sampling 

period, however 24 were found to 'be evergreen, and 19 were decidwus. At Lope the 

propdon of mature leaves was always greater than 77% of the canopy of the entire 

eornmaniky. Senescence was fairIy consmt [ignoring idiosyncratic August) with a 

small peak in November. Deciduouer activity was observed in 12 species, but known for 

an additional 7 from Harriwn (1984)- These red, pink, pale yellow, or pale green 

flushing trees provided abundant localised food-sources for primates, including 

gatilIas. 

Figure 3.4 shawg 2 peaks in new-led production, .W@ colndided with the what 

would have hen the onset d the 'normal' raine in November and February (the uual 

timing of .the rains, aa deduced from the long-term data, see Chapter 1). Production of 

new leavea correlated w i th  the long4erin rainfall data fsr the preceeding month (r.8619, 

p=.D02), &hough this relakionship waa not sigsiScant for the amount of rElin which 

actually fell at Lope Cr.6161, p.058). Synchronieity of leaf renewal was observed in 12 

species: the deciduous ones. 

c) Elowethg, 

Three patterns of flowesng in tropical forest in Ghana were identifi.ed by 



4 new leaves 
+ mature leaves 
-P. snBSciw leave 

Aug Sep Oct NW Dec Jan M Mar Apr May 

b) new-leaf ~rbduction only 

' 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1  

Aug Sap Oct Nov Dec Jan %b Mar Apr May 



Lieberman (1968): 

(i) almost continous flowering, S;multaneous with 'fipiting, 

(ii) alternate flowerhg and fruiting throughout the yeat; 

(G.) relatively ahort pehis  of senmnal activity. 

At Lope flowering peaked in November, .and .in February w h  the .dry seatson was 

pralbnged (Figure 5.5). The proportion of' epeeies bearing flowers in any one month 

ranged 2.7% to 22.896, ,but 39 species (47.0%) were never seen to h e r .  Upperstorey 

(>l5 m) and undeistorey 1 4 5  m) trees were analys'ed eeparately, Because rain, fdl 

daring fie long dry seasan, the isctivity ofuppm&my trees was..suppressed in N o d e r .  

A burst of activity in February followed an unuually dry January, but this was 

restricted to 'the upperstorey trees. Understorey species wemed to be less sen$itiiie. tti 

unusual 'fluctuation6 in the pattern of rainfall. In fact a significant cordation was 

.found between the long-term rainfall data and flowering of understorey trees the 

following mmth (r=.8986, p<,001), although no relationship with rainfall was 

dernons'hted for trees of the uppersixmy,. or the community a whole. This fits with 

Cmat's (1975) observation thak the tall upperstorey is mote exposed, and likely b show a 

quicker response ta climatic trim=. The anomoliss presented by August and September 

have been explained ahve. 

In some species. the duration of flowering W= brief (less Chan 2 weeks), in others it 

wzw &ended (more than 2 weeks), but no precise information was available as data were 

collected on a. monthly basis. Same plpecies. were highly CO-odiaked and flowered 

intensely for a few days, .and were therefore missed by monthly sampling (e.g. 

m .in April 1986). Of tha 44. species: which flowered, 24.5% (13) 

seemed to be synchronous. 

a) m Prod- 

The proportion of species which b6re:frrrit in any one month ranged from 20.3% t o  

34.1%; 33 species. (39.8%] did not fdt during the. study. These may have been male trees 

of dioeeiaus species, which do not bear fruit after flowering, These species produce 

unisexual fldwers which are found 6n separate individuals, and inelude most d the 

Bwseraceae, Ebenaceae and Euphorhiaceae. The proportion of dioecious species at h p e  
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was unknown. Although estimates wers available from Costa Rica (Glander, 1975) and 

Sarawak (Whitmore, 1984, in mu not possible to extrapolate from these data without 

more. detailed infornation, as sex-mtios in dioecious species are skewed (Bawa & Opler, 

1974). 

Accurate quantitative measures of fmit crops were beyond the scope of this study, 

given the difTicalties of sampling fruitpr on individual trees. Previoas studiee have 

described e e i w n a l  variations in fruit production, but only a few have separated species 

into classes based on their marpho!ogy, and hence agents of dispersal (e.g. Alexandre, 

1980; Lieberman, 1982; Sabatier, 1985). Ak Lope 73.6% were fleshy, 183% w t m  wind 

dislpefsed, and 7.5% were dehiscent. 

Rgwe 3+6 itlustratee the dyiting d the entire sample, and of 2 subsets of trees: 

fleshy-hitere, and dry-fdter8. Community peaks occurred in October 1984, January 

and May 1985. Fruit produdion was not correlated wit& rainfall biffmt patterns were 

observed between fleshy-fruiters and dry-fruitera. Fleshy-hit production varied 

considerably, peaking 3 time$, as deeicribed for the community as a whole. Dly-fiuits, 

which were wind dispersed or required reduced humidity for dehiwence, showed the 

biggest amplitude in produetion. Figure 3.7 shows the intensity of fntiting: in August 

and November fewest ~pecies fruited, but they produced larw crops; in January, 

Fetruary, and May many species Sore fruit in small quantities, 

Mt development may take up ta a year &r flowering, and maturation within 4 

months is considered rapid (Qpler et_al. 1980). The duration of fruiting at Lope! was 

variable, depending not only on ripeness, but on fmit palatability to a rmge of 

consumem. m h i t s  remained on h e s  for 6 months and were only eaten by 

elephant8 and Nminaats  once they dropped, whereaa -erichi and Fieus 

trees were stripped of their  hit^ by primates and birds within days of 

ripening. When fn;litbg was extended peaks in abundance were not obvious, as in W 

and m c i a  macrocarp;a Statistical h t s  for mrdination of activity require at 

least 10 indivictuals (D.M. Newbery, pers.comm.). The only epecies which met this 

criterion fruited in early 1984, before the collection of quantitative data beg=. A 

qualitative assessment suggested that 38.096 species (19) were synchronous, 2 spades 
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. . .and PseudosD were asynchronous -bus crLgpLnpEg m while 29 

could not be defermined. 

2.fhenaiowafHerbs 

Both the fruits and sbrn-pi& of Aframamum were sourceer of food for gorillas. 

Although the reproductive stctiviQ of Afr.amamum generally peaks during the wet 

seasons, the production of new shoots is continuous (Bullock, 1981; Hopkias, 1970), Chus 

stems were continuausly mailable as a source of forage. At Lope ripe Aibmmm h i t s  

were amitable for the first 6 months af 1984, but aearce for the remainder d the study as a 

redt of the ill-defined dry seascm. A few flowers were axlerend during September 1984, 

but hardly any fruits developed. Only unripe seed8 were found in gorillas' dung, in 

J a n w  and Febmary 1985. 

The Marantsrceae could not be identified to speded level in the absence of 

reproductive p d e ,  thus they were lumped into two classes: Waumania-type and 

--type. The prodnetion of young leaves was biannual: it was minimal in 

September (the major d v  season), peaking in November and May (the wet aeasons) 

(Figure 3.8). The seasonal differences in new-leaf production were slatistically 

significant in both groups (Me9.aDhrvningl: F= 7.07, p<.Ol; Haumania: F= 6.98, 

p<.001), but the airrelation with rainfall for the previous months at Lope was significant 

for m p h r y n i u m  only -: d6)=.9325, p=.OO7; f : r(6k.7624, 

p=.078). 

. m 3. Ink-4hmaI V a d a m  

There were numy difFerences between 1984 and 1985, both in owirall .production. and 

in the particular species which fruited. Several. important gorilla foods,, Gdkh 

and ptoduced abundant fnrits from Jtlfluarg to May 1984, More the 

collection d,syetezILatic data began; June to July 1984 was a Djalium 'settson'. However, 

none of these species fruited again nntil 1986 (C. Tutin, pers.comm.). 

Fruit, crop are generally laxger :&er well-marked dry seasans (MeClure, 1966, 

Medway, 1972, cited in Alemandre, 19809, and bizarre. climatic events can upset 

phenological patterns to  such .an extent that 'kgivore famines' ensue (Weming, 1982b). 
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Unusual conditions occurred in Gabon in i984, when rain fell during the long dry 

season. Rain and wind,.caxl damage fragile reproductive stntctures .and cause fruit to be 

abort%d (Gaukier-Hion 1985a);. Insect predation erta also directly affect fruit: mops, 

for m p l e ,  -..at Lope produced copious flowers in November 1986 for the 

b t  time in 3 years, but these were ravaged by caterpillare .(C. T u b ,  pers.comm.1. 

Tutin alsa reparted that early M84 waii unequalled .until 1987, in terms. of .fruit 

abundance. 

4. . I 

Seasonal rhythms of produ.tipity axe well known in tropical. forest kg. FWm, 

1982a1, but at Lope some cycles were dismpted by rainfall during July and August 1986 

In general the production of.flowers peaks at the end of the long dry seam te.g. Croak 

1975; Sabatier, l!385); leaf ranewal is maximal at the bqgimiing of the wet seasans, and 

minimal during the long dry season (e.g. Gautier-Hion, 1983; Hladik, 1978). Fruiting 

tends to peak in November and December; and is- reduced during July .and August, as 

seen in the Ivory Coast, (Alexmdre, 1900), in north-east W n  & a ~ t i e r - ~ m  && 1985d 

and in Guiana (Sabatier, 1986). 

The prodm~on of new leaves, flowers and fruits tends to peak biannually. Leigh 

61982) skated .that rainfall emerges as the physical variable whose fluctuation is most 

decisive in the life of the foresit, Rainfail is the cue for flowering, if the preceding 

drkght has been suAicjently intense (Augrspurger, i982), and water stress may 

constrain the maturation of fmit (Gautier-Hion 1985ah At Lope phenological 

patterns were influenced by rainfall, bat few signrficmt correhtions were fo-d, doe to 

the m d  pattern of rainfalI in 1984. 

Variation between years is well known (e..g. Gautiet-Hion et, 1985a1, with 

individual trees fhiting at inhrvds d rxp to 10 yeam (Raemaekers && 1980). Only 60% 

For example, in Malaya only 33% of species s4mdied.fraited in 1 year (Raemaekers 

1980), and in Guiana Lsa than 60% fnrited in 2 years (Sabatier, '1985). 

At Lope both individual fruiting pat-S and overall production differed between 

1984. and '1985, however it. was clem fihat h i t s  were abundant for short periods and ecarca 
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during others. 

D. FOOD AVAZltAB~ 

1. mih gt Did- dFmd . - .  Treq 

At.Lope .many food-trees were relatively rate: 25.7% (N = 9) of the .species which were 

recorded on tran,secta occumed at densities lawet than l per hectare, A simple indicator 

dfood avaizable 'to -S was the p~dpbrthn of faod-trees in tbe population. Adult treQs 

were c l a d e d  .as those which had attained at least 30 em &h (cf. Hubbell & Foster, 

1986). E~mptigns to  the d e  were 2 species which produced fruit, below this thresheld: 

. . .  .. . . md P~Fter and adjmtments were made 

accordingly. Food-specie wem divided bto 'major' and 'minor' foods, depending on 

whether their conidbution to the fruit diet of gorillas was more .or Ie~s  ,#an 1% by volume 

(see Chapter 4). Table 3.6 shorn that approximately half of the poputrution consisted of 

potential food-trees, but this may @m the erronem imprkssion that.food was ~bunbt .  

The. e~timates included an &own prapartim of non-froitharing male trees of 

dioecious species (W above). Also, the limited temporal availability of fmit has nbt been 

taken into account: no more ;than 211% individuals pfodueed f d t  in any ane mm*, 

therefore less than 12.5 trees per hectare bore f d t  at any one time. 

Table 3.6 Pm- of Food-Trees in 

Bhid'Minor' 

&~ Total 

@T=14) (N=21) W=1) (N=36) 

pnopottion of popdation 48% W3% 25.6% 516% 

pnp. uf adult population 10.3% !20.2% 15.4% 45.9% 

number of adult treeslba 13 26 20 59 

-----.------1---------*---*------1-.---"--------------------*-..---.*---.--..---------------.-.--------- 

C~mp.arati~& estimates ranp from 3.5 trees in fruit per hectare. in northeast Gabon 

(Gautier-Him 1981) to 46-58 trees per he- i n .S ,mt ra  Whitten, 1982). Tree-size 

and individual yields have not been taken into conaiddon, the next section, howwer, 

provides more quantitative information on.food availability. 
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2. . .. 

I devised an index to provide a relative measure of h i t  availability, and M 

highlight variation in produdm between rnmths: 

FAI = E (mean FIR 'major' x N) t. E b e a n  FE 'minort x W X 0.5) 

where: 

E=.sufnof 

FR 'major' = fnriting intensity for each '-orw food-species 

m = " I* 'mind " I* 

IV = fmporhmce Value fir each species 

Mdtich-Blake (197.8) stated that estimates of fbod availability are of little predictive 

value regarding primates' use of resmrces. Other factors, sneb as food quality, also 

opqrate on individual food selection. Thus my rationale fbr excluding non-foods from 

the F M  was to assume that gorillas were .good judges of food content, and were likely to 

avoid items which w a n  incompatible with their digestive phy~hlogy. The FA1 was 

wsticted 'to fruit, as knowledge of the 'other food-types eaten by gorillas at Lope wa 

limited. 

When phenology data were not available for a particular species during a given 

month, fruit production was estimated from -information in the field-notes, and 

corroborated by the appearance of seeds in the gorillad dung. The FA1 was based on 

fruiting intensity, that ia, phenology scores, and not on proportion of the canopy bearing 

fruit, or on- mop-size. Fruit and leaf production of  a given species- is generally 

proportional to canopy size, which is correlated with dbh (e.g. Hladik, 1978; Oates && 

1980), so I , m p o ~ c e  Palue~ were incorporated ss measures of speclee' densib and basal 

area (see above). XVs were, predicted for 3.food-species1 which did not occur on the trrinsects 

olor, iJaDaca m and Sevtd- from their 

dis~tribution outaide the areas earnpled. 

A threshold of 30 cm dbh limited the number of  inmake, hence non-fruit-producing 

treea, included.in the estimates, with exceptions made for 2 speciea: Pauslnlstalia . . 

ma- and V t h l  aa mentioned above. It was not possib1e.h a a u t  
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for male trees of dioeeious. species, however individual trees were selected at random, 

and ail were inclwied in the calcuhtions of means. 

A mean fruiting intenaiky wm derived far each species for each month, and 

adjustments made for unripe. and hedibIe fruit, which were apparently unpalatable to 

gorillas. Given b t  the F M  was. a measure of potential rather than an :actual meaam, 

factor8 such as parts discarded by ..gorillas and fruit-:size were excluded 'Major' and 

'minor' foods were defined a c c o d n g  tu their contribution to the gori1Ias' .diet, and thu9 

independently *m their abundance in bbe habitat. The index waa weighted by reducing 

the. contribution of minor foods by half' Such seemingly arbitrary ratios can produce 

useful and redistic measuree, as demonstrated by Sailer (1986). 

The FM was intended to be a better predictor of the gorillae' feeding than the dab on 

fruiting phenology.for the mmmuaity as a whole, particddy several .species were 

not added to the ghenolom sampIe until their %mportanee .as food-hms had bean 

deman8twted. Thia was mrmcted for in the FLU Thus the FAX wm measure of W-'tree 

abundance -in the population .and 'the production of fruit by those txeers. Quantitative 

phenolo~  data were not available Mare A-k, thus FMs have been calculated fof 10 

months only. Figure 3.9 shows that fruitrfoods were relatively scarce during the long drg. 

season, in August and Sepbmhr, and relatively abundant throughout the majw wet 

season, fmm &bber t;6 Januaq. 

3. m o o m u m  6 =eae Biarnassea 

The pith of- fton* and tbe b s  of young leaves of Marmtaceai? were 

weighed to estimate the amount of food available to gori1h .pm unit mea This was found 

to be- at least 230 kg potential food per h&re (Rogers 8r: Williamson, 1987). Watts (1984) 

provided comparative data on thebiomms of THVavailable to mountain gorillas: s tem 

densities and the:frequeneies o f  'food-led patchee were similar in bath habibts, but the 

biomass. of herbaceous food waa about 4.5 times greater $n Rwanda (Table 3.7). 

4. other Food-- 

Gorillas also ate the f i t s  of 5 species of shrubs in the fmst understorey and the 
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savannas (Antidesma VOP-. . . .  -a &&atria Deduncularia, .i 

mgdha, and -us S&. Their producbn wae.  no^ qtxantifled. One of them, 

Mted  biannually, but patterns were not dberned in the other species. 

No S#C measures of leaves aa food were taHen, but ovedl production of leaves 

peaked in Novembert at the' beginning of the rainy semion, as shown above. 

LOPE MT. VISOHE 
proportion d l m2 qpadrats 
which contained food 89.4% 82,6% 

5. 

At b p e  many food-trees were relatively rare, although a large proportion of the 

population consisted of potential food-bee due b the hi& density of &h Bowever f i b  

were produced for limited periods only, and on average less than U.5 trees per hectare 

would have been in h i t  at any one time. An index of availability showed that seamnal 

variation in the abundance of fruit-foods was striking. The herbaceous Gframomum 

aod Marmtaceae, which were important to the &Ih, were found to be ubiquitous. The 

proddon of new leave8 by these herbs also peaked in the major wet sewn. 

Calvert (1985) estimated that foods in mature forest occurred at low densities. 

However, she proposed tbat as some food was present in 70% of guadmts, mature forests 

were good insurance against finding no food in fields or along skeam-banks. The 

patchy distribution and marked seasonal availability of gorilIast foods in lowland 

- p i 4  forests contrast with the abundance of food in eastern gorillas' habitats. The 

only changes in food availability at Mt. Kahuzi were the seasonal growth of bamboo, and 

the production of 2 species of fruits (Casimir, 1975). In montane forest food for falivorea is 

adundant, but fruits m rare (Fowey L% Harcourt, 1977). The low density of trees allows 
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the graund vegetation flourish Goodal l  L Groves, 1977), and the biomass of herbaceous 

fod ia .almost 5 times greater in Rwanda than .at Lope. Both Vedder (1984) and Watts 

(1984) systematically sampled food availability in the Vimnga volcanoes. Neither fbund 

any evidence of seasonality in the f6o;ds of mountain goriIlas,. and Watts concluded that 

restrictions on the avaibility of s p e s c  food-items were minor, although he recdrded 

semonal changes in the rates of growth. Be also stated that 'W is the relative 

unimportmco of temporal fluctuationd in .food avaihbfity, as much as the .extent of 

spatial variability in food and habitat quality, 'that distinguishes the ~cological 

ckcumtanees of mountain . g o d a s  fkom thoae of 0 t h  primates" (1984:36lf. 

E. SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE VEGETATION 

Disturbance may be the most important factor causing variation in vegetation 

(Whitmore, 1984) and this may arise fram several sources, some of which are eon~idered 

be10 W. 

1. 

The Lope falls within the limits of distribution md the 

study-area was exploited far woad until &e late 1960s. Exhction to& pkce at a law level 

witb 'minimal' disturbance to the forest, but wen logging sddvely  can have profound 

effecta on the vegetation structure. Damage is c a d  ko trees neighbouring that which is 

fend, by hauling out logs, and by road contruction. Aceoxding to Cdvert (1985) single 

trees created 0.04 hatare gaps when felled. In aress of West Malaysia where logging 

wcumd at 18 stems/ha up to 51% of trees were damaged in the process (&m, 19861, and 

felling 10% trees may destroy 56% o f  the sumunding tree8 (Burgese, 1971, cited in 

Wilson L WiIson, 1975). However, the apparent 'secondatirration' af the Lope forest 

extenda far beyond those areas which were accessible to the foresters, thus logging has not 

been responsible for producing the s h c t d  characteristics of mod af the foreat at b e .  

2. Tree F& 

Tropical forest ia intrinaidy dynamic and a high frequency af'ttee falls allows 
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increased dewdapment d & e  understorey. The t m m r  rate due to the modality of trees 

in north-east Gabon led to a 10% change in the population of trees over 7 years (Hladilt, 

1982, 19841. There may be a 'domino effect' of f d h g  trees: at Lope 6 large trees were 

brought down in the w a k ~  of a single dead :one. Many Wes. f d  during S-. with gusty 

winds at the beginning of t t e  rainy season (Alexandre, 1980; Broketw, 1985b)). R& 

loosens the sail .around tree roots, but 75% oftree falls in.north-east Gabon were caused'by 

tbe inrmased weight d water on the trees' sdaees. (Floreoce, 19811. T h e  falls are also 

caused by elephants (Leigh, 1975; Whitmore, 1984). Wee falls create light gaps, which 

play a vital role in regeneration and the haintainmce of diversity in b p i c a l  forests 

(e.g. Hartshotn; 1981); Richards, 1983). At Lope fallen braaches formed log-jams' in 

shams,  with 'mna8quent changes in the courses of-streambeds. Aho, blockages on paths 

caused by-fallen branches or trees led to diversions, and the creation of new paths by 

large mammals. 

3. Ek&a& a G Q d h :  

Mter humans "no other l. b had as peat m effeck on African habitats" as 

the elephant  law^, 1970). These 'bulldozer herbivores' (Kortlandt, -19841 cause damage 

by browsing, stripping bark, breaking, uproot;ingI and trampling the vegetation. At Lope 

forest elephants, were present at high densities during the wet 

seasons. They seemed to be p a d i u l d y  attracted to light gaps with regenerating 

vegetation. Immediately &er a tree fdl they stripped the newly .accessible leaves md 

bwk flattening f i e  surrounding area in the process., and fed tan new .growth as it 

emerged. Elephants can thus maintain the . e d y  sera1 stages of developing :plant 

cornrndties (Wing & Bue, 1970h or they may deflmt succession and cause dominance 

by particular h e  species (Laws, 1970)..They can aIso prevent the expansion of fbrest by 

debarking, which renders mature trees mar& susceph'b1e to fire <Eggeling, 1947; Wmg Q 

The dmts d gorillas on their habitat were not as. deyaskting:as t h e  of'elephants, 

although they broke branches &m trees, snapped saplings in two, and flattened areas of 

vegetation. But they did not generally: uproot h.erbaceous plank in bhe same way is 
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elephants. Because gorillas wera also able to climb, their influence on large trees was 

apparent: female trees of ttre dioecious m had a pruned appearance after fruiting. 

Similarly, Rijben (1978:96) ubsmd that some trees looked '%battered" months after 

orang-utans had fed in them. 

Mention should also be made of the .gorillas' influences. on their food-plants: if 

.browsing ljtimulate,~ the pruduction of immature growth ,(young leaves, stems, and apical 

tissud it h32 be beneficial to the goriIlas, by increasing the availability of food. 

plants ticovered rapidly from piimete herbivory 'and BuIlock (1981). 

proposed that .such .action may stimulate rweneration, resulting in increased. shoot 

emergence, Mountain gorilla-induced stmchud damag@ hcremed the pdujetivity of 

'eeveral important food epecies: stem densities and gr6wth rates were higher 6 months 

after patches. had been used by gurillcta .Watts, 1987). 

Both gorillas .and elephants may be important dispersers of seeds. The pasmge of 

seeds through the digestive tracts of elephants (Lewis, 1987) and several species of 

primates is thought to enhance germination (e.g. Estrada & Coates-Estrada, 1986; 

'Garber, 1986; Gautier-Him, .lS€M], and similar dabs have been made for 3 species of' 

great apes bnobs:  Idani, 1986; chiinprinzaer: Takasaki, 1983; orang-utans: Galdikas, 

'19'821. Jones -and Sabater Pi (1971) proposed that a mutualistic relationship 'existed 

between gorillas and plants, but such relationihips artre rare Weberman & 

Lieberman, 1986). 

Gorillas at ]Lope were important mnsumers of fruit, and hence determined the fates of 

lare  quantities of seeds. b y  seeds passed throqjh the gnt intact, and presumably 

unharmed. Large nmbers of seedlings of wverd species sprouted ftom the gorillas' 

dung (e.g. Q&& -mant& Cola lizas, Santlnatrimera. . * m .  

and Zanha 

-mid, but many seedlings would be "doomed to intense competition in faecal 

clumps" (Howe, 1980:944). 

Se& may be subjected to a chemical or mechanical action in the gut which is 

beneficial b germination (e.g. Estrada & Coates-Eatrada, 1984). Preliminary trials 

indicated that ingestion by gorillas inmeased the proportion and rate of seed 

ga.rmination (A. Feistner, pers.comm.). The gorillas' large digestive tract, long gut 



passage time, and large tazxges, muld remk in seeds, being transported considerable 

distances may from parent; plants, which is an important aspect of dispersal. .Also thb 

dung matrix wonld reduce dessioation of seeds, and provide ,a .suitable: srrbcltrate for 

germination. 

The term "animal dispersal" may have became synonymous ~5th the swabwing of 

.seeds (Smythe, 1986). Liebenan and Lieberman (1986) accepted that fruit ingestion 

accomplished dispersal, but they stated that t h i ~  was the only clear benefit of 

wdoz6ochory, and that germination. dmcernent was neither 'inevitable, nor common. 

Although cantion must: be taken b f ~ r e  concluding that gorillas are reliable, high quality 

diapersera, m example of the vital mle of'dispersm was @ven by Alexmdre (1978): 

some species of trees no Ionger regenerated effectively in areas of the Ivg7 Coast where 

elephant9 had been hunted out. Among the tree species aected were Pentadesmq 

and -S. which were also eaten hy goriflas at Lope. 

Lieberman (19871 suggles,ted that only e1ephlmt.s could swallow the large seeds of 

m -intack, but main- were ingeded by the 'Lope gorillas. Thus 

it seems like1y that gorillas are important seed dispmen. 

4. Savanna9 

The Lope forest is bordered by savannas, which are burnt annually during the long 

dry season. Humidity, temperature, and Iurnination may be altered at the interface 

between the 2 habitat types, and such peculiar conditions might favour the growth of 

herbaceous vegetation, deciduous and pioneer tree species. Savzinnas provide an 

invasion front for pioneer specieer CWhitmore, 14841, which may thus achieve unusually 

high densities, as seen in tha case of- 

F. DISCUSSION L CONCLUSIONS 

The Lope may not ,h 'typid of tropical forests, but :.m H d m i  11984:71 remarked 

"The heterogeneity af rainforest. ..may leave little ta be gained from attempting to 

characteriee the Lope fore& .a 'typical' 'm 'atypical'". HIadik (1973) described the 

M'passa forest of Gabon as having a "particulax" structure, with a law fmgM canopy, 
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few large trees, and some chmacteriatics of open forest, giving the impression that it was 

secondarised. But that area had never been Iogged or culkiyated, all di~turbances were 

natural. 

The signScanca of a new species of tree discgvered during the e o m e  of 

.this study .(EIalIe, 1987), is not yet understood. may occupy the niche which is med 

by the pioneer . i  . .  in other regions of Gaban .(k Hladik,. pers.mmin.). 

occurred at high density, but 'pioneer' species are integral to all stages. of 

tlevelopment in tropical .foreat. communities (Ihight, 19751, and were .pregent in the. 

'Pitgia' farests of nurtkeast 'Gabon {Aubreville, 1967). & c c o d o ~ b o a e n &  was. also 

found at b p e ,  yet this is a coastal species, which had not previously been recorded so far 

.east. A fhrther indication that this ecotape is musual is that narmafly savanna-dwelling 

speciea of birds can. be seen up to 1 km into the forest CC, Henty, peracomm.1. 

The presence of herbaceous vegetation has been taken to indicate disturbed fired., 

and the opulent herb layer at Lope may be unusuaI, but a lack d undemtanding a€ tropical 

foreat dynamics has led tD erroneous classificaEion.s of.farest types '(Hartshom, 19781. 

'The Lope semis to  be a s p e d  ecotope, resulting fbm an inkmctibn 6f several major 

influences, including the mammalian fauna, the peripheral savanna, and selective 

logging, The complex facturpr which. shape forests are only partially known and barely 

quantified. 

The Wrest at Lope-was found to be similar to other areas of tropical forest, in terms of 

species densities and diversity. The spatial &tribation of tree species was characteristic 

of heterogeneous tropical forests: individuals were widely sepaiated and some were 

dumped, which was important from the gorillas' view-point. The production of new 

leave?, flowers and fruits was .seasonal, although patterns of phenology seemed .to have 

been dislupted by the abnormal distribution of rainfall during 1984. An index of fruit 

.availabiLity showed. marked fluc.tuations. The ,diversity and seasonal abundance of 

fruits .provided a war spume of food. Mantane fore&, in contrast, show no evidence of 

seasonality in food .abundance, a n d . M t  praduction is extxcemely low. The present study 

confirmed that there are few similarities between the lowland gorillas' hpiml forests 

and the mcruntain gorillas' monkme' habitat 
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A SNTRODUCl'ION 

In the Iad decade several papers have d e s d d  coxrelations between the. ecology. and. 

mtwphalqg of a wide spectrum of Pr;mah (e.g. MiIton 8t May, 1976; CIutton-Bmck & 

Hiamey, 1980), with body size and dietary quality among these factors (e.g. Sder &a€, 

1985; Hnvland & Gaulin, 1987). Almost without exception, infornution concerning 

gorillas in these malyw~ were based on extrapolation from the excellefit data availabie 

for the fofivwous mountain gorilla, Gorilla mdla bein& To ,surmiw that .g~rillas in 

lowland tropid forest will consume equivalently 1 . a e  proport;,oas of foliage, .given the 

diwrsity of fkrrit...availabIe, is surely presumptrl3u. This notion was:aot challenged until 

recently (Tutin 8t Fernandez, 1984, despite previous p o r h y d s  of I o w h d  g o r i b  as 

fruit eaters !e.g. Sabater Pi, 196%; Yerkes gt Yerkes, 1929539). bn inventmy of gorilla 

f30db Born. Equatodal Guinea Iisted. 52 f d t  spderr (e.g. Sabater Pi,. 1977). The apes' 

pmpensiCy t~ feed in p2antations. and secondary 'forest. been well publicised (e.g. 

Dersehette, 194i; L% Ferreh lsds; Petit, l920).. This may be bemuse such areas. are 

as~ociated with human habitation, and. thus more .easily accessible ta observers. The 

image of the goriW tendency to age light gaps and other areas d dense heliophyllio 

vegetation W-= enhanced by Calvert's (1985) study, which drew attention yet %her awey 

from the majori@ of gorillas inhabiting mature forest. 

Also it has been asserted that adult garl13,as1 access to fruit' is restricted as a 

consequence of their poor climbing ability (e.g. Dyce-Sharpe, 1927; Sabater Pi, 1977). 

This is not true, as even sihertxacks am capable of climbing and do so bquently at Lope 

(see Chapter 6)- This chapkm desaibes the fhgivorous nature of h i h g d b  wri~laarilla, 

using data from 277 trails, 716 dung samples (190 kgs) and direct obsematim of feeding 

on 60 occasions, 

l. lhdhgm& 

Feeding traiIs are the remains of €ood in situ, and may indicate garillarr' patterns of 

movement. Traces were recagnisabIe by the characteristic manner with which each 



food-me had h e n  procesmd, and the particulax plant parts dieearded. Qualitative 

information wm recorded, that is, the species fed on and the p& removed, but 

quantitative data on the number of items eaten were not cbllected, as the priority at the 

time was to catch up w i t h  the gorillas. Generally such detail would have been of Little use 

without complementary i&ommBon on group compositim, and the time gorinas spent at 

each location For these reasons all trails discwered in one area in any one day were 

treated as an entity for the purposes of description. Many hails could only be followed for 

short distances, 100 m or so, and did not provide evidence of a compIete day's travel or 

feeding routes. 

2. 

Several researchers have examined primates'. faeces to identify species consumed 

(e.g. Goodall, 1974; Nishida L Uehara, 1983, Calvert, 1985; Sugiyama & fCaman, 1987), 

although Casimir (1976:llO) stated that: such investigation "merely confirmed" 

information gained from hib. Suzuki (1969) estimated the proporkion formed :by each 

food-class by volume, but ha conceded thak thege percentages were not &lute. Hoshino 

(1985) recorded the fresuencies of each food b measure qualitative. variation in the diet of 

mandrills, and he attempted ta qu811tifjl each f d  category by dry weight for a a h t  of 

sam plea. 

Relying to a large extent .on macr~scopic.faeeal analyds l ~ d s  b a bias against soft 

plant prhs and those parka which are reduced tu fine partidea by mastication or 

digestion. QuantifVing data from dung is problematic, as not all items. eaten are 

equivalently represented in the corresponding residue (1Moreno-Black, 19781, and the 

digeatabi1it;g of specific foods varies according to the other timtituents of a meal 

(Putnam,, 1984). Detailed information was collected on parts identifiable in the dung, 

such as seeds and fruit skins, but fragments of leaves and sbm-fibre, which became an 

indistinct mass, wke msessed simply by scores of relative abundance. 

At Lope the average w w t  of all dung samplee w m  268g. dung of adult males only 

was 707g. Goodall (1977) reported that silverbacks produced 30 kg dung per day. If this 

estimate was appropriate to lowland gorillas,, then even the largest sample collected 



(2700g) farmed less than 10% of m individual's daily output. However, 42.2% of the dung 

mmple~ came from nesbsites, where Schaller (1963303) reported that halfthe dung was 

deposited, so the large sample may have been as much as 5046 ofthe daily output. In either 

case, therefbre, a single dung sample may not have contained remnants of dl faad-types 

eaten during the previous 24 hrs. 

3. m v e  MFruit Volume& 

As no soff parts remained in the d q ,  tbe voLume d seeds and other undigeshd parts 

excreted was not representative of fruit intake. For a more realistic evaluation of fruit 

contribution to the diet I calcuIated the volume of fruit ~ptasurne&. %S was estimated 

retrospectively from see& in the dung [see figure 4.1). For each species the volume of an 

individual f i t  and of the seeds within it were estimated by various means: direet 

measurements of h i t  specimens; scaled photographs and measurements from 

drawings rnada in the field; information from botanical volumes and fore8tei.s' 

idwtitiaation manuals. These estimates were then corroborated by other field workem at 

me. Valumee were eaIculated using the formula fbr an dipsoid (Jso appropriatl, far a 

spheroid), as most seeds approximated to this shape: 

4A3 n (Bb2) W 4189 (abq, where a=length x 0.5, b = width X 0.5, a > b 

The volume of pulp waa obtained by subtractiug seed volumes fmm the fhit wIumee. 

Twa measures were used, one to estimate the relative amount of fiuit consumed, the other 

to indicate what fraction of We fruit wan 'utiIieablei, thus two factara were allocated to 

4 species: 

F1 = volume of fruit ingested pm seed 

m= n 81 

This process was more complex for 14 species with (i) large numbers of s m d  (1 mm) 

seeds (e.g. J'ic,us. W; (ii) for ermall fruits eaten in large numbers (e.g. 

J%vchotrid; and (iiil for species sometimes recorded as palp only kg. m. 
These species were represented by relative abundance scores, and F1 and F2 were 

estimated for a 'standardised' faecal sample of 260 g. For simplicity 'abundant' was 

taken to represent twice the d u e  of 'common', 4 times h t  of 'few', and 8 times that of 
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*raset. 

The sum of the volumes of all species in each sample was divided by the might ofthat 

dung sample to provide a comparative measure, which approximated to cm3/kg. 

Volumes oftroth the relative Mt consumed CRFC) and the relative pulp comtrmed (R=) 

are presented below. Dung for which fresh weights were not avaiIabIe were removed 

&am analyses, Also excluded was dung collected outside Ehe main aCudy-area, in forest 

witli a slightly different species composition and phenolw, which could not be related ta 

phemlogy data. A reduced sample of 629 faeces aad 56 recognisable types of fiuit formed 

the core of the data. Appendix 4.1 lists the 56 fruit qwcies with their F1 and F2 values. 

Two important assumptions were made in calculating fruit volumes: ( I )  that a 

typical size and shape of fruit d d  be a~~ to each species; Borne fruits contained 

increasing numbers of seeds in relation to their size, but reliance on seed counts reduced 

some of this inherent variation. It wris also assumed (ii) that a11 s d a  were swalIowed, 

which waB not the case; notable exceptions are mentioned below. Although no 

compensation waa made for such species, some volumes were estimated from undigested 

puIp, rather than seed counts. Nonetheless, h i t  volumes may have been slightly 

underestimated. 

B. COrnSITlON OF m DIET 

At Lope. 139 different plant parts of at. last. 103 plant species (92 identBedl from 26 

families were included in the diets of 9 group6 of gorillas during 17 months. In addition 

to vegetable matter, at least 6 species of invertebrates, earth, water, and poasibly dung 

were ingested. Appendia 4.2 ie a cmplete list of species, wbich has been summarised in 

Table 4.1. 

3 MPIIPcotvledPna. . . 

The herbaceous. component of the diet, comprising 29 items (or phut parts) from 20 

species, wae dominated by 2 -families: 10 species of Marantaeeae, and 5 species of 

Zingiberscea& including Aframomum. Aframomym. is a name- that hhas been almost 



Tabf e 4 . 1  Compos.it.ion of t h e  Diet 6.f Gorillas .at Lope. 

F00.D-CLASS FOOD-TYPE/LIFE-FORM M PARTS EATEN h! 

Fr.ui t s medium~large trees 47 P U ~ P  5 4  
small trees 4 s.ee.d 7 

78 specfes shrubs 5 art1 5 
vines 6 entire fruit 1 

78  i t e m s  herbs 8 iridet. 1 I 
unknown > 8 

Marantabeae 11 leaf -has.ee 7 
Ziagiberaceae > 5 stem-bases 7 

ies Cummelifiaoaa I leaves 3 
Acanthacaoeae I s t e m s  6 

29 items Araceae 1 p i t h  6; 
Palmaceae 1 

Leaves trees 12 leaf tissue 19 
('Dicot.yledons) saplings 3 petioles > 2 
22  species shrubs 2 bracts > l 

vines 2 new s h b o t s  1 
23 items unknown . > 3 

Bark tree 
shrub 

5 species u.nknpwn 

Iris ect s ants  
G species ihdet. 

'Mi-sccllaneous flowers > 1 
roots > 1 

S i tef ia wood > 1 
sine tendrils > 1 
soil 1 

TOTAL: Number of Tdentified Species = .94 {including 2 insect) 
Number of Plant Species- = > 103 
Number cif P l a n t  Food-Items 135) 
Number of Items in D i e t  146 
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synonymous with wdstern lowland gorillas since 1847 (Savage L Wyman), not least 

because of the. nmutualidtic rehtiaship" hypothesised by Janes and Sabater Pi 11'9711, 

amam- is a major food for .popalations of gorillas in Cameraon iBukIer, 1980; 

Calwrt, 1988), Equatorial Guinea (Saberter Pi, 19771, Gabon htin & Fernand-, 19851, 

and Zaire '(SchaUer, 1963:151). 

Ak Lope 98-31 of the dung contained stem-fibre, which was scored as common or 

abudant in 76.6%. The majority of bails included remains of (81.9%) 

and Marmtaceae 176.9%). The anly trails with neither B f  nor Marantaceae 

were those which crossed monospecific stands af Anisote~ mcraohvlras.. L e d  

fragments, recorded in 90.1% dung came from a combination of life-forms [trees, 

s h h ,  Pines, and herbs), but only MaFantaceae were common on trails. J' wae 

predominant (as in Campo, Cdvert, 1485). plus and -. An 

unueual asp& of the gorillas' feeding was their ingestion of 3 species .of semi-aquatic 

Marantaceae: Marantochba eordifolia. and -. Patches of 

flatkmed herbs and split-stems were fbund in streams and m b h w  (see Willkmson ft 

19881. The gorillas of Kahuzi-Biega, .in East Africa, fed on the basal parts of Cwerus 

Cdge), and have been seen wading thr0ug;h brooks 60 cm deep .(Casimir, 1975). 

No simple relationship eisted between the. quantities of stem consumed and fibre in 

the dung, m there did between fhits and aeeds;and without detailed observation, it was 

not possible to evaluate the. preoise contribution d Afi.amamum or bf .ather structural 

p h t  part8 ta f ie  godW diet. 

b) Picatvle- 

Leaves from 19 species of woody plants were identified by &sewation or on trds. 

Most leaves. came: from trees and mpkga {68.2%), and also fiom shrubs (9.1%) and 

vines. (9.1%) (unknown = 13.'6%1;. Petioles, new shoots, bra&, and vine tendrils were 

eaten. Bark was worded in -9.1% dung, usnally 'in guaatitids. It was eaten 

from 2 type8 of~hrub and 3 trees, found on trails, of which was the 

most important Wood and mob were also found in dung (N =IS). 
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2.-ve -P& 

dmowers. 
Feeding on gteFocamu~ sopaaxii flowers was obsemed only once. No remains were 

found m the duug, p r h p s  due h h e  delicate sPttvcture of flowers. 

b) Fruits. 

kuit remsins were recorded in 97.5% dmg, including numerous pieces of fhib 

and seede which codd not be idenmed. GorilIas ate 78 species of fruit (67 identitied) 

65.4% species &me fhm trees, .and 24.3% were unknown. About a quaxter of species -was 

recorded only once. The fruit diet was split into 2 categories, based on the relative 

proportions o f h i t  fbmd in all dung samples: 

0) "majm' species: >l% m2 N= 16 

Four specie$ each formed more than 10% RFC: Cola lizae. , ~ ~ g a c r o c a ~  

Bdi-. and Only 2 of these, Cola and Zanha. plw 

formed equivalent proportions of the. RPC, which is the utilisable (pulp] 

fraction bf the ftuit diet, Two additional species, ,- ,and 

-ensis, rllrzked high& for a single month, but failed to account for 1% of 'the overall 

diet. The mean RFC and RPC .values for .all apeeies were 0.59 em3/kg and 0.85 cm8/kg 

respe~tive1~. 

kuits were also mtegaried by quality. Four general fruistypes were identified 

from the published literature, and their principd chemical components determined (e.g. 

Sourd L Gantier-Hion, 1986; Rogers, in prep,). Morphol6gical groupings tended to 

correspond with nutritional values. 

(i) SUGCULENT'FRUITS: generally brightly coloured, consided mainly of sugars 

and water, most had low fibre and low secondary compounds, and were therefore easily 

digehd; these formed the bulk of fruits eaten by gorillas, 34 species and 90.9% RPC. 

Cii) ETBRQUS FRUITS: generally large, dull coloured, with dense flesh emitting an 

odoux; contained high fibre, tannina, law nutrients, thus low digeshbility; 4 species, 

7.7% m. 



(iii) W: brighly coloured thin fatty layer adhering ta seeds, high concentrations 

of lipids; 4 species, 0.1% RPC. 

(iv) SEEDS: relatively high protein content, rich in secandary compounds, low 

digestibility; 4 species, c 0.1% WC. 

(V) UNKNOWN: not cltlssi&d as information was insufficient; 10 species, 

1.2% RPC. 

Fruib of fie 66 species identified in the dung were subdivided according to 

life-fona The majority were produced by trees (88.8% W C  came from medium or tall 

trees, >l5 m tak 3.1% h m  small trees <l5 m). Herbaceous fruits, mostly brn~rnm 

and small qmti t i~s  of Marantaceae fruits, contributed 4,0% to the RFC. Fruits of sh& 

and vines formed 3.6% WC. 

Importance Values were calculated for m e  fhit species h the gorillas' diet 

(Table 4.2). Ns incorp~rated relative frequency, relative density, and relative 

dominance (i.e. proportion of months eaten, as a measure of distribution through the 

year) fir each .species (see Chapter 3). Relatme Wquenciea .were CSlcJatad on a .monthly 

basis, totalled, and converted to percentages,. This controtled for the variable number of 

faeces calleeted each month. The mast important fruit species at Lope were 

. mrD.. and-.-. . . 

3. N o I I - P I ~  FOO& 

.a) 

E,vidence of'in~ec~vory by gorillas at Lope came. fmm trails and. 33.2%.. of dung 

samples; -31.1% contained hundreds of undigeated heade of weaver ants -lk 

lonein6da: the other 2.1% included remains of. one crf 5 typa of black ant, ticks, bees, or 

in one case a caterpillar. The ticks were lam1 forms of -. and w m  

probably swalbwed during grooming sessions. 

The proportion of dung containing O e c o n h v ~  at Lope and containing termites 'h 

north-emt Gabn (30.596, 'Tutin & Fernand=, 1983b) was virk;lally identical. .Data were 

not available to compare inv8rtebrate biomasses at the 2 &S, but it seems likely that 

weaver ants and termiteei fii~ed the same niche in the gorilIasq diets. 



Table 4 . 2  Important F r u i t s  Eat.en by Gorillas at  lop^ 

SPECIES IMPORTANCE VALU,ES 

Aframomum s p ~ .  

Uapaca ~uineensis 

Dialium sp. 

Cola lizae 

Duboscia .macrocarp*. - 
Psidium sp.. 

Klainedoxa nabon-ensis 

Porterandia cladantha 

Pentadesma butyracea 

Santkria trimera 

Heisteria parvifolia 



Ants are the predominant animal m a h r  eaten by all primates at Mpassa in 

north-east Gabon (Gautier-Hioa 1980), and comes closest ta: being the 

universal ineect food for chimpanzees (McGrey, 1983). Many social insects can be. 

exploited without much expenditure of em=, but- Oecophslla are ofadded importance as 

they are found in convenient 'packets': they bind leaven together into compact, 

tennie-ball-sized arboreal nests, each containing about 5 g of eggs, larvae, and ad& 

forms (Hladik, 1973). Although may h a regular part of tbe diet, they form a small 

portioi~ in relation to plant matter: inverbb~~tes, including weaver ants, fcirmed 34% by 

weight' ofthe annual diet of chimpanzees at M'psssa (Hladilr, 1973). 

Geophagy is common amnng East Africa populations of gorillas (e.g. Schaller, 

1963:-166; Fossey, 1983:52). At Lope evidence of eoil ingestion came from knuckle-prints 
I 

at aalt-licks in the banks of streams (Figwe 461. These licks were created by elephants,: 

and developed through frequent visitation by many mammds, including buffalo, 

antelope, chimpanzees, and colobus monkeys. Soil from these. sites had a high 

concwtration of sodium (]M. H&m, pers.comm.), Geophagp wag seen 3 fimes, and 

soil or gravel was found in 4.3% of dung, during 8, consecutive months 

(Sep tember?April). 

cl Water. 

ICnuae- and. foot-prints Ieacting to streams .without crossing suggested that gorillas 

& a d  wgter, despih the high water cotttent. of many of tbeir food-items hean  = 73%, 

Ragers, in $rep.'). Gorillas in Cameroon have been seen drinking from stream8 

ICri.tchley, 1968), mountain gorillas d s o  drank water (Fossey L Harcourt, 1977); and 

chimpanzees.ixi Gabon drank mare than uncc per .day ia the dry season ( a d & ,  1973). 

C. FOOD ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 

, . .  l. pod M e n n g  

a1 h & n g  On The G n r d  

Foraging occurrd at  diff~xknt paces, judging from the 'variable patchiness and 
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density d food remains on trails. Large areas af Aframomum. were flattened in the 

vicinity of nesbsiks, and many split-stems were found, suggesting that feeding was 

intense early in the day. Basins of dense. herbhi were riddled with trails of many ages, 

and even those from the same day were winding and tangled. Group members m o d  in 

p d e l ,  sometimes spread over 100 m, and made 'tunnels' uader cfmps of IXaunania 

vines. Food remains were concentrated on stream banks and along road edges, where 

Afranrolnum was abundant, and split &erns were left in heaps. Feeding in 

marshes was similarly intense, as gorillas made convoluted paths 

through m h e s  with a soft muddy snbshte ,  or moved down the middle of ~treams, in 

water abont 30 m deep, uprooting plants from both banks, for up to  500 m Figure 4.31. 

Snch ambling styles d f&g contracted witb the 'travd-feed' mode. When many 

bees were in fruit the gorillas moved fairly rapidly between them, so that traces were 

spame and inconspicuorrs, aften single items separated by up to 100 m. These two paces of 

feeding resemble thdse demibed by Calvert (1985). Gorillas also crossed open savanna 

h feed an the fruits of shrubs, or to reach gallmy foresb where o h r  ihit twurcee could be 

found (see Chapter 61. 

W Feedinp In Tms. 

Gorillas were observed feeding in medium to large trees during 17 contacts, at a 

mnrimum height of 30 m in a Pteroeamus m v a  35 m M1. The average height at 

which silverbacks fed was 20 m @T = 10, R = 12-30); for all individuals it was 16 m (N = 

26, R = 8-30 m). Even trees which wem not particularly large supported more than one 

adult gorilla. A group of 5 gorillas fed together in an m m m  than once, and 9 

individds were seen descending from a U. There are previous records of Wmt 

gorillas feeding at heights of 40 m, blackbacks at 35 m, and silverbauks at over 20 m in 

Zaire (Goodd, 1977) and at more than 18 m in Camemon (Critchley, 1968). 

Both sitking and standing positions were adopted for feeding in trees. Small teminal 

branches were bent *#in reach, often without breaking them. Single fruits and leaves 

were plucked directly with the lips, or pulled off by hand and transferred to the mouth. 

Arboreal vines were pulled through the canopy and run through a closed fist, leaving a 

bunch of leaves in the tlngers. Food was also collected from neighbouring trees. Both 
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lefb and right-handedness was seen. Often adults broke 6ff branches and backed 

towards the trunk or a mqjor fark to eat their meals From a more s e m  position. One 

f d e  propped herself between the two trunks of a v c e a  tree while 

eating. Branches were subsequently dropped to the ground, some with fruit still on them. 

One lone male feeding on -broke o@ at leest 10 branches of about 3 cm b e t e r .  

Although the ground below fruiting tree5 was often littered with debris, no evidence of' 

co-operative behaviour was seen, whereby juveniles or females throw food down to 

silverbach, po$dar with some authors (e.g. Mm, 1931; J d s ,  1911; Valker, 1931). 

Some fruit species were eaten both in the canopy and on the ground once fallen. Even 

assuming that only half of these were consumed admeally, most fruits were gathered 

and eatea in treea 171.8% RFCI. GoriUas were clutching 4 or 6 p& against the 

chest with one m, eating others with the free hand, and dropping the pods as they were 

emptied. More than an hour was spent in a aingle tree, feeding contEnously, and turning 

around or shifting position every few minutes. This contrasts with Watts' (19843 report 

that mountain gorillas were terrestrial during 96.2% of their feeding time. 

A method .employed by siIve~heka .feeding on small .trees or saplings is. illustrated 

by this extract from the. field-notes: "The eilvwba&k climbs to 2 m, moving slowly. and 

with great mcantration and the sapling slowly bends until the trunk is harizontal. The 

gorilla stands quadrupd1y for a moment and then lowers himself, gripping the ttunk 

with one hand - the sapling bends and cracks .md the gorilla keeps his hold as he..reaches 

the groundn. This technique was particularly desbt ive,  especially in this instance, 

when .the desired food wm a vine growing on the sapling. trees, in partidar, 

suffered f h m  the a&vfQ of gorillas, m many were small trees incapable of supporting 

an adult ,gorilla's weight; branches were pulled towar& the ground and mapped. 

a1 -. 
Aframomum - the stam was anchored by h teeth and pulled with the hands to split 

the bugh -outer sheath .and expose the inner pith, which wasingested (Figuie 4.4). 

- &the stem of U. fleshy, herbaceous plant was peeled and the 
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inner tissues consumed. Leaves were stripped from the petioles with the teeth. 

cro~hvllus - the stems were bent and broken, but not detaehed from the 

r&s; leaves were bitten ia half or dram through the teeth, stripping away the tissues m d  

leaving behind the midr ibs.  

Wrmhora excel= - branches were broken off and completely stripped of bark, 

bunches of terminal leaves often remained attached to dropped bmches. Some leafy 

twigs were left draped over branches. 
. . m - only tbe tips of young leaves were swallowed, l ed  bases and petioIes 

were spat out in little heaps. 

- le~ves were pulled t b u &  the teeth, leaving the ribs behind 

(Figure 4.5). 

and m h r - t m i m  - the bases of young leaves were bitten off (Figure 

4.6) and developing leaven were removed fkam inside stems or ~hoob.  

and - 10-16 cm portion of the tender, piak &em-bases were 

eaten, and the teat  was dieamled. 

. . - saplings were completely #tripped of bark, except fot the baae of 

the trunk. Twigs of an unidenaed shrub were eaten in the same mllnner (Figure 4.7). 

b3 'Ehxits. 

Fruits were treated in Mering ways; mually they were dealt with indiv4ddy and 

many sucmlent M t a  were swallowed whole. See& of only 6 types were selectively 

extracted from fruit gorillas, rather than swdlowed passively with pulp (ADocMaeeae 

S R L  Detarlum - JWna - * and Pentadesrna 

-aced. The seeds or skins of particular fruits were sometimes spat out, including 

. . and P s e u d o s n o n h  those of Efexalobus 

loneifoIia. Some large seeds were rarely or never (Iroineia 

mbone- swallowed. Small piles of clean seeds or 'stones', 

&in, and rejected f i t s  were left at feeding-sites. For reasons unknown, a few seeds of 5 

species were crunched up, but most w e d  though the dige~tive tract unharmed. Although 

the increased load of seeds impairs the benefits of pulp (Herrera, 19811, khe cost of having 

about half of the gut volume taken up by seeds is g e d l y  outweighed by the increase in 
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handling time necessary to exttact seeds *m pulp IMilton, 1984). Uddigested whole 

fruits were excreted &er some periods of intense feeding on Celtia temmdi, (Jissus 

gp, and macs auneensil~? amongst others, probabIy becatme they were not properly 

maeticated before swdlowing. Some examples of ways in which fmih were manipulated 

are given below: 

. . - the brittle, flattened seed cases were bitten in half and processed 

rapidly, 20-30 per minute, judging from .the rate of popping sounds. These noises were 

loud enough for us to locate previously undehted apes. Seeds md pulp were swdowed 

and the cases spat out. 

- this large fmit with dense green pulp encased -a hard 

dimid seed, 6-7 cm in diameter. The kernel is procured by chimpanzees in the Ivory 

Coast rising stone hammers (Whitesides, 1985). Gotillas are not known to use tools in the 

wild, and depended an the strength of their jaw m1lb3culabre to break open the seeds. It 

seem& that could be processed by adult male gorillas only. The pulp was 

discarded and once was accompanied by crushed Marantaceae leaves, smeared with 

pulp, on which the gatilla had apparently wiped his hands. One lone male ate 7 kernels at 

a single sitting. 

- this spsciw waa a major food-item, though seemiugly 

unpalatable. The 4-6 cm ribbed h i t  had a brown, velveteen skin, and the 'pulp' had the 

texture of a scrubbing brush 4.8). The seeds resembled those of an apple, and the 

rmains of a meal were left like apple cores. Many Mta were bitten into, but left on the 

ground. 

arboreu - these large, yellow, composite fruits had a thick skin, similar 

ta that of a pineapple, They consisted of about 70 segments each containing a single seed 

encased in sugary pulp. Gorillas broke phces'off fmits, extractad the and pulp, then 

discarded the empty segments together with some sucked and spabout eeeds. 

Pentadesmautvracea - the size of a emalI melon, these were the largest itoft fruits 

)mown to occur at Lope. The pulp was omgey-pink and sticky with latex. Whole fruits 

were rarely consumed, and the 3 cm seeds were sometimee cleaned and dhcarded. One 

adult female was obsemd ta eat 4 fruits in 2 minutes, epitting out only one seed. 



me above deacriptiom illustrate the dexterity involved in food preparation. Other 

methods have been described in detail by Schaller (19631, Goodall (1974), and Fomey and 

Hareburt (19771, and the processing of food-items by gorillas seems to be similar 

throughout their range. 

3Irm&&a&. 

Weaver ants were deliberately consumed: mushed leaves with a few dead ants stuck 

to them were found on gorilla trail. The presence of wings, and queens' heads in dnng, 

as well as those of the worker forms, implied "that whole nest cmtents bad been 

swallowad, and not just stray ants on vegetation. 

The black anbs consumed have not been identified. Their numbers in the dung 

suggested that ingestion had been intentional Once godas  walked 60 m along an open 

road htrr the savmna and entered a clump of ~ h d s  covered in ants. 

The trail then changed direction and headed back towards the forest. Split-stems of 
. . which had housed the black ants were dm found on  as' trail. 

D. VARIATION LN THE DIET 

.l. f i v e  

a) Overal'I. 

The Shmmon-Weaver index of diversity (Piebu, 1966, see Cha~ter 3) was calculated 

for fruit3 only, as the number of species of leaves and atems consumed could not be 

determined The index gave a measure af variety in the diet and of how evenly spscias 

were used, and was calculated to be 2.7 for diversity of the fhit diet, 2.9 for the pulp 

consumd Diversity of species-use was 33. Even though structural parts were excluded, 

these vdues exceeded those obtained by Wakts (1984) for mountain gorillas, whose 

diversity of species-use was 1.8, and dietetic diversity was 2.2 (for individual groups). 

However, Watts (1983:151) thought it likely that mountain gorillas have the least diverse 

diet among the apes At Lope 5 species made up half of the total fruit diet; 20 species 

135.7%) formed 96% PC. This broad diet was appropriate to the heterogeneous habitat, 

whem few species were abundant and dietarg overlap within the fmgivorms community 



was extensive (cf. Emmons d, 1483; Gautier-Hion 1985b). Interannual variation 

in the diet was high, as shown by the foflowing monthly scores, 

b) Monthlv VanzWa. 
. . 

Variation between months was significant at the 0.001 level for all parameters 

measured in the'dung, &at is, stem-f%re (F = 8.7), leaf fragments (F = 38.8), RFC (F = 

21.6), RFC (F = 28.61, rel&e seed cox~~mnptiun (F = 1421, ants (F = 3.31,and the number 

of h i t  species (F = 14.3). Consumption of ants was non-normally distributed and was 

therefore mbjected to a hskal-Wallis l-way ANOVA, which also produced a 

aignificaut r e d t  E corrected for ties = 54.0, p<.Ol). Correlation values were calculated 

between all food-types W e  4.3). 

The species overlap between aaacent months was substantial (mean = 50.6% species 

shared, Table 4.4). On average l4 hit species were eaten each month Cby more than one 

group) (R = 7-20, see Figure 4.9, however, the number of species recorded was cof~efated 

with the number of dung samples couected each month (d17)=.78, p<.001). 

4 bib Diversity. 

The average nmnber of f d a  per trail was 3.3 species (R = 1-91, md 3.7 types (R = 

1-11). The number of iterne in dung samples averaged 5.4 (R = 2-123. However, this 

number under-represented structural parts M, for inatancs, all species of leaves were 

recorded by a single category. To avoid unequivocal representation of each food class, 

same analyws wete limited to the more comprehendve data on tioit diet. Sa, from here 

on 'itemd refers ta fruit only, and was equivalent t o  species, as parts eaten 

shultaneouely were recorded as a single type (Figure 4.9). The mean npmber of fnrit 

items in dung samples was 3.0 (R = 0-8). (N.B. t h i ~  reprewnts c24 hr, but for 

convenience was termed 'daily'). 'Item' wa%r poaitively correlated with the above 

measures of h i t  consumption (Table 4.3). This suggests that even if a prefemd species 

was abundant, the g d l h  sought a variev of b i t s  each day. Moving from one food 

source ta another, rathet than depleting a particular source, would have helped ta achieve 

nutritional balance (e.g. Garber, 1987). 





Table  4 , A  Overlap in t . b  F r u i t  W e t  of G o r i l ' l a s  at Lope 
B e t u ~ e n  Neiqhbourine Months 

MONTH NJ-TMBER.OF SPECIES SPECIES OVERLAP X SPECIES .OVERLAP 

1984: 
January 

February 

.March 

April 

May 

June 

July  

A u g ~ ~ s t  

Sep tcmber 

October 

N~vember 

December 

1985: 
January 

February 

March 

Apri l  

May 



sll items (i.e. number of fruit spedes pw faecal sample) 
* {i.e. number of fruit s p b w t e n  per month) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Ssp Oct Nov I3ee Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

W04 198s 

Jan F& Mar Apt MayJun Jul Aug S q  Oct Nov DeF: Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

1984 1985 



a) Sterna. 

Foraging in streams was sparadie: from May 1984 to April 1985,64 ocmencee were 

recorded, involving at lead 7 gmps of gorillss (Figure 4.10). A high incidence of 

feeding on stem-bases coincided with consumption of leaves .(r(16)=.7370, 

p=.001), and flbrpus h i t s  M16)=.6855, p=.003), but did not relate to total stem-fibre 

consumption, or fhit avdiblity. Thus aquatic herbs were substitutes for neither fruit, 

nor a o r n u m  pith, but were an additional food swrce. 

Aframomum was eaten throughout the year, and was consistently abundant, 

aMtough changes may have o m e d  in &m quality or in the proportion d tender new 

shooks, which we did not detect. Traees of feeding on Aframomum were denser and more 

conspicuous when fruit availablitJr (FM) was low, especially during the major dry 

season, ~uggesting that more Afrtlmomnm was eabn (Figure 4.11). Conversely lem 

stem-fibre was recorded in the dung when large quantities offhit were eaten, as shown 

by a s i ~ ~ t  negative correlation (Table 4.3). 

The extent to which variation in the amount of etern-fibre scored in the dung would 

have reflected acf;ual intake merits fivther attentioa The lninimum monthly value for 

fruit eonsumptian (RPCI and maximum value for etem-fibre mnmmption both ocettrred 

in August 1984. Also, Iesa fibre w a ~  present when seed volnmea in &e dung were high, as 

shown by a negative wmehtion Cd629)=-.1932, pe.001). Dung map have been eliminated 

more ofken, to get rid of bulb seeds in the gut, if the total volume of food eaten had 

increased a more fmit WEIS ingested. Thus, even if stem-fibre intake had remained 

conatant, fibre would have become a relatively smaller partian of each sample. Fibre was 

judged in relation to Ehe bulk of a sample and the accompanying volume of em&, so ta 

avoid the influence of seed volumes, a measure of the fruit fraction not present in the 

faeces should be considered: RPC values (pulp consumed) represented digested Mt. A 

significant negative correlation between RPC and fibre values also mggested that 

stem-.fiibre intake was reduced when fruit mnsumptim was high (!Fable 4-31. 

bl Leaves 

The proportion of leaves in the diet was more variable than that of stemfibre, but 



Jan Feb Mar Apt MayJun Jul Aug Sep Qct Nov Dee Jan F& Mar AprMay 

1- 1985 

herbs 
shrubs & vines 

M -  

Jan FebMarAprMayJun Jul Aug Sep Ocl NovDec Jan WMarAprMay 

1984 1985 
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some were almost alw,ays eaten, probably for their protein content. Chimpanzees at 

M'passa .obtained most of tbeir dietary protein from leaves (HIadik & Viroben, 1974). 

Rotein level8 are .abaut 2.5 times higher in Legurnhome leaves (Hladik, 19781, khan in 

mature leaves in general, and leaves h m  3 species of legumes were found in the dung of 

gorillas at Lope: Crvtas- -a eetv- .. . and 

Fewest leaf fragments were recorded in the dung during early 1984 (Figure 4.11). 

The peaks of consumption, in November 1984 a d  February-March l.985, corresponded 

with m-al production of new leaves (see Chapter 3). Leaf ingestion nag also 

significantly negatively correlated with measures cif fruit consumption (Table 4.3), 

however no significant- correlations were found between leaf ingestion and the 

phenology of new leave8 or total leaf cover on trees (Table 4.51, or Mamutaceae leaf 

production (rf lob. 1688, p=.6411. 

c) Barlt. 

Goodall (19771 fouad that mountain gorillas selected bark. even when foliage was 

apailable, and he suggested that bark was eaten for the physical action in the gut. At Lope 

virtually no harL was recorded in tbe dung during the 'fist 6 months of 1984, nhen hait 

consumption was vexy hi& ('Figure 4.W. Bark ingestion peaked duriog August and 

September, when h i t  values were minimal, but no significant correlations were 

appatent. As mentioned .above, S;hlom&ora & waa an imporhint source of bark, 

and evidence from trails was fouad throughout early 2985, mostly when fruit wa.8 scarce. 

3. 

Two annu1 peaks of fhit consumption D-d: one in the .short dry season, and a 

~imaller one in the major f-y seasoil. Fruit; eating waa minimal during the long dry 

season, Striking Werencesl weri found between 1984 and 1985, due to the failure of, or 

reduction in, many h i t  mops. Figures 4.12 and 4.'13 show the RF'C %and RPC d u e s  for 

each month. There waer a 7-fold variation in fruit ingestion between months related ta  the 

avdabiity of e'dible fxmit~ W C  and RPC were positively correlated with FM, but not 

with the median phenology scores -for all trees combined (see Table 4.5). .~Ttee-fmi.t;s 

dominated the general pattern of intake (Figure 4.12). 



succulent RFC 
fibrous RFC 

Jm hb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov lk Jan F& Mar Ap r May 

succulent RPC 
a fbmusRPC 

Jan F& Mar AprMayJun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nw Dec Jan F& Mar Apt May 
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The fruits dAframamuq were eaten mostly in the first 7 month~r d the study. The 

decrease in consumption which folIowed was due to lack of availability. Aframomum 

f d t s  were e&tl most during a period when RFC and RFC values were maximal, and 

were thexefore a preferred mxit source (Figwe 4.12). 

b)Shrube gEV' i -  

Consumption offhits from shrubs and vines was high during 4 months (August and 

September 1984, March and A p d  19861, reaching a &mum of 77.6 cm3 bi August, 

when o v e d  h i t  availabiliity was low (Figure 4.U). Consumption was negatively 

corr&~ted with W C ,  RPC and FAI CTables 4.3 and 4.5). The 10 species eaten were used 

as dternative h i t  sources during periods d low production by food-trees, although data 

on availability are needed to make inferences about mleetivity. Elsewhere understorey 

"treeletSW offen produce mail assasonal crops (Leighton L highton, 1983). 

cl nuit QUaUY. 

Sugary fruits were a major p& uf the diet h t e r a ~ u a l  variability was exemplified 

by March, Agril and m y :  in this period of 1384,100% of the RPC was succulent fruit; in 

the same months of the- d e n t  portion was reduced to 35%, 57% and 53% of the ZtPC 

respectively. Virtually no fibrous fruits were eaten far the first 8 months of the study, 

when succulent froit consumption was very high, but thereafter Dsdmmia and 

m were eaten in h g e  quantities, deapik their low nutritionaI values. W C  

d u e s  fell below 60% of succulent frrrit during only 4 months (September 1984, March 

and May 1985). During the same period fibrow hi t  formed more than 25% fruit diet. 

Rbrons Mts contributed largely to M C  values (21.4%), but as a mnsiderable fraction 

was undigestible they formed only 7.7% of the RPC (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). Although 

overall fmit consumption was negatively emelated with ingestion of leaves, fibrous 

fnxita were potdtively correlated with leaves W I e  4.3), and there was a tendency for 

s u c d m t  and f i h t w  fruit to be inversely relbd,  &hough not significantly (F=-,4414, 

p=.076). Tb suggested that more fibrow  fruit^ were eaten when less swculent fruit was 

av2uilable. Assuming that fibrous fruits had low nukritional values, and that ather fruit 

types were generally insignificant, ~ueculent hit  ineake may be taken as an indicator 
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of the garillaa' dietary qd i ty ,  in which case the poorest months were September, and 

March-May 1985. B should be noted that Pentadesma accounted for 5545% RPC 

in January and Febmmy 1985. This fruit was placed in the succulent fruit catagory, 

although preliminary analyses indicated relatively high fibre and low sugar contents. 

=er analyses are needed to m d r m  the nutrient composition. 

4. I J l Y & h &  

Ab Lope the frequency of Oeconhvlla 10- ingestion peaked h m  Octcber to 

December, when over 47% of the dung centained m t s '  remdns (Figure 4.11). 

Consumption during February and May was lower, but no patterns were d i w e h 1 e  in 

early 1984. W e  highscores for April and July are probably anomaIous, sawed by small 

sample sizes for those month]. Feeding on an& waa posikive1y correlated with feeding. 

an leaves, and negakivaly correlated with fhit co,fisumption (Table 4.3). Baldwin 

(1979927.3 prupoeed that consumption of weaver ants by chimpanzees in Tanzania 

(Godall, 1968:187) and Senegal varied with seasonal reproduetion of the ants. The 

composition of weaver-ant social units.. is not constant (hdoux, 195.0) :and at Lope the 

number of Zarvee in nests may have varied :seasonally, but no data were. available to 

inve&igats this. 

5. &&&ss 

Sex and age&sseer were judged from dnng diameters (see Chapter 2). When the diet 

included a lot d fibre the lobes wme well fomed, but when more fruits were eaten, 

especially fruits with large seeds, the dung wail soft or contained Iittle matrix, and did 

not retain its shape. Thus few age-classes were ascertained during some months, and 

analyses were restricted to the latter 6 months of tbe study with the largest samples (N = 

221, subset = 193). The mean weights ofthe categories used in statistical tea were: 

(i) silverback males: 707g d=577 

6) adult females and autr-aduhc 316g sd=N 

tiii) juveniles and infants: a08g sd=226 

The differences between these means were significant (F=31.3, p<.OOl), but the overlap 
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htween them was too .great fb+ weight to be tlsed as a criterion to dktermine age-clams. 

Gorillas of d .ages were: observed feeding h x e d l y ,  and it seemed that they 

consumed relatively s~nivalent amounh of Mt. Smder .animal0 dght have ken 

expected tb obtain e larger proportion 6f fniit by climbing, m more trees could support 

their body weight, but the range between RFC values for each c h s  w a ~  only l&%. 

I3ifFexeac.e~ between age- ex classes were not signit;ctmt, although large snimals 

hnsumd more fibrous hit ,  ptirticularIy than did juveniles 

and infanta. Also strength seemed to determine the- ability to feed on Petarium 

seeds, which were eaten by silverbacks only. Foarsey and Hareourt C19771 

reported tbat:immatura mountain goribs %pent 18.2% of their feeding time in trees, 

where they also o h  played, but that adults climbed only when fruit was avdlnble (3.6% 

time). Watts (1984) found that individual seleekion by the mour~bh subspecies accounted 

fir most vitriance in the diet, and that this wrrs related to the strength required to uproot 

particular items: younger animals experienced some processing difficulties, but no 

consistent age-class diffmencea were found. 

6. . *. 

Three groupa were compared over 7 months when adeqrmtn data were recorded (N = 

259 dung samples). Tree diversib and density were not the same in each group's .home 

range, and. their diets differad accordingly (although it should be noted that ham ranges 

were not exclusive, see Chapter 6). Significant differences were found. in RPC values 

and seed volumes, as pdp:sesd ratios varied between species. These differences may 

have; been caused by ristrainb d the gorillahi' digestive physiology: if they mruirrrised 

fruit intake, but consumption W- constrained by gut capacity and digestion rates, the 

'waste' volume occupied .by indigestible seeds could not have been. compensated for by 

eating even more h i t .  

Group Werences were typified by the use of foods on the savannas: the grasslands 

offered Iitkle hod, &her than v . - and Psidium ga (wild guaval. 

These shrubs grew in the transitional vegetation at the forest's edge, and produced small 

fruits, which gorillas living close to the savanna borders fed on. 'Savanna. -fruits' 



composed 2.3% of the WC:, but mmt were consumed by Group 5: 

Gzwp 3 4.4 m3 ,  0.7% RFC 

" 4 1.2 d, 0.3% " 

" 5 36.8 cm3, 7.6% " 

Group 5 (St. Exupexy) inhabited the main forest bbck, but the core of its home range 

only on ridge h p s  in the fore~t, no reIativeIy small quantities of 

scores for this graup were the lowest. Savanna foods may h,ave provided dtermtive 

sourns of fruit, thus reducing depmdance on other food-types. 

Group 4's metor Hngo) range was M e t  into the forest block The members of this 

. . & & i d e ~ ~  or.E&xkh abruba.'Xkem~s' wae lowest .for this group, suggesting that the 

daily .Mt diet may have been Iess diverse when access ta 'savanna fruits', and hence 

the range of species available, wae more limited. Group .4 alsa had the. bigheet scores for 

bark: and ants, which may have provided ahrnative fod-types if fewer species d fruit. 

were awiilabld. 

Group 3 (Mmta Cristb) was intemediak, werhpping with both &ups 4. and 5. No 

striking dietmy differences were found, although consnmption of B ' . ' -tJ&mceg 

and V d i d d e r i c h i  was .high, while that of S&r>etaIwq was lbw. 

Groups of mountain gorilla8 showed h ica l Iy  similar pattmns of food choice, and 

differences were caused by variation in food density {Fos,ey L Hawcourt, 19713, and 

c m b s t s  in the vegetation of -their respective home ranges (Wakts, 1984). A similar 

# 

L W n s  Fot Seldm& . .. . 

Dietary demands- are set by metabolic rates, but numerous crthef factors lead to 
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compromirses. in food. selection by primates k g .  Milton, l98la;. Demment, 1983). The 

constrainb. i n i p o ~ d  on food choice inclnde: 

.a) properties of the food (i) availability, Cii) accessibility, liiij palatability, liv) 

weight,. (v)' prafit '-gin,. (4) nutritional quality and changes therein kg-  Goodall, 

1974); 

b) physiological charactedstics of fie consumer di) nutritional requirement, and (G) 

digestive capacjty and retention time (e,g. Milkon, 19791; 

c) ecological factors such as: Ci) competition, and 6i) number and avail&& of 

optional .foods (e.g. B m g a ,  1986). 

Selection and preferences are not the same: -selection is independent of other 

food-types; a preferred food is one chosen when other items are simultaneously 

available. Watts (1984) demonstrated selection by preferences 

for certain foods, and the existence of a, negative relationship between these t w o  factors. 

Casimir (1975) described mountain gorillas' choice of diet as "protein-orientated'' and 

noted a strong preference for bamboo, which was eaten almost to the excIuaiun of &her 

.food-itenw at the height of the bambao'~ .growth sewn. 

.Lowland gorillas were aeleetive at s e v d  levels, choosiug between species, parts, 

and individual specimens. Tbey ate items from relatively few of the wide .-ge of foods 

avaiIsble,. Ear exampIe, p- of only 31.9% of the tree species nxorded on transeCts. 

Entire plants were never eaten. bstead sped% paite were.removed from each, such as: 

the bases of developing fiumania leaves, the . h e r  pith .dfAfiamomum, and the' bases of 

M c h l o a .  stems. Differences in chemid composition between plant parte (such as 

rip.0 and unn'pe fmit, new and matare leave& and primates' preferences in relation to 

these factors have been well documented (e.g. Herrera, Hladik, 1978; Milton, 1979;; 

Oates U, 1977). For example, condensed tannins are detoxified during ripening, 

increming the palatability and digeaWty of hits. The gorillas at Lope rejected both 

under- and over-ripe fiwits, while some. ripe fruits were only partbUy eaten. 

2. v 
At-Lupe-andf' were- the gorillas' staple fads (permanent food 



sources), as they were abundant, eaaily accessible (foraging did not require c l i ~ g ) ,  

and the herb layer is comparativeIy his toxic than the canopy (rHh&, 1981; Waterman, 

194%)- Young tissues such as new shmtfl were o&m seected, as differentiating cells are 

generally rich in protein and carbohydrate (see Nishida, 1976). Phytochemical 

comparisons of 4 species of herbaceous plants from Lope revealed that fibre was 

generally 25% lower in parts eaten, than in parka discarded, while protein m n h t  was up 

to M)% bigher 1Roger5, in prep.). Sucdent stem-base@, such as those of MarantoehIoa, 

may have been mare digestible due ta their lower fibre content. MarantorhIoa may a h  

have been high in sodium and other minerals, like the swamp plants eaten by guereza 

monkeys, (Oates, 1978). 

Leaves were not picked at random, but W u I l y  removed from particular plants. 

The levels of aecondarlp cvmpowrds in leaves m h a m  to vary between species, and 

some primates tire able to discriminate between individual trees witbin a species 

(Glander, 1981). 

Bark was eaten aa an emergency food during periods of M t  scarcity by 

chimpanzees in Tanzania (Nishida, 1976), and it =fled a simiIar function for 

orang-utans (MacKinnon, 197.4; Galdikas, 1979). Gorillas at Lope fed on bark mostly 

when f d t  consumpt5on was low, but only small quantities w m  ingestd, and W trend 

was not signXeant. 

3. hmrhbka 

Two hypotheses have been advanced to explain why primates eat insects: 

6) that ingestion is inadvertant, aad 

63 h t  inverbkirates form an essential part of the protein diet. 

The thousands of invertebrates inadvertanfly ingested pm day by mountain gorillas 

mnomted to less than 2g, and Harcourt and Harcourt (1984) did not consider this animal 

matter to be necessary h a nutritional viewpoint, althaugh there has h doubt that a 

purely vegetarian diet is tenable for gorillas (Bramkll, 1972; T-W-Fiennes, 19721. 

Casimir (1975) and Goodall (1977) estimated that p h t  matter supplied eastern lowland 

gorillas wi ih  adequate mounts of pmteh and gross energy. 



Nishida and Hiraiwa (19821 sqgested that chimpanzees at Maha1e ate ants for their 

spicy taste, m~rt ing  that they contained trivial quantities of protein. However 

according to HIadik (19771, the gmbe of O%e6dhvlla have a high d o  acid content 

(71.5%) in a readily digestible form, which complements the protein obtained fiom 

leaves (Hhdik fk V i r o k ,  1974). The similarity in the proportions d gorillas' dung 

which contained insects' remains at Lope and Behga (31.1% and 30.5%) makes 

inadvertant ingestion seem m unlikely explanation. Tennibeating by chimpanzees is 

nutritiondly orienbted (e.g. Redfard, 19871, and I propose that weaver ants and termites 

have the same role in the gorillas' diet in Gahm 

4. Bar& 

.There have been 2 main interpretations of khe benefits of soil consumptims (i) that 

animaIs eat earth to obtain mine* and (ii) that fine soils adsorb .some of the. 

secondary compomde present in leaves, while the mineral content is of negligible 

importance. Spils haw been malyaed from many sites, and .sodium, in particular, has 

been measured in higher concentrations at salt-licks than in the surrounding areas 

(e.g. Schaller, 1963:3.71; Stark, 1.986). Some studies have denied any apparent 

physio1agic.d benefits .of geopbagy (Stark, 1986; Oanxhom, 1987), but salt-licking by 

chimpaneees at hmbe was ~ssociatd with changes in body weight, suggesting that salt 

requirement increased .with m e t h l i c  stress (Wmngham, 197'7.). HIadik and Gueguen 

11974) found that the sodium content of mils seemed insignificant compared that of 

some fd plants, eepeciatly H y ~ s e I o ~  shoots. This view point was reiterated by 

H d s o n  and Hladik (19861, as g~pbagy by Calbbus coincided with peaks of 

leaf ingestion. At Lope eartb was recorded in 'over 10% of dung during 3 months 

(September, October, December, see Figure 4.101, which comelated with -a peak in leaf 

consumption 'try gorillas (d629k.1232, p=.002). However conclusions drawn from these 

prelimhaxy resulte should only be tentative. 



5. w o n -  

The goriUas' preference for ftnit wag deihonstrated by tZle following trend~l: 

(i) h i t  was selected when vegetative plant. parts were simdtaneously available in . 

large quantities; 

(ii) when fruit formed a Mgh proportion of the diet fewer leaves and stem-fibre were 

consumed; 

(g) &am-fibre and leaf consumption was influenced more by the -availabiIi@ of 

fi-ait, h by their own abundance. 

Gorillas preferred particular ~pecies of fruit, as shown by #e h k  of a correlation 

betwee.n fruit consumption and the median phenology .scores far the commtniiky, whereas 

a positive correlation was produced with the more selective- measure of fruit availabliiy, 

FA1 (TabIe 4.5). Some abundant types of fruit were avoided, notably 10 species of 

Caesalpiniaeeae and. bllimosace:ae (although their new leaves were consumed). The 

seeds of  these Legumes were wind-dispmd, or explosive, and so they were not embedded 

in pulp. As m~ntianed above, many weds c,gntain high concentrations of secondary 

compounds, and seed-eating necessitates gut specialisations which gorillas do not have 

(Andrews L Aido, 1984; Chivers 8t Hladi3E, 1980). 

Several h i t  species which were relatively unimportant to gorillas formed a -or 

part of the chimp.auzeesl diet, including 2 membere of the Bumraceae, Canarium 

and stau&&-. These species all contain high concentrations of 

lipid (e.g. highton 8t Leighton, 2983). The Bureeraceae also prduce resins (Saint 

Anbin, 19631, alihough gorillas ate one species, Utirig- in large quantities. 

They also ate one arilled fruit, gVcn&- in small quantities. There was 

no obvious explmatim for the choice differences between gorillas and chimpanzees, but 

m l d o n  may have been influenced by discreke f e a b e ~ ,  such 8s vitamin or mineral 

content of fnrfts. 

The gorillas' food preferences were not constant. Won-pmferred' fruits, such as 

D i o ~ n v r o s  -I H e x a l o b u - o r g  Mvx_ian-fhus and 

J%eudosnondias microcarpa, were ignored during times of fmit affiuence, but were eaten 
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when favourad Mts: were scarce. This subjective assessment was made during the 

early stages of the study before phenolqgid data were available, and requires further 

inves45gtttion- Fruits which were eaten in small quantities only may have contained 

tanains which eodd not be tolerated at higher levels lsee Janzen, 1978). Secondary 

compounds in Payetta m y  exp19in why bunches of fruit were ignored when 
r 

gorilb stripped leaves from hit-bearing shrubs, At Kahuzi-Biega eastern lowland 

gotillas avoided parts of 3 food-plants, including fmits, *eh contained toxins 

(Cmimir, 1975). 

6. - .  

The 'Iem preferred' fibr~us fruits, -0carpa and P;lainedo:m 

onem . ia deserve further consideration, D&xum rnacrocarnum. D u b o s d  

oleogab and -- were not listed asjrimate foods 

by autisr-Hion C198Sb1, and fibrous fruiQ wete avoided by l h & h u a  menkeys 

at Wpm= .(Saurd L Gautier-Hion, 19861, Also, Calved (19851 remarked that .the woody 

fmib eaten by gorittas were unlike. those generally eaten by other primates. However, at 

b p a  chimpanzees and p m t a  .also ate Q&Q& when other fmibwere scarce. 

At Lope gorillas ..ate.fibrou~'fhit~ in much smaller quantities when sumdent fruit6 

were abundant, as f i e  lath were more nutritious, and fibre has a depleting effect on 

protein digestion in non-mminanb lsee Mitton 1979). However, Duboscia. and 

-.both frtzited outside the. forest community -peaks, md'individual trees were 

not synchmlsed, so these .species may have helped to sustain some populatims tif 

t;Ugivores during times af 'fruit scarcity. 

7. 

The gorillast feeding strategy was to select succulent fruits, which were 

complemented nutritionally by the inclusion of other food-type8 in the diet. Wen less 

fruit was available there was a tendency to decrease the diversitg of h i t s  eaten, and to 

increase the consumption of etem-fibre, leaved and bark. 

An inverse relationship between fruit and stem-fibre intake could be interpreted in 
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phyeiolugical terms: .the nutrients obtained from fruit may have de-ed the .fibre 

quotient; hski stern-- may have been required to meet nutritional demands if the diet 

was of a bttet quality when more succulent fruit was ecrnsumed Also, .as the proportion 

af'poor qualkty Cfibm) fruit in &e diet increased, tlre amount of protein obtained from 

fruit d e f i e d .  The gorilb may have compensated for this. by eating more leaves., -as 

snggested by the positive correlati611 between leaves .and fibrous hait in the diet, whilst a 

negative correlation e&ts between leaves and s d e d  fruit. 

In addition, morphological factors such as gut capacity may have restricted 

Aframomum consumption when h g e  ~ l u m e s  6f frnit were swailowed. Whichever 

factors determined stem-fibre iabke, it seemed that more AFramomum was eaten when 

fruit availddity was low, and similar argumenb. applied h the consumption of leayes. 

Both.fnrita and leavesan good murces of protein,, but fmit protein is morit digesti'ble, 

while led. protein is moat concentrated (HladiXE, J977). Ekuits.and simctural plant p& 

dw provided different elements in .the diet, which were not interchangable. Jann:en 

(.1978:79). suggested that ftuits may be mixed with leave8 ta "keep the entire intestinal 

&arge moving at a desirable rate", and the adination of f d d  in the: gut is .also 

impartad for obtaining complementary amounts. of'ssserntid nutrients, referred to as 

'mix and match' by Milton 11982). 

J m e n  C1978:82] remarked that W e  may never be able .to determine which 

secondmy compounds are detrimental to orang-utans. and garillas, 'but. ..it would seem 

safe ta assume that, the same processes (idensed in other primates) uaderly .feeding 

patterns for these rarer primates". At' Lope food sekction wsl 'influenced by a 

combination offaetoni, WE& were Mcult ta evaluate, but the present stu& suggested 

that the avaiiabilitg. d succulent 'fruits, and competition far tho~ie resources were among 

the variables relevant to gorillas. 
. 

: .  

1. mtarv Overiap 

In Gabon a .large number of frugivores are sympatricr 44% ~f the .l26 d 



species, or 82% of till primary consumers at M'passa were hgivomua CEmmms 

1983). h general, West African monkeys are 1.7 times more frngivorons than their 

eastern counterparts (Qautier-Him, 19831, and if gorillas mirrored this trend, lowIand 

goribs wwld be expected to eak more fruit &an mountain gorillas. 

D h g t h e  present study opportunistic data were c o U d  on the fruits eaten by o&er 

frugivorea, such as elephants, 6 dipecies of monkeys, and 14 &pecies of frugivorom 

hodills, toumcos, parrots, and pigeons idensed at Lope (C.J. Benty, unpub.). No data 

were collected for some other terrestrial mammds, such as duikers and bush-pigs. 

Scrutiny ofthe inventory of fruits eaten by godas revealed a high degree o€ werhp with 

chimpanzees (80.8%, N = 63 species), and elephants (47.4%, N = 37). Fewer species were 

confirmed for monkey (35.9%, N = 281, and birds 9.0% CN = 7). Only 11.5% of f i t s  CN = 

9) were not known to be eaten by other fiugivorea, however these species were ram m the 

habitat, and it waa unlikely that they were fvods unique to gorillas. Of the 69 'shared' 

fruit species, at Ieast 3 of the 5 classes of frugivoree (plillaa, chimpanzees, monkeys, 

elephants, and birds) ate 47%, 4 or m m  shared 30%; and the remainder were .shared by 

all gmups..The high degree of dietary overlap between fmit-eafms indicated the potential 

for competition within the community at Lope. 

Gorillas at Lops ate 87.5% of the fmit apeue~ eaten by 3 classes of fugivorous 

mammals at M'passa, including fruits from both broad groups identified by 

hutier-Hion (1985b): the brightly mloured succulent 'bird-monkey' h i t s ,  and the 

large, dull, fibrous 'mminmt-rodent-eIephbmtt fruits. Having classified these 

syndromes, hutier-Hhn and colIeaguea. acceded that there waa little spwificity between 

plant species and consumers, and no specinkt fcugivares. Pdmates in Borneo were also 

generdists, although same niche separation was achieved by feeding specialisations: 

squirrels, parrots and pigeons were seed predahr~, hornbills and barbets preferred 

lipid-rich Wts, while bearded pigs ate mainly laxge fruits (Leighton L Leighton, 1983). 

Dietary overlap between some monkeys is so extensive that 

differences between males and females may be greater than those found between species; 

variance was greatest when fruit availability was low, and alternatives to preferred 

h i t 9  were s o e t  (Gautier-Hion, 1980). AT1 monkeys supplemented their diets with 



.stems, leaves, bark, or insects. me importance of each h i t  species in the consumers' 

diets was not considered in .this evaluation, although several 'major' gorilla fruits were 

also prefemd faods of momtwhed monkeys (Sourd 8t Gautier-Hion, 1986). 

2. . . 
In dI Empica1 forest communities shdied so far the total amount of potential food 

produced per unit, area per annum is small (8ourliere, 19791, and ftugivore biomasws 

are determined by the minimum level o f h i t  production (Hladik & Chivers, 1978). Crop 

Eailares have occurred at Lope, and at othem Bites (e.g. Hladik, 1978; Gautier-Hion, 

19801, and in Gabon the critical period was khe major dry season, from April to August 

(hutier-Hion && 1985a). Interannual variation in tropical forests is marked (e.g. 

Foster, 1982a; Gautier-Hion && 1986a; Rijksen,1978) and unpredictable fruit shortages 

have resulted in famines (Foster, 198233). Ree apecies which fruit at irregular internals 

l;htoys;hout the year, and ere not synchronised in their production, help to maintain 

fiugivore populations, as has been shown in the tropicd farests of  Borneo Ileighton & 

Leighn, 1983). 

Competition may be alleviated by changes In the diet or changes in food searching 

strategies; !h@voms may use different parts of their range, W move further between 

sources each day. In Borneo hornbills emigrated ILeighton % highton, 1983), and male 

orang-utans moved out of their core-areas (Oaldikas, 1979), while in Camemon an 

idlux of crowned gueaons was noted when fruit was abundant IGmtIan L Stnzsaker, 

1972). Diet codd be modiffed by reducing selectivity, or by increasing the pmgortion of 

non-hit foods consumed When primates adjW their choice of foods, dietary overlap is 

usually reduced. In north-east Grtbon chimpanzees increased their consumption of 

leaves and stems from 15% to 40% (HIadik (1973), and leaf intake by 6 species of 

monkeys almost doubled during the main dry seam, even though new-leaf production 

waa IOW (Gautier-Hion, 1983). Mandrills in Cameroon ate more leaves when less fruit 

was available amhino, 19851, while orang-utans consumed more bark (MacKinnon, 

1974; Galdhs, 19791, foliage (Rijtrsen, 19781, or both (Rodman, 1977). 

At Lope elephants and large groups of chimpanzees were seen more often in the 



studpatea when fruit was abundant. Competition between the ~lasely related 

chimpanzees and gorillas ia of particular interest. Jonea and Sabater Pi (1971) claimed 

that gorillas and chimpanzees depended on different food-types, and that vertical 

stratification of mitigated their feeding competition. Hawever no such separation 

occurred at Lope: gorillas and chimpanzees fed in the same fruit trees within !M hours of 

each other on several uccadons, and a study in north-east Gabun demonstmbd a 60% 

overlap in the ftuit species eaten by both species of apea Wtin & Fernaadez, 1985). The 

main dSerence between the apes' diets was that the lipid-rich fruits mentioned hove  

were af greater significance to chimpanzees, whereas fibrous fruits and large bib, 

such as m were more importmt to gorillas. 

Besides chimpanzees, the gorillas' most important competitors at Lope were 

elephants md mandrills. Monkeys, including mandrills, fed in trees where gorillas 

had been feeding earlier the same day, m direct c~mpetition for fruit sources probably 

occurred. 

The food-species of mandrills in Gabon listad by Lahm (1986) suggest a fnrit-diet 

overlap of at l e d  41% with gorillas, and in Camercm fmit composed 84% drg weight of 

mandrillst faeces (Hashim, 1985). Calvert (1985) noted that all of the gadhs'  major 

 food^ were also eaten by other primates or elephants. 

Wb&t the above assemnent was concerned with Fruit, many forest species also fed 

on herbaceous plants: some monkeys (e.g. moustached monkeys, Sourd L 

Bhranhceae an8 A f x a m .  Mawhdh was also eaten by elephants, bd'hlo, and 

probably chevfotains and sitatnngaa. Unme fmit sources, competition for herbacemu 

faoda was l h I y  t o  be minimlll, as they were plentiful and available aH year round. 

. . S . .  3 . 7  

Subtle differences in diet are important for dowing the coexistence of several 

primate species in the same area of forest. Differential exploitation d fruit sources by 

sympatric primates is related to differences in their morphdogy and physiology. The 

Cercopithicines have a physiologid advantage over the apea, as they developed a 



capacity to tolerate secondary campounds during .a folivo~ous phme in their evolutioh, 

which allows them to eat unripe fnrits before they .are edible to  g ~ d h  (Andrews L 

AielIo* 1984). G o r i l h  have an advantage h their tstrength, W%& allowa them access to 

resources which are not generally available .to o,ther frugivom. Fot exampl8, they can 

eat large or heavy Mts, mch as md &r&abma b u w  

which are not within 'the pmcewing capabilities of monkeys. Also godllaas can break 

branchee to bring seemingly inaccesehIe h i t s  within r e d .  

The ability to adapt aa supplies. of Mt- diminiih is es~ential, and it ia during periods- 

of titreas that competition between fmgivores becomes acute. "If competition is 

important ... body aim should be considered as a possible mechanism by which niche 

separation in herbivorous communities is achieved" aa the- ratio between m6tabolic rate 

and gut. .capacib decreases with size (Dment,  .1983:231), and the large body size of 

goriIlas may result in a greater resistance to short-term f o d  shortages, by permitting a 

dietary switch to low qdity food8 (d Wheatley, 1987). 

In conclusion, .@ha at Lope seemed to: competing with .a nlxDaber of s~rmpabic 

hgivores over .sourcere of succulent et. Gorillas and. chimpanzees were able .to coexist 

even hough their diets were my similar. It was only during periods of stress, when fruit 

was lqss &.undant, that the apes' feeding strategim diverged b any large degree; 

competition was prabably .ameIidf abd by the gorillasi tendency.to eat more stems, leaves, 

G. COMPARATIVE STUDIES 

1. @.&& 

Table 4.6 summarisesee information from aH majar field studies of gon1Ias. There 

are sharp contrasts between eastern gorillas and the western gorillas of the present study 

with re9pect; to fruit. The number of fruit species recorded ranged 'fiorn 1 ;far mountain 

gorillas, through 52 for western goriIlas in EQuatorial Guinea, ta V3 at Lope. Fruit 

represented 1.4% of the prillas' diet at Rtuimke, about 40% of'hd-items in Equatorial 

Guinea, and 56% of foods items at Lope, where fruit remains were found in 98% f a d  



Table 4 . 6  Feedinz Data from A 1 1  EXaj~r Fie-fd Studies of Gorillas 

NOnFOOZ) NOlFbOD 
SPECIES ITEMS 

Mow%ain 4orillas 

NO.PRUIT 
SPECIES 

FRUIT PORTION 
OF DIET 

Schaller, 1963 .2-9 - 6.1% items 

Scheller, 1963 27 - 10.0% items 

Vedder, 1984 
(one group) 

3.3% items 
0.4% time 

Watts, 1984 
(one group) 

4.0% items 
0 .3% time 

Eastern Lowland Gorillas 

Schaller, 1963 12 0% 

3.0% items 

2.0% items 

Casiair.., 1916 
(one group) 

Goodall l 1977 
(one group) 

Western Low'land Gorillas 

Sabater Pi, 1977 92 128 
(Equatorial Guinea) 

56.6% species 
40.6% items 

Calvert, 1985 
(Cameroan) 

41.2% species 
26.6% items 

Tutin &. Fernandes, 1986. 86 104 
.( Gabon ) 

83.7% species 
69.2% items 

present study 
( Gabon ) 

75.7% species 
66,1% iteas 

i 66 food-specie5 from Casimirns lists, plus M~rianthua from text 



samples The studies by Sabatier Pi (1977') and Calvert 119851, in predominantly 

secondary mas of.fmst with little fruit,, yielded intermediate values. Sabater Pi (1977) 

omitted 4 hpdrht  food-~pecies'in Table l .from Figum 8. These species were taken into 

account 'in the present evaluation. Unidentified foods from all studies were. excludedl. 

Even with an emphasis on 'secondmy' fbods and on the gorillas' "inability" to 

climb, Sabater Pi (1977) concluded that lowland gorillas were mare fnxgivorou~ k h a n  

mountain gorillas. In Equatorial Guinea fhit composed 10% of one 

gorilla's stomach contents {Sabater Pi, 19G0, cikd in Schaller, 1963:162), and when fruit 

was abundant fmib formed more than 60% of the diet (Sabater Pi, 1966b). The present 

study has d6rnonstrahd Ehat gorillas living in mature forest depended primarily on 

fruits, aIthou& the precis? proportions remain to be determined. 

Mountain gorillabc were bokh highly ,specialised .and highly selective (Watts, 1984). 

The relatively rich montane habitat imposed few limitations on food av-ility,. and 

competition W ~ B  virtually negLi@le, therefore mountain .gorill= did not need to seek 

alkraative food somcea As well ae behig richerin .nutients, montaae foliage was more 

digestible than that of tropi'inl foores&, containhg less 6bre: and .fewer wcandary 

cmpowida IWatmnari && 1983). 

At Kshuzi-Biega and at at least BQ% of the ga,flars' diet consisted .of the 

leaver and .atems of only 4 pIant species: " 

. ' , (vines), -m Ended . . 

(celery3 Carduue afromontanuaWIesJ, and &portea fOoodaII, 1974:135; 

Watts, 1984)., .whereas .the goriIlas at Lope ate a wide range af faads, including many 

md8tle fruits. Thus there was little parity between tbe &&B of the eastern and west- 

subspecies of goriZ1~. 

2, 

F'rugivory is a basic dietary pattern among the primates (Wranghm, 1979; 

Andrews & Aiello, 1984). The term frugivore signifies an animal that eats a hi& 

percentage of fruitn (Hay, 1984:25), but the division between fhgivores and folivores is 

an oversimplification of a wide range of feeding strategies exibited by primates, which 

"inadequately characterizes dietary shifts" (Kay, f981:143). However as chimpanzees 
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and owng-utans axe generally described as fivgivores (e.g. GaIdih ,  1979; Ghilieri, 

1987; Wrmgham, 19861, the following dismsion attempts to place the lowland gorilla 

within these ~~ boundaries. 

The propadions af fruit eebn by some popnlations of chhpmzees and orang-utans 

are given in Table 4.7. The variation in fruit intake was large, for example, fruit 

formed less tban 50% of the otang-ubs'  diet for asr much ats half of the yeax (hdman, 

1977), and fruit in the diet d chimpanzees ranged b m  55430% (Hlsdik, 1973). Although 

fdt-eating by gorillas at Lope could not be quantified in relation t o  other hod-types, 

some of the parameters used to describe the diets of other apes prwide 'yard stickst for 

cornparisan frabIe 4-81. Differences between the apes' habitats were not taken into 

account, however, the gorillas were equivalent to their counterparts for these measures at 

least. 

Table 4.9 presents Dietary Overhp Indices fDOIs), which were calcnlated wing the 

procedure for SOIs [see Chapter 3). SOIs are also given, where available. DO18 were 

derived from data from axeas &at are floristically dissimilar to Lope, but they showed 

virtually no werlap with eastern gorillas, intermediate overlap with data fmm Sabster 

Pi (1977) and Calvert (1985); most similarities were found with chimpanzees. me 

lowland gorillas' dietary overlap with pan naniscya is greater than with Ear? 

m. The hnoboa use of stems and shoots, partidarty of Mruantaceae, msembles 

their use by gorilh at Lope (e.g. Badfian & Malenky, 1984; Kano BG Mulavwa, 1984). 

Wrangham (1986:377) e v m  suggested that banobos have taken &antage of the vacant 

gorilla niche .south of khs Zaire river. 

The species-use and p r e f d  food-types of Zowkind gorillas at .hpe  suggest that the 

lowland gorillas' general foraging strategy closdy resembles that of the other 

frugiwlrous apes. Thus they .Weir greatly fron! the eastern sabspecies bf g6rilla, which 

are so well known, and fiom whom many generalieations have been made. Wglieri 

0987) stated that the prqportiond representation &.food-types is similar for bonobo~, 

chimpanzees and orang-ubs, and I suggest that .the same- iis true of lowland gorillas 

living in mature forest. 



Table 4 . 7  F r u i t  of t h e  Diet of Some Chi-mpanzee 
and Drang-Utan Populatians 

STUDY FRUIT fN DIET RANGE 

Orang-utans. 

Rodman, 1.9 77 54% fe.edin.g t i m e  13-.89% 
Ri jksen , 1.9 7-8 5 8% I1 !I 

Qaldikas, 1981 6 1% I). I t  

Chimpanzees 

Rladik, 19'77 68% dry weight- -55--80% .* 
Ghiglieri, 198.4a '78% feeding. time 

I: ohimpanze.es.' diet supplemented with bananas 

Table 4 , 8  Some Measures of.Fsugivors 

Chimpanzees Lope Gorillas 
(Wrangham, 1977) 

Number of fruit 
species eaten: 68 78 

F r u i t  proportion 
o f  food-items: 

Orang-Utans Lope Gori l1 .a~ 
(Galdikas , 1982) 

Number af fru i t  .seeds 
per faecal sample: 11 1  57  S 

'Number of f r u i t  species 
per faecal sample: 2 . 5  

Proportion of faecal 
samples containing fruit: 9 4% 

(Rijksen, 1978)  
Proportion of fruit-species 
produced by trees 5 32 5.7% 

(73% f r u i t s )  



SPECIES 

Mountain Gorilla_ 

Weo tern L o w l . a a d  Gorilla 

Sahatcr Pi, 197'7 
Calvert , 1985 
T11Zi.n & Fcrnandez., 198.5 

Ghiglieri, 1984' 
Fieynolds & R?yn.ald.s , 13.6 5 
Sugiyarna & Kornan, 1987 
Nishida .& IJehwra.: 19.83 
Wrangham, 1975 

* see t e x t  and Table 3 . 6  for exp1an~: t inn  
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H. DZSCUSSlON db CONCLUSIONS 

The gorillas' diet has been described as "the poorest known" for primates in 

nutritionat terms (&din, 1979). W e  is not true for the weatern lowland subspecies: 

during the present study the g 6 d h  ate 139 plant foods of 103 species, including 78 fruits. 

Eartb and invertebrates wexe mnsumed, of which weaver mts were the most important. 

Vegetative p r t a  of and Marantaceae formed staple foods, as they were 

abundant, accessible, and available year-round. G o d h  selected particular food-typea 

and plant species, but they were generalists with respect to succulent hit ,  which formed 

91% af&s fruit diet. &m the wlwnes of Mts consumed it was estimated that 72% were 

gathered in trees. The h i t  diet was diverse as a product of the heterogeneous nature of 

the habitat. Significant variation was measured in d parameters of f the diet, reflecting 

seasonal rhythms in primary production. The availability of preferred fhits ~tmngy 

influenced the composition of the diet, and flexible foraging strategies enabled the 

gorillas to cope with h i t  scarcity, padi&rly during the major dry season. 

The goriIlaa body size is also important in datemining its foraging strategy, ars 

body size deternines nutritional requirements. Large mammals are physiologically 

better equipped to withstand food shortages as tt r e d t  of their relativeIy low metabolic 

rates (e.g. Gadin, 19791. If food availability fell below a etid level, a poorer qualiw 

diet would have been tenable for goriIlas as a result of their large body size. The poorer 

quality fibrous foods, including fibroue Mta, could have provided an adequate buffer 

when M t  was at bpe. Thus the gorillas' capacity h switch to a poorer quality diet 

may have been permitted by their large body size, and related alhnetric scaling of 

metabok requitements (e.g. Gadin, 1979; Wheatley, 1987), which will be fur the^ 

discussed m Chagter 8. 

Heterogeneous tropical habitats provide quite different conditions to those 

experienced by mountain gorillas. At hrisoke many food-species occurred at high 

density, and there was a low varizibility in food-patch size CWatts, 1984). In forests most 

species oecux at low hsities, and this haa direct consequences for food selection. 

Foraging theories predict that when food densiw is low the diet will be mare diveme (&.g. 

Eaulin, 1979). Another characteristic of the mountain goriIIas' food supply is tbe near 
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absence of si@cant temporal variation in avdability and abundance (Watts, 

1983:418). Seasonal p m d d a n  and the emphemeral quality a€ many fabds have profound 

eff& on feeding strategies. Emtern Iowland g6rillas were selective tawards fruits, m 

Myrian.tha61 md PPglium fruits were eaten in large quantities when available, but fruits 

were rase in the montane habitat (Goodall, 1977). Goodall (1977) fbund that the &or 

differences in s e ~ o n d i t y  between IWmzi-Biega and Make resulted in the gorillas 

eating a more diverse diet at the former &item Thw the conditions presented by lowland 

tropical forests contrwted those of the mountain gorillas' Vimga Volcanoes habitat 

(Chapter 31, and food selection by goribs at Lope differed accordingly. Diverge forest 

habfbts me upredietable, and some of the problems of food location will be discussed in 

Chapters 6 and 8. 

The enus  Go* has long been miareprssented as a folivore. This study redresses 

the balance somewhat by giving new data on a primarily fmgivorou~; IowIand gorilla 

population in a tropical forest habitat 



CHAPTER 5: NESTS AND NESTING) 

A ~ D U r n O N  

Nest-building was mentioned in the earliest publfshed reports of goriIlas (e.g. 

BaEtsl1, '1613, cited in Yerkes L Yerkes, 1929; Savage & Wyman, 1847). Although reports 

by travellers contained many miscimceptions, Du Chaillu described the b&& method of 

nest-building correctly in 1861, as did Doni~thorpe (19881 and BoIwig (1959) in 

suhqmnt studies. More recently ScMler (1963) md  GmMlC1974) have investigated 

nestrbuilding by eastern go* in detail, but there has been little systemakic study of 

weskrn gorillas' nesfs, with the exception of Jones and Sabater Pi (197U. 

All weaned gorillas make a nest each night, which is usually a cushion of 

vegetation. Juveniles deep with their mothers until they are 2.5 to 3 years old. Infants 

have been seen to  manipulate vegetation at 8 months of age, and to b d d  clumsy nesh by 

l8 months, aIthough these nests were not slept im (Fossey, 1979). A ~~s nest serves 

the functions of a bed, tlnd thus differs from nests built by other mammals whose nests 

fonn a ')lame" or "fix-point'* (Hediger, 1B77), and ate important for rearing young. 

Pnraimiano build nests, but geat apes are the only simians to do so. 

Gorillas build s new nest every evening and rarely muse the same nest, as noted by 

many writers (e.g. Anon, 1934; Bolwig, 1959; Donisthorpe, 1958; March; 1957; Maxwell, 

19281, and confirmed by recent studies (e.g. Goodall, 1974:141; Jones C Sabater Pi, 197 1; 

S W e r ,  1963:171). Dyce Sharpe's (1927) description of a group mnhed to an island for 

a week illustrates this nicely: the g o d h  constructed fresh nests each night, within a 

few metres of nests Oiom previous aigbts, some within the same tree, Only 2 "possible" 

bcidenees of nest muse have been r e p o d  (Sababr Pi, 1960; & d I ,  1974:141). 

Nests provide valuable dues to group size and composition, habitat use and range 

size, and are a same of dung: half the quantity of faeces produced daily may be 

associated with nests (Schaller, 1963:201). A distinction is generally made between 

night-nests and day-ne&. The latter, first desdbed by Bingham (19321, are built as 

resting places between bouts d feeding, and most are made during the mid- t o  

late-morning rest period. In this chapter the basic featwes of nests and nest-sites are 
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desdbeil and compared with data fiom other.papulations. 

Bmm-slTES 

A nestrsite is an area of the habit& encompassed by a collection d nests, usually in 

close proximity, which were built on the same night by a single p u p  of gwillas. 

I. .- 

The number of nests which made up 113 sites ranged from l to 19. These were built by 

at lemk 9 groups; 13 sites had been ocmpied by suIitary d e s .  Sometimes a pmtially or 

completely constnrcted nest- we5 abandoned and another produced. Such nests were 

identSable because the nest material had not been crushed. Of 991 nests only 16 had mt 

been .slept in (1.6%). These were mt included in nest wunfs. Unwed nests. were m e  at 

Kabara (1.6%, N = 8052, Schaller, 1961:182), and at Kahuzi-Biega (0.196, N = 1116, 

Goo,ddI, 1974:141). 

2. J&nemions ofN- 

The shape of nesbsikes was inffumced by the terrain, vegetation, and the position of 

peripheral animals (cf. Goodall, 1974:138). Some were roughly drcnlar or reetanjplar, 

many were imgulatly shaped. Grolqrs nesting on steep elopes used supports, such as bee 

hmks w logs, to d d  sliding downhill. At one site, 5 out of the 7 nests were lined up 

against the same lag 

Cm- (1979) described a tendency for nest-site areas to increase with the number of 

ground-nests, and Elliot (1976) recorded a reduction in site diameter when group size fell 

f h m  4 to 3 individuals (although no expansion ocmvred with a subsequent increase in 

group size). Groves and Sabater F5 (1985) dismissed this relationship between the numlber 

of gorillas and ama of the nest-site, argueing that Casimir's correlation was tamed by 

peripheral males forming tempomy assodations with groups, However, in the present 

study a similar correlation was found between the number of nests and nest-site areas. 

The area af an elipse was dculated (cf. Clrsimir, 1979) using the formula: 
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where: 

SETE-IV'IDTH = the largest distance between 2 nests on .a line perpendicular to the 

site-length; 

SITELENGTH = the largest distance between any 2 nests in the group. 

The sig&icrtnt correlation between site-area and group size IR{77)=.756, 

p<.001) was independent of any single outlying nest, implying that the area required to 

nest i n ~ e a d  with the number of animals in a group. This h a d  is illustrated in Figme 

5.1:, which. shows the distributiw of all nest-site areas in relation to the number of nesta 

per site. The mean area of71 nesbsites was 75.3 m2 Isd = 49.3), m- site-length was r2.8 

m (sd = 4.41, and mean aite-width w a  7.0 m Isd = 2.7). Apart. from Casimir's systematic 

analysis of  nest-site mm, .only qualitative estimates have been published. These 

include. 150-700 m2 (JonesL Sabater Pi, 1971) and 160-170 m2 (Graves& Sabater Pi, 1985) 

for the same dak.set. Judging k m  Figure 6 in Casitnir's paper, the areaa dnest-sites at 

Mt. Kahuzi were cansiderrrbly larger tban thosefound at Lope. The largest estimate from 

Zaire was about 540 m2, almost twice that from Lope: 245 m2. Casimir's median d u e  for 

sites with 10 nesb was about 100 d, compared ta 60 &'at Lope. Them differences were 

probably related to the physiognomy of the vegetation; at Lope .gorillas may have neated 

3. &&l Arranmmen$ 

At Lope the position of all nesh at each site was mapped, but their arrangements bave 

not been d y s e d ,  as only one nest per gmup could be reliably identified: careful 

searching of the nest material pmlly revealed a few long, grey-banded haira in beds 

which had been occupied by adult males. The silverbacks did not seem to have favoured 

locations, and their nests were found at various positions relative to the other group 

members. The early literature contains many cl.&ms about: nest formations and, in 

particular, the position of the silverback. It has been stated that the leading male ehoses a 

position of strategic defense, often nesting at the barn of a tree in which tkfemales and 

young sleep toplether (e.g. Allen, 1931; Memeier ,  19% Derochette, 1941; Valker, 1931). 
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Sehaller (1963:181) and Gmdall (1974A38) found no consisixmt patterns at eastern 

gorillas' nest-sites. Both found that an individual's position witbin the- group was 

variable, and that sub-pups existed at some sites. Fossey (1983:176) and Schdler 

(1;963:184) noted that independent juveniles hmded tc sleep next to their mothers, or near 

to silverbacks, whilst blackbacks nested peripherally. Cmimir'e (1979) study of 63 sites 

built by one group led him h conclude that nest configuration was random and 

independent of an individual's age and sex Pitman (19351 proposed &at positions were 

selected for visual contact between group m e h a ,  however Groves and Sabater Pi (1985) 

reported that "some" nests were hidden from the remainder .of fitheir social group,. and at 

Lope nests. wera often vima1Iy isolated by thick vegetation. A is possible. that gorillas 

prefer to nest near. to particular individuals in a .group, but it ,&odd be remembered that 

the ailvekbacb: usually initiates nesbbuilding .and that other group members place 

C. INDIVIDUAL -S 

The .characte&ties of '748 nests' were. remded, but analyses were .restricted & #ass 

rieists which showed IittIe sign of deterioration (N = 663). 

L&&&&& 

Neak wexe found at gmund level and in the foliage of shrubs or trees. Neste in trees 

were differenthbd from other nests located above ground, but on logs. Figure 5.2 shows 

the height distribution of all nests. 

a) Gwund-Nes-ta. 

Gmund-nests farmed 803% ofthe sample IN = 532). Same were positioned agaidst the 

t runks of saplings or trees (1.496, M = 10) or Iogs (0.6%, N = 31. In ather studies 

silverbacks "frequentlyn used trees Donistharpe, 1968; Bolwig, 1959) or buttress roots 

(Ischac, 1938; Blancou, 1955) as backrests. Ca~imir (1979) found that 27.0% of 

silverbacks' nests were located at bases of large trees, but no such tendency was seen at 

Lope. 
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b) v 
Nests built off the ground, but not in trees, formed 7.7% of all nests, or 38.9% of nests 

above ground (N = 511, Most were found ofi trua%s d'fallentrees, . ~ t h  2 exceptions which 

wen built on mounds of earth. Mountain gorillas often build nests on logs, on buttresses 

of- trees, in the low ctohhes of large bees and in bamboo (&odd, .1974:139; 

Rawai & Misuhara, 1959; Schaller, 1.963:1881. Bhgbam (1932) noted that cavities h 

large trunks were. favoured deeping sites, and Fossey (1983347) found that gorillas 

tended to w e  such hollows during the rainy season. Other studies of western gorillas 

recorded similar -proportions of nesta built on logs (8% %tin & Fernandez, 1983b; 11% 

Graves h S h t e r  Pi, 198S), but no unua~ral locations have been reported for this 

subspecies. 

c) Bee-Neeta, 

'henests formed 11.8% o'f all nests (N = 78). Usually only one .nest was buiIt in m y  

single tree; d y  11 pah  and 2 t;Fip1eh ofnesta wem found withm the same .trw. 

i) F r e a u e m  The reported occurrence of tree-nests ranges from 

Mefield (19543 who never saw a tree-nest, to.Piiman 119353 who described ground-nests 

as exception8 to.the rule, At Lope the ratio of tree-neds tu ground-neste varied between 

seasons: be-nests were signitimtxy more common during the wet season (dry: 5.2%, 

wet: 13.8%; F'= 8.63, p=.003). This trend may have resulted . h r n  the .gorillas' avoidance 

of damp ground, which may also have accounted for the higher proportion of tree-nests 

found in seasonally inundated forest compared ta other habitat typm in Gabon (%tin & 

Ftimandez, 1981). 

Only 11 W-nests could be assigned to age-sex classes (8 juvenile; 2 adult; 1 female 

with infant) as classifications were made from the diameter of dung. But. the dung 

associated with he-nests was genemlly hccemible, or had been splattered by the fall to 

the ground. The small sample augge&d that m o d  tree-nests were conetnrcted by 

juveniles. This was d s o  indicated by a comparison of the dimensions of d1 tree-nests 

with ground-nes'ts: the former were 8ignifimntly  malle er P= 7.124, p=.008), Bingham 

(1932) attributed most tree-nests to juveniles and subadults, Schder (1963:rBl) found that. 

juveniles built twice- as many tree-nests ais f d e s  or MackbacJrs. Goodall (1974:160) 
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identified tree-nests which had been built by females with infants, but none by 

s9verbacka, although siIve&acks' nests have been found above ground by BoIwig (1959) 

and SehdIer C1963:181). MO& authors -explained this ageclass stratification in terns 

of body-weight and the. availability of sturdy trees (e.g. Donisthorpe, 1958; Kawai & 

Misuhara, 1959). 

ii) &&i of Tree-N&- The mean height tree-nests was 6.3m = 77, sd = 2.8, 

range = 2-l6m). Most were built between 3 m and 8 m tbave ground (see Figure 5.4). 

A s ig tdcant  eorreIation between the heights of nests and of trees was predictable, 

given that the size of a tree was a. limiting faetor (r(82k.82, p4Ol).  X&-height would 

have b e n  infitreneed by tha height, branch arrangement, aad foliage of trees. 

Chimpanzees. h .Senegal built nests at around 80% of the trees' height. (Baldwin, 

2979:24QL me Lope data yielded a similar value bedian = .82%), but the rmge was Iarge 

(25-100%1. Neets in Iarger trees were usaally positioned on side branches, and rmely 

seen in forks, as haa been reported from Nigeria (Anon, l93.4)' and Equatorial Guinea 

(Jones & Sabater Pi, 1971). Many nests were built at Ue t6ps of small trees, incorpodhg 

the e n h  canopy. 

There seems to be considerable local variation in the .vertical distributh of nests 

across all popWone  of gorillae studied m l e  6.1). Reichenow (1920, cited in Yerkes .L 

Yerkes; 19291 proposed that r d d  differences could be found .with regard to nesting in 

trees: based on his own obsematims in Camemon and those of von Kappenfeh in Gabon, 

he chimed that in Gabon many nests were built, m bees, but that in Camemon most nests 

were found on the ground or in low bushes. D& from ths present srtudy do not agree with 

this statement, as treenests rat Lope were rare compared with other regions, and in 

Camermn gorillas' nested as hi& tts l2 m in trees (Critehley, 1968). 

The maximum heighis reparted raxely exceeded 16 m, except in the Tshibinda region 

of Zaire, when about 2.6% of nests were found between 17 m and 30 m (Goodall, 1974291). 

In all meas gorillas nested at low levels relative to chimpanzees (Schaller, 1963:374; 

%tin gt Fernmdez, 1983a). Comparative data for chimpanzees are available from 

Equatorial Guinea (Jones & Sabater Pi, 197l), Senegal (Baldwin, 19791, Liberia 

(Anderson l983>, Gttbon CTrr.th & Fernandez, 1983~1, and W e  (Mane, 1983). 





h. 

Nesfi were usually mund or oval-shaped in outline, ai described by Schaller 

C1963:182) and Groves & Sabater Pi Ci986j. Data on nest diameters far 3 age-sex classes 

are presented in Table -5.2, with comparative data, which were found to be very similar. 

In the present study 3 dimensions of nests were measured b. length, hdth,  depth), and 

are= calculated far (il all hmxd-nests, (3 dl tree-nests, and (iii) ground-nests which 

had been assigned to age-sex classes (Figure 5.3). 

Nest ~ i z e  tends .to be related .to body size of the builder and their m's  reach, as apes 

form nests .around their bodies (see below). Bh&sm (1932) used nast ~ i z e  to di&rentiat;e 

ageieex classes, .and SehaBqr (1963:182) agreed that certain classes could be identified if 

cm~oborsted by dung. In the present study the. areas. of nests built by .each .age-.sex class. 

were '&tint. (F= 19,4S8, p<.001), but there was .much .overlap between them, ir6 nest size 

a3me was not a reliable criterion by which to categorize nest-builders. 

A seasonal trend in the depth of nests w a ~  reported from Equatorial Guinea: during 

the wet season goriIIas incorporated m m  leaves into their nests,, suggesting that thickei. 

neste were.built to prevent, bady contact with wet gmund CGrmes & Sabater Pi, 1985). At 

Lope the depth ofnests did not .Wer between seasons (F=.D14, p=.906). 

8. Nest Constnretibn 

The basic tlypes of nests were defied in Chapter 2, and the frequencies of each type 

are given in Figure 5.4. Herbaceous and 'mixed' nests comprised 95.5% of all 

ground-nests. Only 1.9% of ground-nests were m i n i d l y  constructed. Nests built on 

loga were predominantly herbaceous or 'mixed'. 'Cave' and 'attached woody' were rare 

(c 1% entire sample) and they seemed to be anomaljes. Most authors merely 

distinguished between ground- and tree-nests, although G~oues and Sabater Pi (1985)- 

defined 3 categories of ground-nest according to the substrate F.e. flat ground, slope, 

bush, or tree). 

Nests have been described as cup-shaped, with an emphasis on construction of the 

rim (Schaller, l963:188; Fossey, 1983:47; Groves & Sabakr Pi, 19051, At Lope nests were 

classified according to their components, rather fhan the resulting shape or fortn, 







tree 

HERBACEOUS: many stems of herbaceous plants bent to form 
a. platform with a roughly circular depression; 
MIXED: mixed herbaceous and woody, similar to above, but 
with woody lianas, shrubs, or' detached branches also 
incarporated into nest; 
D ET.WOODY (detached woody) : nest constructed exclusively 
from woody branches broken from shrubs or trees; 
M IN (minimal construction): few stems of herbaceous plants 
bent to form a rudimentary pad; 
NONE (no construction): gorilla slept on bare ground; 
CAVE: gorilla slept on bare earth, ' belaw a roof of vines; 
ATT.WOODY (attached woody): formed from woody branches 
which were still attached to shrub or tree; 
TREE: nest constructed above ground in a tree or shrub, 
formed by bending woody vegetation into a sleeping 
platform. 
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however, wikhin this chsEeation, 3 types- of berbaaeous nests were common: 

(3 CUP AND RIM: cushions apparently shaped by the impressha of the gorillas' 

W-, rather than by design; 

W MATTRESSES: piles of flattened vege&tion of variable thicknew (Figure 5.5); 

!$i) VINE-TOWERS: bed formed by pulling down a wall of Marantaceae vines 

(Figure 5.6). 

Vine-tower' nests have not been deschbed at other &es, although Schaller 

(1963:186) noted that masses of tangled vines were sometimes pulled together on tlie 

ground. 

Bin&am (1B32) and Isebac .G9381 published accurate descriptions of nest skucture, 

md since .+hen several leugCby accounts of nest-building techniques have appeared (e.g. 

Bolwig, 1959; Godall, 197* Schaller, 1963). Nest-building by yild gorillas was not 

observed during the present study, but the nests revealed that method& of construction 

resembled previous desmiptionr: tgpically an individual sits or stands on the spot and 

p d h  yegetatiun towarde itself. This is broken or bent around and under the body, and 

held ih place by.&e &h's weight. The precise method used depends on the vegetation 

available and the nature of the substirate (Bolwig, 1969; Goodall, 1974; :SchaIler, 19631. 

Early reparts also proposed that apes mllected twiga or branches .and carried them to the: 

nest-site (e.g. Dyce Sharpe, 19273, and that nests ware lined with leafy twigs and dead 

leaves (e.g. Oshm, 1963). Neither of these features w e ~ e  f u a d  during the present study 

and were m at Ihbara {Schaller, 1963:i87j. At Lope the nest vegetation almas't always 

remained attached to the intact pl-G the foliage of saplings used in 'mixed' nests was 

prevented from springing up again by snapping the trunks without' detaching them. 

Merny tree-nests were basin-shaped, although some were little more than dense tangles of 

small branches.. Some descriptions have suggested that vegetation was woven together, 

but weaving not was saen at Lope, Kabara (Sehailer, 1963:188), or Kahazi-Biega- (Goodall, 

1974:160). 

At Lope nests with minimal or no construction were rare (1.5% and 0.2% while 

Schaller (1963:187) recorded 10% of nests without. any definate shtiture. Eoobll 

(1974:141.) found .that individual gorillas offen slept without a nest, and that on 2 



isccasions an -entii-e group did so. At be ling^, in no,*-east Gaban, 9.3%- of nests were 

poorly c o n s ~ c k d  $ Fernandez, 1983a). The exhlmce of such sleeping sites' may 

only have been obvious h m  depresaions in the soil and faeces nearby, thus they may not 

have been recognisable &er b u t  4 days clbtin & Femaadez, 1983a). if these 'nests' 

had been overlooked, tbe number of nests per sit% would have been underestimated, 

especially as -well constructed nesb remain visible for up to 6 rnontb (mean duration = 

54 days, Tutin- & Fernandez, 19841. However, a comparison of the frequencies of each 

nest-type found at nest-sites of variable age revealed no +pifieant differences (F= 

2.789, p=.045). 

Silverbacks and females with dependent offspring always made fairly elaborate 

mats, while juveniles built most d the m;nimd nests. These observati~ns agree iKi& 

Cmimir 11979), who .noted that females with infmb rarely. failed to build nests, and 

Schaller (1963:191) who stated. that juveniles' nests were often crude. The majarity of  

tree-nests w@ie..buiIt by the smaller individuals, and not by silverbacks, as stated above.. 

&mfbrther note on ne8t consavctioi dates t4 the dope dthe ground at nest-sites: at 

some. steep Ibcations the .,gorillas eonstmeted a barrier by anchoring .and levelling off the 

vegetation, or propping .the nest up against.a tree C;raak, to prevent themselves fhm 

sliding out of bed. Similar mod&ations were observed by Casimir (19799, and described 

in. detail by Bolwig 11959). 

a- 

The p h t s  identified in gorillas' nests belonged to at least 38 species, rlepreaenting 22 

families; 17.3% items were not identified. Marantaceae and Aframomum could not be 

iden-ed to species level, and so were represented by 2 broad categories, thus 'items' 

shall be used in place of species from here on All items were of 3 major types: 

75% M m t a c e a e  and Enghraceae 

13% trees and saplings 

12% other materials (shrubs, vines, grasses, dead wood) 

The majority of ground-nests were constructed from 2 items, usually 

Ahmumum and Marantaceas (52.3%); 96.4% contained less than 4, and the maximum 
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number recorded was 7. Tree-nesb differed in that 88.5% were built h m  a single items, 

as few other materials were accessible h m  tree canopies. In total 8 nests (10.3%) were 

fbrmed by p d h g  together 2 or 3 saplings, Only 1 treenest mnbined more than 3 items, 

which were foliage from 3 saglhgs, together with some vines. In Equatorial Guinea 

68.1% of nests contained only f item, usually Aframomum. and only 3.7% included 5 or 6 

items (Groves & Sabater Pi, 1986). 

a1 G1.onnd-Nagt M & & h  

At Lope 25 species h m  14 families were identified in ground-nests; lS.9A item 

yere indeterminate; and 21 of all types were godh foods. The pedmia=t items wers 

Marantaceae and the gorillas' staple foods: 92.9% nests (N = 494) included 

Maranhem, and 63.2% (N = 336) contained The high usage of these herbs 

was mast likely due to their ubiquity, as they occurred at high densities throu&out the 

study-ruea at Lope (Rogers & Williameon, 1987). Joaes and Sabater Pi (1971) reported 

eimilar figures of 95.6% nests with Aframomum. and 54.1% with Sarconhvriniutg 

(Mamntaceae), altIaough Groves and Sabrtter Pi (1985) adjusted the same data to 81.7% 

P f r a e  and 14.7% & m o & m m ~  m .  %tin and Femandez (1981) dso reported that 

a high proportion of nests (98%) included Marantaeeae and Zingiberaceae. 

b) T r e ~ - ~ ~ ~  

At Lop 13 of the species incmpomted into tree-nesb were identified, but 49.0% of trees 

and saplings were not. Besides foliage, only vines were included IN = 5). 

The baaic requirements for nest-trees am abundmt soft foliage, preferably with 

small haves, pliable bran&&, perhaw with area tbat snap and do not spring up again 

hut that do not map off completely, and a 6rm base, strong enough to resist collapse under 

the animals weight (Baldwin, 1979; Dixson, 1981; Schder, 1963:180). 

'References' have been demonshated in other studies by comparing species-use by 

apes with composition of the habitat [e.g. Anderson U, 1983; WO, 1983; Ghiglieri, 

19844. At Lope 39.7% of tree-nests were buiIt in 4 species: Xvlo~ia aethioud, 

s m s  den& and J X o s ~ m s  aoI~sternos, Tbese species were all abundant in the 

habitat, ranking in the 'top 10' species (see Chapter 31, but many other specks were not 

suitable for nest-building. and cola f i z u  the top 2 ranking 



~pecies at Lope, were not seIected m were large trees with thick trunks which 

made them difficult to climb; had enormous leaves which were neither amenable to 

manipulation, nor comfortable. wtpzings were only used in ground-nests. 

Generally gorillas used any plant within arms reach as nest material, A lack of 

selectiyity by gorillm has been the impression gained during previous studies (e.g. 

Casimir, 1979; Donisthorpe, 1958; Goodall, 1974:139; March, 1957). Thus species-use at  

different sites is not compared here, especidy as Schaller (1963:186) emphasised that 

"an e1abomb classification of nest material is of little value, for they vary from region 

to region and merely d& the location". 

5. S h e k  

fn this study a distinction was made between 'open' and 'closed' canopy overhead to 

indicate the degree, o f  exposure to open sky or protection from rain. Jnes  and Sabater Pi 

C19713 and Mal l  (197.4:151) evaluated @Ild nest-&tes in rdation to early morning 

sunshine. Any positive orientation towards the sun has been discounted by Goadall 

(1974:1681 and Groves. and .S&bi Pi (1986). In tmpical forest habitats, such as Lapie, tbe 

abilib of tbe sun to warn and dry sleeping indidduds should nbt be overestimated: not 

only do gorillas become .active soon &F dawn (see Chapter 61, but sunlight. is often 

blocked out by the. canopy, or by heavy early morning mids. .Sunlight could reach onb 

those nests in faixly open areas, and rarely &fore mid-morning. 

At Lope 62.7% of nesta were 'open', but scores of 49.4%. 'open' treenests and 6'9,696 

'open' ground-nests indicated thathe-nests were more sheltered P= 10.566, pdl l l ) ,  so 

tree-nests were excluded I h r n  further andyses. Comparative data are given in Table 

6.3. The variakion between :sites is largely due to physiognomic differences in the - 

vegetation; the mountain gorillasa habitat is more open than western gorillas' tropical 

forest (kd-all L Groves, 197th The. data from Equahrial Guinea were cdl~cted in 

predominantly secondary areas, where the canopy was probably low 'and uneven. It is 

interesting &at Nyakalom, in Zaire; has the most similar proportion of sheltered nessts 

to the Lope; as an -area of 'primaryt montane forest it would also have the niost similar 

physical structure. When evaluating the exposure of nest-sites, the conditions in farest 



should be c o n s i d d  The canopy may provide shelter fiom the full force of a astom, but 

after rainfall stops water continues to  drip from leaves. Gorillas may therefore 

experience less discamfott if they nest in the open and rain ceases abruptly, than if they 

are subjected b watsr dripping from the vegetation for a prolonged period (cf. Baldwin & 

d, 19811. Goodall (1974:161) stated that garilb disregarded shelter, as they generally 

nested in open areas, and ths high proportion of 'open' nests fbund in all populations 

studied s e e m  to support this view. 

A comparison of scores from dry nights with nights when it was known to rain at 

Lope revealed no sigx-t difference in shelter (F=.508, ~ ~ 4 ' 7 8 ) .  However, a problem 

with these dab was that the timing of rainfall was not known; if the gorillas had nested 

before rain started, it may not have. influenced selection of the site. Sohaller (1963:298) 

recorded rainfall between 16.30 hrs sad i8.30 .hts, when 'mountain gorillas usually 

constructed 'their nests. Be found that 4.7% were sheltered on dry nights, 18.5% when .it 

mind, but that at least 80%. of gorillas. slept in exposed positions at dl times. He 

.mnchded that th% .gorillast responses to rain were inmnsietent. .Two other studies of 

eastern godlas in open habitats found no seasanal differences in the degree of exposure 

(Casimir, 1979; Kawai & Misuhera, 1969). In Equatorial Guinea gorillas built more 

sheltered nests. in ,the wet season, 32.6%. c.ompared to 20.1% in W dry season [Groves & 

Sabatw Pi, 19851. Similar .f"lgures were obtained. at Lope: 22.9% nests were 'closed' in the 

dry season, 36.7% in the we% season, however, the difference was not :significant 

The only record of gorillas sleeping under non-vegetative shelter came from a group 

of mountain gorill~s which spent a night under a rocky ledge (Bingham, 1932). 

Overhead'nest constnxction may be anotbr form if  shelter, though one rarefy used at any 

site: at Lope only 2 "cave" nests were built, but these offered little proktion. A similar 

structure was seen by Bing?mm (19321, and one further example was given by Groves and 

Sabater Pi (1905). The only, African apes known to shelter by placing lea@ branches 

across their bodies are bnobos (-Q, 1982). 

Although the a d d  proportions of sheltered nests were variable; the same trend was 

found for a11 populationa, even though it warp not statislticdy Significant at Lope: more 



ne~ts had overhead cover during the wet gemon. But the number .of exposed nests was 

always high. Overall, shelter may be -a secondary factor which should not be considered 

in isolation, as the khe presence; of suitable vegetation may 'h more important for the 

selection of nest-sites (see Gaodsll, 1974:161; Schallex, X963:171). 

6. in h s o ~ @ o n  With Nests . . 

Several authors have commented on defaeation at nest-sites (e.g. Aschemeier, 

19a; Bingham, 1932; Bolwig, 1959; Kawai & Misuhara, 1969), while recent studies have 

detailed the presence and position of faeces rehtive to the nest, and whether or not the 

dung had been lain on (Goodall, 1974146; Schaller, 1963:196). 

In the present study tree-mats were exeluded from .analyses arp.their Interiors were 

inaccessible,. althaugh dung was found on the ground below 67.7%. of fresh tree-nests. Of 

617 gxoundatests .at Lope, 23.2%.had fawe8 in the cup, 16.2% on the rim, 35.8% outside the 

nest, and no dung was found wi th  24.8%. 

The .reported 'frequeng of sded  nests varies across populations, ranging from 18:.096 

at Mt. Kahuzi (Cairnit, 1979) Ea 82.2% .at Kiecrm (Schdler, .1963:197), both in Zaire. h 

West Africa, 'Metfield (1954) claimed that in tbe dry ,season nests. were dways clean, but 

that they were fraquently soiled on wet mornings when gorillas were.1oat.h to leave their 

nests. This tendang was not confkned 'by Groves and Sabater Fi (1986), although at 

Lape dung was h n t  from a greater proportion of nests in the dry season (17.8% wet 

At Tcope dung ww lain on in only 1.5%. &nests, or 7.5% ofnekts with dong inside (X = 

9). Schaller t.1963:196) found that at Kabara all dung depbsited inside nests had be& - 
flattened (73.1% of all nests); Goodall (1974:147) gave -a figure of 14.2%- for Tshibinda CI 

calculated 12.1% from his data), and Casimir (1-999) found that in 8.7% -nests dung had 

been lain on. The- proportions of flattened dung were given as percentages of entire 

samples, but may be meaningful only as a proportion of nests which contained dung. 

Goodall 11974:147) discovered regional trends in Zaire: at Tshibinda dung was 

flattened in 14.2% (54.0% nests with- dung only); at Nyakalons it was only 2.4% 

(33.0%). Attempts have . h e n  .made ta relate regional variations. t o  d.tjtude and 



temperature, proposing that dung spread inside nests acted as an insulating layer when 

night bmpemtures f d  bdow freezing (Goodall, 1974148), However gorillas living at 

lower altitudes, where the cold was not so extreme, also lay on their dung (Schaller, 

l963rI97). As Groves and $&ater Pi (1985) rightly pointed out, there would be no themd 

advantage if faeces were not eliminated until dawn, ars kerns to be the case. 

An investigation of age-crlass differences revealed that deposition of dung outside the 

nest increased with age. I excluded nests with no dung, as de&rmination of tlge-class 

requifed the emmination offecea. The variation was marked (F= 12.10'2, p<.UOl), with 

infants (67.8% nests soiled) and sBverbscks (4.9%) forming the extremes. Si& 

trends were obsened by Goodd1 (1974:147! and Wimir (19791. Goodall inclu4ed all 

nests in analyses (1974:147) stating: that juveailes flatt;ened their dung Ieast ofZen, but 

this emphasis is lost if ody nests with dung inside are considered. Grrodall also noted 

that silverbacks at MC; lbhuzi deli'berately placed their rumpar over the edge of the nest t6 

defaecate. 

The main Mmence between gorillas at Inpe and elsewhere waa that less dung was 

found in their nests. Wesfsrn gorillas ate large quantities af fmit, and their dung was 

&n soft, wbilet that ofeaMn gwiIIas waar firm, -m, and did not stick fa the fin, SO 

difbencea in diet d d  have affected the likelihood that gorillas slept nu their faems 

Goodall L Graves, 1977; D h n ,  l.981). Xieynolds (1966) painted out that chimpanzees, 

whieh are fhgivorous, have soft faecee and are careful to deposit them outside the nest. I 

suggest that differences in aspects of the gorillas' defaec~tim at Lope were related to diet 

and dung consistency. 

7- Dav-N& 

The small number of day-nests found at Lope (N = 24) may have been partially due to 

a general difEetrlty locating nest-sites in this hahitat, but it seemed that nests were not 

constructed during many rest periods. Day-nests were uncommon elsewhere: Merfield 

(1954) never rraw a day-nesQ G w a i  & Misutrara I1959) passed that nests were built 

during 30% of stops; and ScMer (1963:170) estimated 6% of reet-periods. Day-nests 

were simpler and less fIattened than night-nests, as these nests were used for shorter 



periods (SchalLer, 1963:1701. Several authors used a fack of dung with day-nests as a 

criterion to distinguish them f h m  &%t-nests (Bolwig, 1959; Donisthorpe, 1958; Xawai 

Q Misuhoua, 14S9; Osbom, 19631, but according ta Schaller (1963:170) dung was present 

in smdl amounts. This was canfirmed at Lope, where dung was fjouud with 20.8% 

day-nests. 

In some regions of East Africa gorillas built day-nests in trees (Blancou, 1955; 

Schaller, 1963:194). At Lope all *nests were brrift on the ground, and the majority were 

herbaceous 187.5%). The other =S% CN = 3) were 'mixed'). On one occasion 3 rest-sites 

were found in the mvannas, where areas up to 30 m in diameter had been trampled, and 

day-nests had been constructed from shrubs, ferns, and grasses (see WiIliamson 

1988). 

D. DIsCUSSrON L CONCLUSIONS 

Tbe preseat study has demonstrated that the. area b goriIla nest-sites at Lope was 

correlated with the n d r  of neits present, and that these sites were smaller than those 

analysed by Caaimir (1979) at Mk. Kahuzi. Nest materiaIs reflecked the. stmcture and 

camposition .of the vegetation, and most differences between popdaticrns could be 

explained in these terms. D u g  was flattened in .anly 1.5%. .nests, and this mayhve  .been 

related to the soft consistency of dung eliminated by the gorillas at Lope who ate large. 

amounts of fruit. Only '37.3% of negta had overhead, cover, but .these fermed a larger 

proportion of the sample 'than nests studied elsewhere. Tree-nests formed l.l .B% of the 

sample, and .most of these seemed to have been b d t  by the smaller individuals. The. 

maximum height at which nests were recorded was 1.6 m. Some seasonal trends were 

found in the gorillas' .tendencies to nest in trees md ta defaemte in their nests. 

The possible- benefits of nesting in trees &odd be.considered, as a small proportion of 

gorillas do so. At Lope elephants were virtually absent during. the dry season, but &n 

encountered during the rainy season. Their presence coincided with a high proportion of 

gorillas' nests built in h e s .  Although this seasonal trend has been discussed in relation 

to dampness of the ground, the gorillas may also have been avoiding potential 

disturbsnce bg elephanb, which were active at night.. However, such a hazard was not a 



strong selective pressurn, as the nwnber of ground-nests was always high, 

It has been suggested that gorillas were more inclined to nest ia high trees in 

Cameroon, and at Utu in Zaire because of locally hi& hunting pressure (Critchley, 1968; 

Dixson, 19811, although L conkend that gorillas in treea wodd be easier to spok and more 

vulnerable as they could h moxe easily s m u n d d  Gorillas sleeping in trees may have 

h less vulnerable to other predators such as leopards (Pitman, 19351, which m e d  at 

Lope, but which were not considered to pose a eeriws threat h the gorillas. 

Variation in the frequency of nesting in trees is also related to environmental 

firctors, such as the aVaiIability of edable veg%tat'*m. Far example, a traa trunk muat not 

be too broad to climb, or e h  its branches must be accessible from the ground, either via a 

neifibonring tree or vines cunnected to tbe canopy; a suitable tree must have flexible 

brandhes which can be bent, l e e  foliage to form a d i m ,  and must be strong enough to 

support khe weight of an ape. The low incidence of tree-nesting in 2 populationa of 

mountain gorillas was not considered to be due to limited site availability (Schaller 

(1963:181). Similarly, a lack of sites w d d  not have accounted for the mall number of 

tree-nests hund at Lope. Differences between the heights of nests in 2 fomsted regions d 

Zaire were attributed to e t ruchm of the forest: mare tree-nes& were found in secondaq 

and mixed forest with good access to the many strata, whereas in 'primary' forest many 

kees were too targe to climb and were isolated fmm the! &rub Layer (Goodd,  1974:1461. It 

seemed unlikely that treea at Lope were inaccessible. Herbaceous vegetation was 

abundant throughout most of the study-area €bgers L Williamsan, 19871, so the godha 

may simply have preferred to nest on the p u n d  most of &e time. 

Another feature of the habitat which may have influenced the vertical distribution of 

nests was the variation in windspeed at different heights in the forest canopy. 

Windspeeds of 3 M r  were reduced to 3-00 d h r  at 18 m, and 20 dhr at 2 m in Gabonese 

forest (Barret S Meuvre, 1981, cited in Tutin L Fernandez, 1983al. Chimpanzees have 

been found to nest lower on windy evenin0 ( W I ,  1962; Reynolds, 1965). By choosing 

to sleep on the ground or at low levels gorillas may have avoided high winds for reasons 

of comfort or thermmgulation. 

The apparent uniformity of nest-building across populations of gorillas suggesh that 
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this behaviour is ta some ebtent innate. Most inastigations of the influences of 'nature' 

and 'nurture' on nesbbuildiag have involved captive chimpanzees, but it is reasonable to 

generalise fram them studies, as the only major difference in the neskhg patterns of 

great apes is in their vertical distribution. Skudiles of captive apes have suggested some 

stereotgped features of nest-building: when insufficient material was pravided, 

chimpanzees arranged it in a circle around their bodies, but did not form a supportive 

structure (Kohler, 1927); a mptive-born infant orang-utan presented wi th  nest material 

displayed some of the action patterns of nest-building (lLethmab6, 1977). 

The importance of early experience was indicated by differences between wild-born 

and captive-born chimpmess when provided with suitable materials: only the 

wild-born subjects built recognisable nests (Bernstein, 1962). This study also showed that 

age was a critical factor: juveniles' nests were often cnxde, but their motor patterns 

became more efficient with age, and dl chimpanzees showed improvement when 

re-tested 7 years later. In another study d nestbuilding by chimpanzees, pr ihs  and 

orang-U-9, Bernstein (1969) found no consistent differences between the conshction 

techniques and the end products of each apscier. The immature gorillas all produced 

crude nests, but as age was a critical faetor Eemtein conchded that nest-building by all 3 

species of apes was similar. Thus early experience is necessary for the development of 

nest-building. Infant gorillas build pr~ctice nests in the wild (Schaller, 1963:195; 

Fossey, 1979; present study) and the ~ 8 ~ i o u r  patterns required for nesbbuilding could 

become coordinated during such activity. 

Nest-building jn the great apes seems to be -hate, but refined by social learning. 

Nest-building occurs consi&ently both between and within species of great apes, go it is 

likely to have been retained from a cammon ancestor. This anceatar was probably 

arboreal (e.g. Srzaman, 1987). Temstrial nesting may have become more prevalent as 

the body weight of gorillas increased and they became more terrestrial (e.g. Goodall, 

1974:167; Dixson, 1981). 

Schaller (1963:197) stated that the possible functions of many gorillad nests were not 

evident, IP why do gorillas build nests? A plausible explanation is that these beds provide 

comfort, and the significance of comfort may be inferred fmm seasonal differences 
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found h the pmportian of bee-nests at Lope, which were presumably a means b avoid 

contact with wet ground. Nests were rarely constructed to provide shelter Id Rhm, 

1935). Functions varied with the type of nest: gmund-nests prevented direct contact with 

the SOB; nesting above ground may bave been a way to avoid damp ground, or to avoid 

nochmml browsers, such as bushpigs, b f l d o  or etephanta as sstated above. 

Aa for the absence of nest reme, there are several p o d l e  reawns why new nests are 

produced e h  night: fresh nests may be softer, warmer and thus more comfortable than 

ones in which the leaves are already drping (Nissen, 1931). However the astahlishment 

d new nest-sites is likely to have been more important khan the building of ncw nests per 

B@. If predatm had been a major factor, varying the Ioca+ion of sleeping-sites may habe 

hen advantageom (see Andersan, 1984). Also regular re-use of nest-sites would have led 

to art accumulation offaeces, &e odour of which could have attraded predators. However, 

I have already dismissed predation as an important influence on the gorillas' nesting 

habits at Lope. Re-use of sites wauld also have increased the chances d reinfestation by 

internal parasites (Hausfater Q Meade, 19821, and &parasites (MacIZinnan, 1974). 

Merfield (195d) c i m e d  that gorillas wera f k e  from ticks, although at Lope elephant 

ticks v were occasionally identified in the gorillas' dung, which 

had presumably been ingested during groaning. 

But the most important factor determining where gorillas spent the night was 

probably where they were feeding at the end of the day. Travelling through the home 

range may have required a substantial expenditure of energy. Gorillas nesting 

wherever they found themselves towards nightfall would not have had to make long 

return joumey~ to  a parkicuIat site, and so would have avoided incurring a certain 

energetic cost, which would have been especially high for such a large bodied species. 

Goodall (1977) stated that eastern lowland goriflas nested wherever they were feeding 

near nightfall, using whatever wgetakion was available in the immediate vicinity, a 

view s h a d  by Schaller (1963). B i d a m  (1932) thought that selection of nest-sites by 

mountain godlas was a matter of expediency, rather than foresight. There is no 

evidence t o  suggest that apes deliberably travel to certain areas solely to sleep. Forest 

primates in general seem to deep in areas where they have been feeding in the late 
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afternoon (Anderson, 1984). 

In mnclusim, nests andnest-building seemed to be .similai acroas popdations of 

.gmilh. At Lap variatitsn was expressed in the proportions of exposed ne~twand of nests 

built in trees. Previous studies have: concluded that mast variation was caused by 

features of the environment, such as structure of the vegetation, the climate,. and the 

seasonal abundance of nocturnal intnxders .(e.g. Goodall, 197% Schaller, 1963). This 

view has been supported by the present study. 



A INTICODUrnON 

This chapter deals with the gorillad d d y  and ~ e a s ~ n d  tram1 pa-rns and habitat 

use, and aome aspects of their social behaviour. The data are mainly descriptive, iind 

amenabIe to few statistical mdyees, but so little is h o r n  about western gorillas aul; 

present that, this information h of value. The data were collected during 162 contacts 

to- 138 hrs (median = 23 mina, R = <l-370 mind, with 28 hrs observation (median = 

5 &S, R = 4-181 -S, N = 3.16). 

B. DIURNAL ACTlIVr271 

Tba daily activity patkerns dgodh at Lope seemed to  he broadly ,similar b. those d 

rnduntaifi gorillas. Gorillas at Lope probably left *eir nests at dawn, as described for 

other populations (e.g. B h c o u ,  1965; Schaller, 1903139; Groves.& Sababr Pi, 1985). One 

gmup waa f~ding  chm to the nestcsite when. contacted at 06-20 hr. One adult female 

stayed in her tree-nest until 08.10 hr, although the rest of the group were already 

Part of each day was spent feeding an THV, the herbaceous Aframbmum and 

Marantacsae which formed the gorilfae' 'efapIe diet. Generally each day started with an 

intensive feeding but, indicated by piles of split &+amamurn stems .md the trampling 

of vegebtion in the vicinity afthe nestcsite. SchaIler.(1963:139) noted that. gorillas fed for 

about 2 hours on r%ing, until they became satiated. Examples of a day's ackivitles are 

The gorillas' activities detezmhsd the speed with which they moved through the 

habitat. Three rates -of travel were discriminated. 

(i) SLOW: intense foraging on THV, so movements were slow, kg. 30 dhr ,  70 

m/hr, 100 m/hr; 

(ii) 'TRAVELFEED: gorillas chose to eat less. THV, or the density of THV was 

reduced, .thus movements were unhurried, but faster than when broming, e.g. 600 m&; 

WTD TMVEL: mo-d purposefidy from me area offoreat to another between 





h i t  sources, or fleeing from m observer, e.g. 650 mlhr, 625 &, 1200 mhr, 1400 h r .  

The reguldty ofthe goribs' midday rest periods was not established Day-nests 

were built 200 m h m  night-nests on 2 occasions, and 600 m on another. One Ione male 

was heard snoring whiIe resting between 11.20 hp and 12.35 hr. At Ibbara a long feeding 

period in the morning was followed by a rest period somewhere between 10.00 hr and 

14.00 and the afternoon was spent foraging and travelling until nests were 

constmxctsd at- about 18.00 hr ISehaller, 1963:146). Mllas were m d y  active at night. 

once cchesbbeatts were. heard between i9.fO hr and 19.50 hr from a group nesting close .to 

the forest edge at Lope. Schaller (1963:548). reported that sifverbacka $hest-beat 

intermittently through ,the night if &er gorjllaa were nearby, and Jones and gabater Yi 

C. RANGING 

The gorillas' movements were drawn onto maps of .scale. 1:1M)00, .and distances 

h e l l e d  were measured from these maps. No :co~ections were made for topographical 

variation, though the study area was relatively flat. 'Trails were aPCen winding or 

drcuitaus, but small deviations were not shown on the maps. Nor were individual 

detours fkom principal .mates taken into account, 33 dirtanees were coilsistently 

underestimated. Where bails were paitchy a d  'feeding remains dispersed., it was 

assumed that gorillas had moved in relatively ~traight lines, representing the 

minimum distances 'travdled -Feeding remanta separated by more than 50 m were 

drawn on the maps *-broken trails and not rne~surd. 

To estimate distances travehd during 24 hour perjods required the location of 

consecuti+e nest-sites and the routes travelled between them. At Lope it was rarely 

pgasible for us to back-track complete journeys; feeding remains on trails were 

identifiable for seven1 days, but the gorillas did not feed contjnously, ,and -entire day 

journeys were established only twice. The majority of the records- m gmup movements 

were incomplete, and many of the data relate to distaacer travelhd, with little 

information about the time involved. 



1. Qadmm2a 

Variable distances were covered during the early part of the day: by 10.00 hr groups 

moved between 100 m and 6VO m Erom nest-sitea, one group had tmvelled over 250 m and 

rested by 08.40 hr. S h o e  distances were recorded when large amounts of THV were 

ingeshd, and progression was slow. Many trails could not be traced back to nestrsites, 

but jomneys made by known h e s  included over 900 m covered by l2.40 hr, and over 550 

m by 13.30 hr. Distances traveIIed between rising and earIy h m o o n  included 100 m 

by 1330 hr, axld 1400 m by 14.00 hr. 

The longest journey recorded was f BOO m. The maximum route-lenghhs tradted (see 

Appendix 6.1 and Table 7.1) excaeded 1 km in 5 oat of 12 month4 although 6 of these 

d u e %  represented only half days. Many i hor t  trails of 100 m to 300 m were recorded a d  

mm*, but the ptoporkion of d day journey these distances repre~ented was unknown. 

Cohpleterecords were avaiIabIe fur only 2 days, when gmups travelled 320 m and 800 m. 

I have focused on the longest trails, ss indicators of the influence exerted by widely 

disp,ersed trees on the gorillas' ranging patterns. Large distances were con8istently 

.recorded during 2 montbd whdn gor312as were visiting gallerg forests in .se*ch of 

a fruib: one group travelled over 1SS0 m, 1450 m and. 1110 m on 3 consecutive days 

in December 1984, and distances of 1000 m, 1400 m, and 1700 m were memured during 

Jmnary 1985. 

The density of food remains, and hence the eonspicuousnese of trails .was ,dated to 

fod-ttgpe and distribution: if mund vegetation was relatively tqmms the gorillas muld 

eat little, ,and .so left few indimtars d their travel routes. If they fed intaisely, food 

remain& wem close together -and the trails were much clearer. Also, when eaceulent 

fruits were abundant, gosillas moved fairly rapidly between sources, consuming little 

THV, and w l& few signs of their presence, so that 'trails once lost were difficult t o  

relocate. Thus slow moving gorillas, covering shorter distances, were tracked more 

successfully than those travelling quickly and widely in search of fruit. !l%erefore, 

large recorded distantes did not neccesarily imply -that the gorillas had traueZled 

fiather, but that we had been better able to f0110w their mutes. 

Although two extreme foraging; strategies have been described, this distincti~n:was 



rarely clear cutI as f d t  and THV were of varying importance each month. Mao, even 

when f i t  abundance was low gorillas, still travelled between trees producing new 

leave& The maximum journey length recoded was 1800 m, when a group fed on the 

flushing leaves of exeelsas, which had a mean density of c1 per hectare, 

The 8patial distribution of f i l i n g  bees differed between seasons. For example, fie 

species sought during the first 3 months of 1984, $esamannii, Heistena . m 

- h .  

era and Zanha mluneensia we& widely separated, mad 3 of these species 

occurred in clumpa It was necesauy far &adas to travel 200 m to 400 m between clump, 

as the total densib of trees w s  o&j 5 ;rer hectare. When m k f k P i t s  were a majar 

dietaxy item in April and Bgay 1984, the high density of keea (IWha, 20 'adult' 

treea(ha) meant that souices were close together, and the gorilla8 concentrated their 

activities in certain areas. 

Shorter distances were travelled as the g o d W  diet shifted from fruit to THV, but 

the maximum length of trail mapped each month did not comelab with fruit abundance 

(d9b.3119, p.414). One overiding factor afTected these data: our ability to track the 

gorillas. As explained above, gorillas moving rapidly were difficult to follow, md we 

loet their trails, so only partial day journeys were d Also as the study progressed 

we learned routes which the gorillas used regdarly, became more familiar with the 

fmst in general, became more proficient at spotting feeding signs, and predicting the 

routes gorillas had taken. Thus we were more successful at catching up with, or in 

planning b intercept the gorillas. The increase in our proficiency is hme out by a weak 

correlation between the nnmber of e I e  found per field-day and the number of months 

into the study. Trails were followed for greater distances as the study progressed 

lrt16)=.688, p=.0281. 

Gorillas covered 700 m in 30 mins, 800 m in 4 hr 50 mins, and so on, thus it seems 

likely that &ey kaveUed greater distances during an entire day's mnging than those 

measured. Also, there may have been a bias in the data, aa Schaller (1963:139) found that 

mountain g o d h  travelIed further daring the &ernoon, but at Lope more trails were 

found in the moraings (see Appendix 6.11, so the distances moved during hdf a day were 

perhaps Iese than half the total day-journey length. Tutin (pers.comm.) has tracked 



gmillas at Lope for 3.5 to 4 km during days when they have been feeding at widely 

dispersed h i t  sources. At this point it is possible to conclude only that the goriltaa a* Lope 

travelled relativeIy large' distances each day, ofZen exceeding 1 km. Also, gcdlas 

seemed to travel less when fruit was scarce, feeding instead on widely available herbs. . 

SimiIady, chimpanzees and orang-utans travelled less when food was scarce 

(Wrangham, 1979; Galdikas, 1979)- 

Table 6.1 presents comparative data on the day  journey^ of gorillas and 

chimpanzees. Mountain godlas usually travelled less than 0.5 km per day, eastern 

. lowland gorillas ranged slightly M e r :  600-1100 m, and we~tern goribs in Equatorial 

Guinea covered 1 km daily. Glutton-Brock and H m e y  (1977a) demonstrated that the 

degrees of frugivory and terrestridity influenced day ranges. On this bask the 

fivgimtous western gntizlas would be expected to traveI further dmiag a day #an the 

herbivorous mountsin goriIIas, as the distlibutian of food trees in trapical fans& dictated 

that the gorillas travel further beheen sources. 

The diet of gorillas at Lope was closer to that of sympatrie monkeys than .to that of 

eastern gorillas .(Chapter 4), although from &e relationship which exists between body 

weight and ranging (e.g. Wlton 8t M.ay, 1976) gorillas. would be predicted to range 

Mher than the smaller frugivoraus, arboreal monkeys, for example, mangaheys 

(1127m, W- 8t Floody, 19741, a t  mowned.guenons (1500-2000 m, Gautier-Hian, l.978). 

The mean day journeyer of lawland gorillw may be similar .to those estimated for 

chimp8112ees hg. 2.6 km, Pierce, 1978; 3.9 km, Wran&am, X975), and bonobos (2.4 km, 

Rano & Mulrmvwa, 19841. Gorillas are closer in .body weight to  chimpanzees and bonobos 

than to monkeys, but group size. dsa influences ranging, and both chimpanzee species 

travel in partiea both smaller .and larger in siee than gorilla p u p s  (see Wrangham, 

1988). Although the data available are kcmplete, the present study points hwards 

day-journey lengths of between l km and 4 km for lowland gorilIas, depending on the 

abundance and distribution of fruit sources. This is congruent with expectations fbr -a 





2- lb&3mia 

A aysbm of grid-squares, 200 m x 200 m, was imposed on a map of the study-area, 

onto which all M s  and contcts confirmed to have been with 1 of 4 particular groups 

were marked. At least 3 &er groups were antacted less frequently, and mually at the 

periphmy of the study-nrea Data fiom 61.1% of contacts when groups were not identified 

were excluded, as were contacts with lone males (13.0461, and other known p u p s  

(10.546j. Therafore only 15.4% Ix = 25). contacts were incIuded, but 49.7% (X = 56) 

nest-sites, 'The data for Graups 2, 3, 4, and 5 were co1Zeeted during only 12, 7, 4, and 8 

months respectively, with an average of 1.5 contacts per group per month. Hence, 

ranging data for each group were sparse. They were .also highly variabIe: Group 3 was 

recorded in 36 grid-squares in 7. months, whereas Group 4 entered 37 in only 4 months. 

Predictiong based on this Zimited information would. be w,eIiable. Criticisms have been 

aimed at estimates of home ranges extrapolated fmm more complete data than those 

presented here (e.g. Fossey & Harcourt, 19T7), sad oampling error8 related to the eize of 

grid selected cm lead to large underestimates of the acbral area of habitat used (Olsen, 

'1988). In addition,. no correction W= made for parts of the Lope study-area which we did 

not seareh during my particular month, thua .I have .made no attempt b define .a mid 
annual range for &is population. 

Comparative data, given in TabIe 6.2, h o w  that mountain gorillas' home ranges are 

u8ualIy 8-9 G, although eastern lowland .gorillas may have rrulges of over 30 h 2 .  

Again predictions can ba made from the genera1 trends observed nrraong different 

spedes of primate. Home-range size. is affedxd by body she, group sizB, and diet (e.g. 

Milton L May, 1978; Clutton-Brock & Hawey, 19794. These factors, together with 

features of the habitat such as food density, determina the area necce- to supply a 

group with an enough food to meet their nutritional requirements. The fngivorous- habit 

of westam gorilIae in tropical forrest dictate that- they range large distances in search of 

hit,  not only on a day h day basis, but hughwt the year. 

Chimpanzees md bonobos in tropical forest provide useful reference points, with 

tespective estimated home ranges of 83 b 38 km2 (e.g. Ghiglieri, 1984a1, and 22 km2 to 58 

km2 (Badrian L Badrian, I98+ &mo & Mulama, 1984). However these arc the ranges I 

t 



Table 6 . 2  Home Ranges of  African Apes at Variot-m. Sites 

X over-estimated according to Goodall (1974) 



of communities numbe* more than 50 individuals, and are thus b u t  5 times larger 

than groups of gorlllae. Western gorillas in mature forest are likely to have home 

ranges which m smdler than those of chimpanzees, h t  larger than thorn ofmounh& 

gorillas. 

One aspect of the gorillas' ranging indicated by the data from Lope was the extent of 

overlap between different groups. This hae been underestimated as contacts with 

tmidentified groups were excluded, and much of Group 5's range was not included, but 

their e x d o n s  into the demarcated area overlapped with Groups 2,3, and 4 by 20.0%. A 

35.3% overlap with other groups was recorded for Group 2, while Groups 3 and 4 shred 

over 40% of their ranges 141.7% and 43.2%). There is no evidence that eastern lowland 

garillasl defand their ranges (Casimir & Bntenandt, 19731, and Goodall (1977) estimated 

that their home ranges overlapped by 40-5046. 

Whether or not groups of g o r i h  ase the same areas at the same time is critical far 

an assessment of potentiaI resource competition. Some inabnces of p u p s  using tbe 

same area3 within a few days of each other were noted at Lope. 

. . 3. u e  Of 

The .gorillas wandered throughout the forest. at Lope and fed in all vegetation types, 

except sgdge marshes. marshes. were used extensively, as were streamer, 

where the'herba gtew in monospecfic stands. One gmnp foraged in 3 e&garab streams 

daring a single day, Groups sometimes divided and. hreged on THV along the opposite 

banks of streams .fbr 100 m or more* 

Although godllas used paths worn by large mftmmals, they also moved through 

W& THV, made 'tunnels'- under par t i~ th ly  dense patches, and crossed steep rocky 

dopes wit& no apparent diBcdty. They foraged for SOO m or m, parallel to old logging 

roads where Aframornum grew in &undanw, and p u p s  split to feed on .either sida of 

roads before rejoining. Two groups even browsed beside a road used regularly by 

vehicles. 

Several seasonal ranging patterns were detected. In May 1984 groups ranged in 

small areas, feeding plimady in the high density Cola trees. One group foraged 



on a single ridge for shad 2 weeks; another spent 4 days feeding within an area of 300 

m m&-. While Dialium m, was an important food in June and July 1984, one area 

where B i a l i u  trees were especially common was used heavily by gorillas, 

chimpanzees, and ho&11s. From October to Januerry godhs were attracted to the 

galIery forests by fruiting bees, which were rare in the main farest 

block (see beIow). 

Gurillas were inclined to re-use the same routee when pasaing through particular 

areas, a ~ d  to revisit fhiting trees far several consecutive days when these tree.s ocmrred 

at low densities, usually until the crops wera exfrauhd. The areas around such trees 

became riddled with freeh, recent, and old trails, oRen confused with elephants' trai1e. 

Examples of reuse inoIPded:.a soEtary male whcvfed and nested w i h  a.200 m radius of 

tbree trees during a 10-day period in Augus.t 1984; a 

Pseudowondias 10nPifalig tree revisited twveral times by gorillas,  chimpanzee^, and 

elephants when other fruits were aearce in September 1984; and a v 
tree which wae returned to mpeatedly in Febmmy 1985. S d  t m s  were not revisited as 

g o d h  tended ta cweume their mops at one sittifig. 

When h i t  was m the gorillas meandered thxoughout the farest,. mther'.than 

wing paI.tidm areas. Na single afeas were .favoured by individual groups in August 

1984, January, March, and April '1985, except; that, during those months greater use was 

made of the forest fringes. 

4- 

The study-sib at Lope is bordered by savmnas, providing a sharp contrast in 

habitats, and two interesting aspeetg of the gorillas' behaviour were their use d these open 

spaces and of water. 

a) EkmmuL 

It has been thought that gorillas avoid entering water whenever possible, and cross 

streams only where there are natmal bridges [e.g. Schaller, 1963:298). At Lops gorillas 

walked through .streams; even when l ~ g  bridges were. available, except -&er heavy rain 

when the water rose by up to 1 m. Juveniles were seen walking thraugh, water bipedally; 



infmts rode an their mother's backs; a play-chase between juveniles endad up in a 

stream; day-nests were found on a half-submerged log, a lone m& walked through 40 m 

df5tsbflowing water 25-30 cm deep; and groups foraged in streams and marshes. 

Hnucgle-prinks in the sandy 'beaches' ei&er side of streams were useful indicators 

ofthe gorillas' movements, although in the dry season some beaches became too cluttered 

for individual bails to be dirstinguisbed. Moving through the forest necessitated passing 

through or over some of the numerous shams, particularIy &er heavy rain. Perhaps as 

a result of this, the gorillas seemed not to fear w h r ,  as is true of many gorillas in 

captivity (e.g. GoIding, 1972; Cousins, 1978). 

b) Savannas. 

A network d gallery forests crossing the aavannas at Lope provided a seasonal 

attraction in the form of- fntits, Groups and solitary d e s  crossed 50 m to 260 m 

of open savanna during October and January, when travelling to aad from the gaIIexies 

6.2). Three meit-sites up to 30 m in dameter wen found, and one group even built 

day-nests in the savanna (see Williammn &A, 1938). h April and May 1985 gorillas 

fed m an isolated mango bee, Maneifera a . . over l h from the main forest bluck. 

However, groups clung to the forest dgea where pos~ible, and acted cautiousIy without the , 

cover of vegetation. Such behaviour may be poorly known rather than unusm2 among 

western gorillas, BS Malbrant and MacIatchy (l943:63) also noted that gorillas in Gabon 

.trairersed savannes and gallery fore~ts, and in camemon gorillas .massed grasahd 

slopea to forested valleys (Critchley, 1968). 
' 

D. CLIMBING 

The arboreal feeding of gcrrilIas was diescued h Chapter 4. Although gmillas 

moved slowly and with caution in ttees, they were confident enough to perform 

non-fee&ng activities in bees: all age-sex classes rested supine on branches 10 m or 

mare above ground; one adult femde rested on a s m d  branch with her feet placed 

against the tmnk; and a f e d e  spent 30 mins grooming her infant while sitting at the 

top of a bee with her b a ~ k  against the trunk. Despite loud cracking and splintering 

noises, a silverback 15 m above $round fed at  the ends of narrow branches for 15 mins. 



Figure 6.2 Some o f  the Routes %Used By Gorillas Travel1 ing 

To and From the Gal l e r y  Forests a t  Lope 



Gorillas walked quadrupedally along branches, and descended feet fist, moved 

dowly, unless startled, in which oase they slid rapidly down trunks, sometimes jumping 

the Iast 2 m to  the ground. When ascending and descending Iarge tnrnks, many 

individuals trmsferred to smaller trees or saplings, or used limes ar vine towers to 

reach the ground. Juveniles sometimes transferred at heights of 18-20 m by ~waying 

branches of the canopy until ttiey could reach a neighbouring bee. Immatnrss also 

showed a tendency to play in bees while feeding, hanging from w e  Limb, far example. 

Mothers carried their infants while climbing, but even normally ventdIy-ding 

infants moved independently on branches, remaining within arm's reach. Z n h t e  slid 

round fxam a dorsal position to relit between tbeir mother's thigh8 while she sat down to 

browse. 

Mountain gbriIIas spend little time above ground. Schailer (1963:81) skated that 

mountain gorillas were exceUent climbers, but only 2.9% of their daily a&vi$ hakes 

place in trees (Tuttte L Watts, 1986). Gorillas start climbing at 6-12 months of age 

(F~ssey, 1979), and are keen climbers in captivity if given the chance (e.g. Hancocks, 

2983 Perkes gt Yerkes, 1929:4081. Eastern lowland prillrts climlsed more than mountain 

gorillas; the forest at Mt. Kahuzi offered a more tdimensional habitat and a wider 

variety of levels for exploitation (Goodall Bt Groves, 1977). Similarly thew W4m more 

levels to exploit in the forest at hpe, than in the mmparativdy open vegetation of the 

V- Volcanoes. Gorillas are modified brachiatars (Napier, 19631, and at Lope both 

juveniles and adults were seen h locomote in this manner. 

E. SOCfAf, BEHAVIOUR 

The social &&m of gorillas at Lope resembled that of mountain gorillas, that irr, 

they lived in stable f-ly groups (median size = 10, N = 81, each led by an adult 

siiverback mid0 (one group contained 2 silverbackd. Some silverbacka were solitaqS as 

in the eastem.populations (e.g. Schaller, 1963:Ul; Yamagiwa, 1986). The cwmgo~tion of 

the 4 mein groups' studied was: 

GRQUP 2 (Southern Group): 1 silverback, 2 ad& femdee, 1 subadult. female, 2 

infan& N = 6; 



GROUP 3 WO& Cri&l: .X s i l v h c k ,  3 =sexed adults, l adult female, 4 juveniles, 

1 i rb t ,  N = l&; 

GROUP 4 (Victor Hugd: 1 d v e b k ,  4 msexed adults, 5 addt females, 5 juveniIes, 

1 infant, N = l&; 

GRUUP 5 (St. Ejncpery): 1 silverback, 1 unstexed adult, 5 adult females, 2 juveniles, 1 

idant, N = IQ+. 

Rasearehers at Lope saw few mcid interactions between gorillas. Twice juveniles 

were believed h have sought reassurance from adults when crossing open spaces. T h e  

only grooming aeen ww that of an infant by  it^ mather. Juveniles' play sessions 

involved charging, .slapping, thnmping, and chest-haidng, which laaked for .up to 45 

nnins. Juveniles, and infants dangled in trees. and swatted each dther, and .several 

instances of solitary play mre .seen, FNCh 8,s plucking leaves, putting them in the mouth, 

then placing them between the her. Apart from these few anecdot,es, most of the 

.iafbrmation &abed rdatsd to intergroup or intersge&c htetactions. 

a) lhmb&um. . . 
Vocalisations were categorised f h m  Fassey's descriptions (1972). Hoat barks and 

hiccup barks were not differentiated from qneetion W s ,  aB they are intergraded (e.g. 

Marler, 1976). Sounds are degraded by rwerbemtion in t~opical forest (Waser L Bmwu, 

19861, sa W e  distinctions w m  mow diEcdt to make. Soft grants and belches probably 

helped to maintain contact bebeen group members in dense vegetation where visibility 

W& cwsidetably reduced, although it has been suggested that these low sounds are Jso 

associated wi th  competition G h m m t  et d, 1986). Low d l i n g a  were heard as pups 

leR rest-sites; bark-like grunts came fmm a group following a silverback travelling 

groups emitted S& low CO*; and twice dverbacb "whinnied* during rapid travel, 

m y  sounds were produced in contexts unknown ta us, although others were elicited by 

the presence of mother group, or an observer'. Them included threat barks and roars 

during aggressive  display^, question barks, screams, squeals, and coughs. The 

gorillas' vocal repertoire and production was dominated by the silverbacks. Mountain 
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gorilla dlverbacks gave 92% of all vocalisations emitted by p u p s  (Mader & Tenaza, 

ign~ 

. b) GhLmmg 

Only infant gorillas did not beat their chests. Juveniles chest-beat in play and 

during contacta with human observers. The median nu* of beats per series fir 

juveniles was 4 (N = 32, R = 2-6), &lightly less than the 5 ;for. adults (N = 26, R = 2-10). 

Females' and juveniles' che$t-b8ats lacked the resonance of the adult males' "pok-pok" 

.due to .anatomical differences (Schallex, 1963:225). Chest-beating may have '.several 

hctions, for example in intergroup cotnmunication and intimidation, although it may 

be provoked in any 'exciting' situation @chalIex, L963:233; Dixm, 1981:13QX One 

solitary male chest-beat for 70 mina at midday before falling deep ,  .when no other 

gorillas' seemed to be within hearing range. 

2- . . 

Two groups were detected within auditory range of each other five times; h e  of 

these were in one area during the same month. This area may have been at -'the perimeter 

of either groups' home range, or the .gorillas may have been using tha m e  food' sources, 

plant species with limited dispersal. Sometimes roam from distzuxt g~oups earned tcr be 

ignmed, at other times groups exchanged chest-beak and vocalisationhi for up to 45 mins. 

One group approached another to 150 m, after chest-beating and roaring at each other 

from 200-300 -m. The second group retreated after further displays were h w d  This 

contact lasted- 2 hrs 15- mins. Following two intergroup inhadions large quantities of 

diarrhoeic dung indicated that the gorillas had probably been stressed, although no 

phyical contact seemed to have occu~~.ed. 

Solitary mdea were seen.within 200 m .of ~ o u p s ,  and no reaction was detected from 

eitlrer party. One lone silverback seemed to follow the fresh trail d a group, which may 

indicate that the relationships between lone males and groups resemble those fbund in 

mountain gorilla populations, where the ranging of Zone males is largely influenced by 

fie movements of p u p a  [Yamagiwa, 1986). 
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3. 

The gorillas' responses to huznan observers will be described in Chapter 7. Judging 

by hail evidence, gorillas and their most important cornpetiton (in terms of dietary 

overlap and biomass) the elephants and other  primate^, came close tugether many times. 

Feeding competition among frugivores was discussed in Chapter 4, but chimpanzees, 

monkeys, and elephants are considered again below. 

a) 

Gorillas and chimpanzees were observed during the same day on 10 occasions, 

sometimes within the same hour, but they showed no awareness of eac5 other. Bath 

species were known to be within the others' auditory range 17 times, imluding 6 

gorilla-cm-, during which chimpanzees' pant-hoots were heard, with no apparent 

reaction from the garil2as. Gamer (1920) remarked that the apes appeared to fear each 

other and avoid meeting, and Jmes and Sabater Pi (1971) stated that they moved off h 

opposite drecthns. Cousins (1982) quoted a report suggesting that prillas in Cabon gave 

way to  chimpanzees when competing over fhit sour~es, although in Nigeria 

chimpanzees "sewed to stand in no fear of the g o r i i ,  but were mixed with the band, 

and playjng with the young ones" (Allen, 193k9). In reality, howevsr, the outoome of 

mcountefs between the two apecie~ of apes seems to depend upon the aize and composition 

of their mspwtive groupa (T'utin L Fernandez, 1987a). 

b) Monkevs. 

No direct contacts were seen betweem gorillas and any of the 6 species of diurnal 

monkey. A group of black colabus once passed directly overhead without any attention 

being paid to them; eipot-nosed guenons and gorillas fed in the same tree and ignored 

each other. Mangabeya sometimes responded h gorillas' displays by calling in alarm. 

N o  interactions between gorillas and monkeys were obsemd by Jones and Sabater Pi 

(19711, or by Schaller (1963:306), and it seems that &ere is Uttle direct conflict between 

species of primatee. 

cl JiadUnh 

]Elephants were present at high dendies, particuiarly during the wet reasons. Three 

times when elephants were seen near gorillas, both parties ignored each other. Gorillas 



approached a p u p  of elephants only once, emitting ' b o w  vocalisations and displaying, 

musing the elephants to flee. Mefield and -er (1966, cited in Schaller, 1963:301) 

reported that a roaring male stampeded a group of elephants. Both Schaller (1963:30&) and 

Fossay (1974) stated that &ari11aa avoided areas which had recently been trampled by 

elephants or .buffalo. 

F. DISCUSSION L CONCLUSIONS 

~ o o d  distribution sad .abundance ere. known to have a strong influence on the 

ranging patterns of primat.es (e.g. Struhsaker, 1978; .Raemaekers, 1980; Hsfiison, 1983; 

Xitamura, 1983; Waser, 1975). Blancou (1955) noted that certain areas of Gabon and 

Congo 'teemed' with gblrillas during .the dry :seaam, when limited food supplies wete 

mncentrated in particular areas, and Water Pi 11966) suggested that 'the distribritibn of 

fruiting trees &cted *he movemenb of gudlas in Equatorial Guinea. The ranging of 

gorillas at Lope was dearly influenced by the seasonal avdability of particular 

food-species: when fruit was abundant; gorillas tr~ye11ed widely between sources, but 

during periods 04 fruit . s c d t y  they adopted .a low-coat strategy, shifting their diet 

towards more abundant, but poorer quaIiW foods, and travelling less. 

kren in mlbntane habitats, whm f b d  w m  abutldaaf- and seemingly unlimited, food 

q d t y  and availabilily influenced the ranging patterns of eastern gorillas (Casimir L 

Butenandt,. 1973; Cam, 1976; Good&, 1977; Watts, 1983; Vedder, 19841. The day journeys 

of emhrn Iowland godlas increased in lengkh when Mvrianthus U fmif was in 

s e a m  (Goodd, f 977). 

Social factors also influence the ranging of gorillas (Foseey, 1974; Yamagiwa, 

1987). The presence of other gorilla gronp~, or parties of chimpanzees may have had a 

major effect on the movements d gorilfas at Lope, particular1 y aa t h e  seemed to be no 

distinct ecological separation of the apes. Jones and Sabater Pi (1971) proposed that 

resource pattitioning between gorillas and chimpanzees in Equatorial Gainea was 

achieved temporally (seasonal segregation of h&itat use), vertically (chimpanzees 

being arboreal, while gorillas remained on the ground), and by food selection (differing 

dietary specklisations). At Lope none of these strategies was in evidence. During the 



present study it became dear that the feeding ecology of sympatrie gorillas and 

chimpanzees was vmy similar, that they uaed the m e  are- of tbe Mkt, and even fed 

in the same fhit trees, thus direcrt competition wm likely. During periods of h i t  

scarcity the level of interapecific competition was mitigated by shifts in the gorillas' 

diets. 

One interesting aspect of the social structure of gorillas at Lope ia their p u p  size in 

comparison to other populations. Two of the -or conartrainh on group size are resource 

densiiy and competition (e.g. Wran&sm, 1979). At Lope fruits f o d  a major portion of 

the diet, =d as the densit-g of b i t  sources wm !ow, the level d competition between and 

within groups would have been more severe than among mol;mtain  gorilla^;, whom 

herbaceous food8 occur at high demiky. Wrangham (1979) prdickd that p u p s  of 

gorillas living in lowland forests would be smaller than groupe of mountain gorilla. 

This seems to have been supported by a paper by Hamod et d (1981), which chimed that 

Wed African gorilla groups are smaller than East African p u p s .  This conclu8ion was 

based on data *om EqaaturiaI Guinea with a maximum group size of only U 

individuals. However there have been several reports of large groups h m  West Africa, 

including Gammon (N = 20, Xschac, 19381, Gabon (N = 19, fitin L Fernandez, 19841, 

and Congo SO, Blancou, 1966). With the exception of Tutin and 8emandez' etudy, 

these md mast other reporta of very large groups are dated (e.g. Deracheid, 1927; 

Schaller, 1963). 

Table 6.3 compares group sizes recorded in East and West Africa, OnIy tentative 

coaclnsians can be drawn from the Lope data, as the sample is very limited (N = 8 

groups), but the groups at bpe seem ta be no smaller than those found ehwhm, and the 

median gmnp size of 10 nesbuilding hdividuais was twice that r e p o d  for other Weat 

African populationa (Jones gt Sabater Pi, 1971; Tutin & Femandez, 19841, and by 

HarcoPrt et d (1981). Group aize in East Africa is more variable (2-37), and although two 

groups mnsisting of at least 16 individuals were encountered during the present study, 

no really big groups were found, aa those of 42 at Mt. Kahuzi (Yamagiwa, 19831. 

Ecological correlates for differences in group size are speculative (Hareoud et at, 

1981), but in Camemon the mall size of gorilla groups was attributed to hunting presswe 



Table 6 . 3  Gnmgarative Group Sizes of Cbrillas Recorded 

at Sites h East and W e s t  Africh 

STUDY 

...- 
East Afrf~a 

Virunga Volcanoes only a 

incb.udi.ng Virungas ' population * 
exoludiilg Virungas ' popu1.nti.m 9 

Equ~tt.ariol.1 Guinea t 

Gabon (Tutin 8, Fernandez, 19.84) 

Gabon ( pres'ent. s tudy)  
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and habitat logs (Critehley, 19681, and groups ofgmilIas in the Virungas became smaller 

due to a reduction in resources per bead of the population (Weber & Vedder, 1983). 

Similar pressures appear to have resulted in a reverse trend in some areas of Rwanda 

(AveZing & Aveling, f987), and at Kahnzi-Biega, where groups of ea~tern lowland 

gorillas became very lsrge as hunting pressure has increased (Goodall, 1974;36). The 

group size of gorilh at Lope will be discussed further in Chapter 8. 

Three major points have arisen corn the above comparisons of lowland and 

mountain gorillas. First, lowland gorillas' home ranges were Jmost certainly larger; 

second, lowIand gorillas spent considerably more time irt trees performing variow 

tlotivities, but mostly feeding, third, the social structure of garillas seemed to be 

remarkably similar throughout the gorib'  range, 
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new data on time spent feeding by mountain .gorillas (see Hareourt .& Stewart, 1984). 

Given the apparent fragility of this relationship, data from western lowland goriIh, 

once they are available, may have a strong effect on . M a r  comIations. 

GCoiilIa be . . a divergerr from other primatee on regression line5 of 

hornmange .size and &portiona of MUfoliage in the diet marvey & Clutton-Brcok, 

1.9811. However,. data fmm the lowland g o d a s  at Lope would likely fit with thoae fbr 

chimpanzees and knobs .  

The findings of the present study, in particular &at the g o r i b  at Lope are largely 

fi.ugiwrous, have several implications for tbe gorillad socioecoIqg. I shall attempt to put 

the data into p e r s p d e ,  starting with an examination df .anatomy; which may provide 

evidence for dietary apeciaIidon. Dental morphology, anatomy of the digeertive tract, 

and body &e have all been wed as predictors of the feeding behaviour of primates (see 

Garber, 1987), and I shall assess how they ieflect d i e h ~  specialisations in lowland 

gorillas. 

Campm5sons are made between the gorillas at Lope, mountain gorillas which are 

f o l i m u s ,  and the- &her spGties of great apes, which ate described as fmgivores (see 

Gbiglieri, 1987; Wrangham, 19861. 

B. MORPHOLOGY 

1. ! h h d l  

In some aspects of their skull morphology lowland gorillaa and chimpanzees are 

very W a r :  Shea 11983) found no eignificant 'reorganisation' of the facial complex of 

and pan t. as would have been predicted from differences 

found between and (Etmy, 19741. He stated that "the primary 

facial shape chmgea distinguishing gorilh from chimpanzees are the ssune...as those 

distinguishing from or males f h m  females within each of  the 

three ape species, where no significant dietary differences exist" (Shea, 198359). 

Differences in other aspects of &dl morphology, namely the crania and mandibles, 

have been found within the subspecies of So- and attributed to their ecological 
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diversity Groves, 1967, see- betow). 

2. Dentition 

Comparing Ehe 3 subspecies of- Groves (1970b) noted thaf the teeth of 

were the largest, that jaw mueculature was most developed in Gorilla uda, 

and that was intermediate in form. He attributed these anatamid 

differences to variation in the m e s  d food processed, namely a large proportion of 

foods such as roots and bark in the diet of mountain gorillas, in contrast to the a& fruits 

and I e m  eaten by lowland gorillas. 

T h e  heisor teeth of m, are rdativ& s d ,  which places them among the 

folivorbus primatea (Hylmdet, 19'fS; Sha, 1383). Hawever molar stmcture is a better 

guide to die- adaption than that afheisar teeth1 as ths back teeth have a single- bet ion 

chewing (EEay & Covert, 1984, and d e c t  the physical nahm of the. foods chewed Way & 

Hylandet, 1978). Gorillas' molars are adapted to shearing e.g. Hylander, 1979; Hay, 

1978). However, if Ehe molar teeth d two m'bspecias d gadlla are compared, lowland 

.gorillas fall between mountain gorillas and the 'hgivomus apes m y ,  1977). Lowland 

gorillas have bss well $eveloped .shearing crests .than do the mountain subspecies, 

probably because they eat; less fibre. Kay (pemcornm.) believes this to be a biaIagioally 

eigd5cant difference, because there b. very little overlap' between the range of values. 

obtained for each .subspecies. 

Interestingly, the makr teeth of Pan I>aniscus are better adapted for shearing Eban 

those of Pan troaodvtee. and this is thought to reflect the high incidenca of h e ~ e e o u s  

fooh eaten (Kinzey, l984). fn this rs~rpect the fmgivorous bonobos resemble gorillas. 

Shearing is af tem used as an indication of folivory, but bonobs dem~astrate that 

fmgivores may dgo ham adaptions for processing herbacemu foods. 

Both gorillas and chimpanzees have -thin tooth enamel cornpad t o  some other 

primatea, such as orang-utans. This may be rehbd to eating more sofk foods. nmely 

leams and fruit (e.g. Kay, 1981; Martin, 1986; Teaford & Walker, 1984). 

E.xaminations of dental microwear (i.e. microscopic scratchss. or ,striatioaa on teeth) 

are d s o  informative. Wear on the canirre/premolar complex of lowland g6rillas. from 
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Camemon indicated a diet composed primarily of leaves and pith, md fruit b a lesset 

extent (Rw, 1981). Howevex, pattern8 of mimwear change rapidly with seasonal ~hifts 

in diet (see Kay, 19841, and would be expected to change in relation to cycles of h i t  

abundanca If the specimens examined by Ryan had lived in areas of predominantly 

secondary forest, or were killed during periods of fhit scaruQ, the hporfance of fo-e 

in tha diet wodd have been over+mphasisd Rym also found that microwear pakrns on 

the teeth of- t. resembled thoae of GariUa m indicating that their 

diets were likely to have been similar. 

Enamel hypoplasia (i.e. a deficiency of m;a& fkaation or mineralization 

manifested as pits or grooves around the crown of a tooth) h lowland gvrillas from 

Camiemn reflected a semi-mud cycle of systemic stmsees, which wodd haw included 

nutritional factors (Skinner, 1986). These streeses. were thought to be related to season, 

md may have resulted from fruit shsrtages. .T propose that such a cyclic pattern would 

have been found only among gorillas which depended on se&sonally adlable food 

sources, :and not .among..gorillas which fed primarily an ubiquitous herbaceous &ads. 

3. J&&bm& 
Morph~logical charackristics of the digestive ~ystem are closely related to diet (e.g. 

Hladik, 1967). For example, there is a clear differentiation between the foKwmus howler 

monkey, and the frugivorous spider monkey1 CMilbn, 1981a). 

The gorilla's gut proportions are dose to those of the other Itiugivorous) apes, 

although the emall intestine is relatively smaller and the caecum is relatively larger 

Chlilton, 1987). 1111 the apes haye large colons in relation to humans, indicating that their 

diets contain a considerable amount of indigestible bulk, which wdd be fibre or seeds 

(Mi1ton, 1986). 

Chive- and Hladik (1980) derived 'coeEdents of gut differenthtion' from the 

surface area of gut compartments (which reflecta the area available for absorption), and 

found that lowland g6dlm fell into the overbp between ftugivores and folivores. But 

when coefficients were cdeulrtted firm the volumes of gut oompartments (which reflect 

the capacity for fermentation) chimpanzees tended mote towards folivbry than gorillas 
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did However, it is dBicult to draw firm conclusions from these data, as the only gorilla 

examined was a subadult (D. Chivers, pers.comm.), who had been released onto an 

island with a group of chimpanzees at Wpaasa in Gabon (G. Michdoud, pers.corm). 

An allometric comparison of primates' guts did "not fit with the general 

ink@retatim of the gorilla as a fdivore" (Martin et d, 1985:76). Mdtivariate chstering 

techniques did not separate out primates with specialisations for a "fairly' large 

proportion of hi t  in the diet, which included chimpanzees, mau&a&ed monkeys, and 

gwillaa, from some other non-f?q$vorous marnrnds. Marfin d ul (1986) concluded that 

the digestive kacb of pirnp:tes are mpeiialised and flexible compared to those of ather 

mammals. 

Fe-es af the gut can alter rapidly in respbnae to a change in diet, partimhly the 

gut proportdons (we! Milton, 1986). This plasticity is particdwly striking when 

comparing captive and *Id-caught primates uf the erne  species. Same dimensions of the 

&etattointestinal tract of captive individuals caa be modifxed by an artificial diet (Martin 

et at, 19851. Resumably intraspecific variation might o m  in wild populations with 

difering diets (Sussman, 1987). If this reasoning were applied to wild gorillas, the jpt 

could be modified according to the diet in Merent regions, or in different m e s  of 

vegetation {i.e. mature and secondarg forest). The origins of meurnens so far examined 

may have been biased towards areas d secondary foreat ui plantations, to which gorillas 

are aametimes attracted (e.g Bhcou ,  1965; Valker, 19311, or seasonal variation in w e  

mnarumption may have affected gut dimensions. Thus inferences regarding the 

folivoroas tendencies of gorillas may not have been drawn from a typical sample, 

According to W a n  (1980) most museum specimens were obtained &her in hilly 

country on the periphexy afforested areas, or from riverhe vegetation. 

Perhaps we can conclude only that interpretations of anatomical data should be 

d e  with caution. However it seems likely that lowlatnd g o d a s  are not as specialised 

for a fdvomus diet as has been previously imphi.  



C. BODY SIZE & PHYSIOLOGY 

Gorillas are the largest of all the primates, and this h a  important c ~ ~ q u e n c e s  for 

their ecoIogrr. Digestion rates are determined by gut capacity, which is  ultimately 

cwskained by body size. Wltw (1980, 1981a, 1984) identified a paradox d gut retention 

time versus expedient digeation: h i t s  can be digested quickly, which allows a greater 

total volume offobd to be processed, but cpmpIex cabhydratea, such as cellulose, and leaf 

proteins, take 1onwr for extxaction of nutrients to be efficient. So a compromise between 

efficiency and velocitg. must be reached when dealing with different tgpes of food. 

Similar gut transit times d 36-38 hrs were recorded for thee  speciea of great apes in 

captiviQ, allhough gori1Iaa ret;ained a proportion of their food fot a longer time (MiIhn, 

1984). Digestion may have b e n  elowed down in gorillas so that fermentation codd take 

place, but there were no other helieations that goriUas show a greater degree of adaptation 

to folivory in camparisan to other apesr Wtmn, 1984. 

Metablic turn-over rates and digestive capacities are the principal she-dependent 

d a b l e e  which set the lower limits on food choice. A Iarge capaciw and slow tum-aver 

allow arang-U- tb c o n m e  fruits with a high fibre content (Ternerin et d, 1984). Male 

baboons consume a greater proportion of fibre than females, as ratios of metdmlie rategut 

qat i t y  are lowered as a result of larger M y  siee in males, and longer gut passage times 

can be afforded (Demment, 1983). As gorillas axe the hrgeat apes we might expect all 

@las to eat larger amounts of fibre than other apes. L o w h d  go& probably do eat 

proportionately larger quantities of fibre than sympahic chimpanzees, but &re and 

Ieaves contribute much less to the overall diet than they do to the diet of mountain gmiiIas. 

ks for sex, differences, neither this study nor Watts' (1984) study found any significant 

diffemcee between the dieta of male and female gorillas. 

As bady size is a major determinant of metabolic requirements, large individds 

will have an increased capacity to sunrive periods when food intake does not meet 

nutritional demands, by suppIementing their diets with abundant poorer quality items. 

Thus the constraiats of limited food availability would be relaxed CTemeria et aZ, 1984). 

This seemed to be the strategy adopted by gorillas at Lope, who ate fibrous fruits and 

herbrtceaus foods in greater amounts when overall fmit abundance waer low. These 
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"staple' foods were several species of Marantaceaa and Aframomum.. which were 

ubiquihus, abundant, and available during a l I  teasons. 

Basal metsbolic rate is also partly determined by thh costs of thermoregulation, -and 

these -costs are high when ambient temperaturea drop substantially below 37W (Dunbar, 

19S8:W, as they do in the cold high-altitude habitat of the Vimnga Volcanoes. Therefore 

the metabolic needs of l o w h d  gorillas may be lower than fok mountain gorillas, 9s the 

range of nmbient tamperahe in tropical forest is relatively -W. 

The .importance of fruit in the lowland gorilla's diet is emphasised in this thesis, but 

the. critical m143 phyed by fibre. and leaves. ia not denie,d. X date ,  
- .  

which is widespread ambng wild gbriIIw in Gabon, may b evidence of fie significance 

of fibre, if it can be demonstrated to be a symbionf involved in digestion. This large 

D. COGNPrZVE CAPACrrY 

To &rage ef6cientIy on h i t  in an environment with dynamic end fluctugthg h i t  

sources, mnsuxnem must be able to remember fhe locations and phenology pattem~ of 

h i t i n g  trees, mticipak ripening in order to return at opportune times, r e c m  fruit 

species, and perhaps even realise that other individuals of h e  same speeies may be in 

fruit (e.g. Garber, 198'1; MiIton, 1981b). Complex feeding strategies are required which 

demand a complicated information processing and retrieval system (Martin, 1984). 

Individuals who depeud on fmit sourns which are unpredi&ble have to pmcese E greater 

amount of infbrmatim khan others feeding on leaves, which sre more evenly distributed 

both qwtklly and temporally (e.g. Walker, 19813. This is particularly so in tropical 
I 

forests where the effectiveness of viaual cues is reduced beJrmd 10-15 m. 

The Wty t o  explait patchily distributed fbod sources may have been a stimulant to 

the development of menW capacity in primates (e,g. Milton, 1981b; Ghiglieri, 1984b)). 

Primates have the largest ratios of brain weight ta body weight among mammals CMartin, 

19841, and the Pongidae have the largest comparative brain size. Diet and foraging 

strategy bave been implicated as fkchrs influencing brain devdopment ( h e y  et al, 

1980). as frugivores seem to have andergone greater cerebral expansiua than folivores 



(Cluttan-Brock & Harvey, 1980). The gxeat aptjs have advanced Ieaming skiIZs. in 

comparison to those d-d qfier groups of non-human primates (e.g. Rumbaugh & Gill, 

19761, and a long-term memory lasting at least 2.6 years has been demonstrated in 

captive gorillas (Patterson & Tzeng, 1979). 

Menzel'a (19733 experiments showed that chimpanzees have an .acute memory .of 

places and perception of relative dis&ncea, and that. they take into account relative 

preference& and epatid clasteringr and distance when assessing potenkial rewards. 

M.mM map& would enable. economy of movement between food patches; and fruit sources 

'could ,be located and exploited m m .  efficiently. Boesch and Boesch (1984) demonstrated 

the ulse of spatid memory and mental mapping on the basis of tool transportation: 

chimganzeas were able to r8member locations and .compare them, combining 

infarmation about weight and distance. The Boesches apedated that the exploitation of a 

rich and patchy food source (nut@) in an environme.nt .with poor vi~ibility (c20 m) 

contributed to the. d~vdopment of spatial capad@ h the Tai chimpanzee population. 

'Similarly the highly developed spatial skilIs of .nomadic hunter-gatherers campared to 

thosa of sedentary agrdan peoples may be attributable to emIogical demands (Dasen, 

19751 

At Lope excursions to  food SOWCB~ with limited .temporal availability, such as 

trees in gallery forests, suggested &at pdlm were capable of mental mapping, 

and of judging the timing of f'dt production, ~ E I  they visited the galIeries only at 

particular times of the year. If lowland gorillaa require greater intelligence to  exploit 

food sources in h p i d  fbrests than do mountain gorillas living in a less hetetogen%ow 

and less complex environment, one might expect to find evidence to support this. An 

indication that subspecific differences in brain firnction exist comes from the asymmehy 

of the gorilla's cerebral hemispheres, as described by Groves and Humphey (1973). 

E. DIE!! 8t EVOLUTION 

A combination of flexible mental strategies and physialogicd mbrphology are 

required to adjust to and exploit a range of environmental ,mnditions (e.g. Hladik, 1981)- 



their habitat: the dense, wet Marantochfaa marshes and streams, and the dry, open 

savannm. DiEerences in -the diets of GoAlla and Gorilla e. m& are 

adaptiom to local changes in f l o M c  composition (Eoodall, 1977), and mountain go& 

in Zaire have adapted to presirure for .intensive land use by f b r e g  in W o w  fields, 

srrmetimee only 30 m from housee (Aveling 8t Aveling, 1981). The range of godlad 

adaptation is indicated by their broad dieb and their wide distribution, from lowland 

h p i d  forest to high altitude montane regions. 

Groves (1971) proposed tbslt pillh 6w,I~-sd in the montane regions of East Africa, 

rsdiating.into the lowland forests of West Africa. However, there is substantial evidence 

that primates originated h trupicd forest enviroonments (e.g. Andrews & Aiello, 198% 

Susman, 19871, and that fhit was the main constituent of the hominoid ancestor's: diet 

during the Mueene CIIoyd Eaton 8t &mm, 1985). It' ia improbable that gorillas evolved 

from a h g i v o r o u s  ancestor to become folivoms, only to move back into a frugiyous &he. 

It. seems much more likeIy that mountain gorillas are secondarily adapted to their 

.specialised diet. It :a poasible that the gotilla~ of Gabon show least adaptation. towards 

exploiting regenerating vegetation and mxltigens than gorillas in more densely populated 

regions of We& Africa, wh& land-use is ifibnsive and cultivation widespread,. as 

cultivation. did not become important in Oabdn until .the 1920s (Gautier-Hion, 197U. 

'However, the gorilla's tendency to swikh ta a higher are diet when fruit is less abuadant 

may have faditatad a move into -a more folivotous dehe in other parts of their gecgraphic 

range. hgivory  in .extant ho.minoi&justifi~a the assumption that thiEl. was the anceshd 

dietary type for the Hominoidea (Andrews & Aiello, 19'84), and this argument is more 

convincing if all four species of great ape amnow seen to be primarily frugiws~ous. 

F. D m  8 SOCIALrrY 

Feeding has been bmed a 'ptimazy ecological determinant' and treated as a key 

variable in functional models of CO-evolved behavioural tmd .,ecologiqal traits (see 

b r h d  & Gaulin, 1987). Diet,- regimes imposle constraints on body size, locomotion, 
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breeding strategy, and social behaviour, and ndeae factors Iimit geographic range and 

habitat (e.g. Walker, 1981). Thus hgivory is Iikely to have a strong impact on other 

aapeets of the lowland goriIla's ecology, and this will contribute t o  our understanding of 

socioecology. 

Group lmixlg by gorillas has been explained by hypothesised increases in foraging 

&cienq and the exchange of information h u t  food sources (cohesion within a social 

unit would allow trmsmission of important information regarding the  location and 

phenology o f  fruit sources). Such explanations concerned the benefits of social laming, 

and the development of stable eocial relationshipe (e.g. Fossey L Warcourt, 1977; &lilton 

& May, 2976). 

More recently these ideas have been r&ed Wrangham 11979,19861 named food aa 

the primary se ldon  pressure on female grouping (for d e s  it is ferndeal, and proposed 

&at the grouping patterm of great apes are consbaked by feeding competition. Sugarajito 

et d (1987) found that the time spent s o ~ ~ i n g  by orang-utme increased with Erait. 

availabirltp (cf. Ghiglieri, 1984a; Wrangham, 1977). Temporary surfeits of f d t  

minimised comp&itian between individuals, so that orang-utans were able to form 

tempomy parties. 

Differences in the social structure of' two popuhtions of bonobos reflect d i f f ~ e n t  

ecoI@d presams (Susman, 19871, and party size at h d o  is pmitively correlated 

with the phenol= of fawured fruits (hdrian & Malenky, 19841. Foraging may also be 

primarily msponsible for dHerenees in aspects of the social organisation of chimpanzees 

and bonobos (Wrangham, 1986). Wrangham proposed that rompetition between boaoboe 

may be less severe as a result of accese to TEN (terxestrial herbaceous vegetation), which 

occurs widely throughout their gmgmphic Tan.- and is eaten extensively (Badrian & 

Badrian, 1984; Badrim fk Mdenky, 19M, K& 8t Mulawa,, 1984). T W  is used more by 

bonobos than chimpanzeee, and. Wranghm (1986) proposed that a lack of THV in the 

chimpanzee's diet ia due to competition with sympatrie gurillas. However, competition for 

this resource is likely to be very low at Lope, ,m THV is abundant .(Rogers & Williammron, 

1987), and the same may be true .of ather area8 where gorillas and chimpanzees are 

sympatri& The proportione of Marantaceae foods in the diets of the chimpanzees .and 
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gorillas at Lope could be equivalent. The only obvioua difference seen was that goribs 

consumed mm0 Aframorn- pith, which is very 'fibrous and requires a lot ;bf chewing. As 

chimpanzees a? not wen adapted to  shearing ( k e y j  1984j, morphdogid Werences 

might account for the div.ergence in the apes' diets. Body size will also be- a relevant 

factor, determining nutitional requirements, -and enabling :gorillas to  eat larger 

quantities of'law quality foo* such as -. 
Gbiglieri (1987) contrasted the fission-fusion satiety of chimpanzees with that of the 

more solitary orang-utans, explaining their diEerences on the bask of food distn'blition, 

foraging strategies, and locomotion costs. Lowland gorillas seem to have an 

interm&te social stmcke,  and it has been assumed that theit stable group formation is 

p o ~ i b l e  because they have a diet consisting soIeZy of abundant herbs, Wran&am (1986) 

stated that THV is the principal food of gorillas and that fibrous  food^ may allow gorillas 

to ,h in groups;. 

TfBmita to gntup size are set by the impdance of feeding competition, p a p s  should 

be smaller where 'feeding competition is higher. 'The reliable prbduction .and plenWul 

distribution of mountain gorillas' foods enable members of a group to forage to@her and 

to remain together on a permanent basis. Feeding mmpdition between mountain gorillas 

is c m h t e d  Gth group h im,  but individda mike little nutritional sa:cxifi;de, as the 

effects of competition me .ameliorated by the relatively even dispersion of food (Watts, 

W 5 ) .  me gorillas at Lape eat large amounts of Mt, for which there may be cmsiderable 

intra- and inter-spec% oompetition. Dunbar (1988Bf4) nobd thW in poorer q d C y  

habitats. excesdve travel casts could be avoided by a decline in h. I?resumably, 

this would also apply to habitats with widely dispirrsed resources, or where there fg a 

seasanal re&c'tition in the quality of foods available. But depite these two ronskaints 

gorilla p i p s  at Lope .do not seem to be smaller than mountain gorilla groups. Given the 

fluid sodd structure of chimpanzees and hobohi, we might also expect lowland gorillas 

t;o have a more flexible syatem than that of mountain gurillas. Mavmski (1887) 

contended that the social strtrcture of gorillas should not be seen as consi~ting of discrete 

groups, but viewed at it c~mmunity level. Marfranski propoeed that there- are weak d d  

ties between all individuals in a community, and as evidence for this cites the 
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overlapping use of home ranges and transfer of individuals between p u p s .  I believe that 

tolerance is a more appropriate concept here than social ties. &rillas do not have 

exclusive home ranges, but there is no evidence of community boundaries, as there is for 

chimpanzees {Goodall et al, 1979; Nishida, 19793. It is not yet apparent whether lowland 

prillm are more flexible in their social relatime than rnotmbitt gorillas, dthough at 

Lope the gruups observed were relatively stable, in that they ~ t n r  yed together for several 

monthq at 1-t. 

To m k t  ecological pressure towards group fission, lowland gorillas must have 

some other way of coping with succulent h i t  &ortagea. The role of THV, as a reducer of 

competition, may help to explain why lowland gorillas are able to remain tagether. 

Perhaps the swikch in diet, facilitated by large body size, produces a greater resistance t;o 

s u d e n t  fruit shortages, and allows the g o r i h  to live in stable group%. The fibmu6 

fd ts  eaten at b p e  would be important in this context. 

Ecological factors influence and may limit the expression of sod&& in great &pep, 

but social priorities may supersede predictions concerning competition (Ghigfieri, 1907). 

Vulnerability ta c o n ~ ~ c s  may be the principal source of social bonds, and defensive 

groups win form when foraging constrahta permit Wrangham, 1986). Whatever factors 

determine the social structure of gorillas* the relative uuifbnnity of group size across 

popdations implies that Bimilar processes are maintaining this structure Ghrmurt et a& 

l98 1). 

Wrangham 11986) described bonobos as combining denrents of chimpanzee and 

gorilla feeding mology, with the of gorillas and fd ts  of chimpanzees. However, the 

lowland gorilla is an intermediate between chimpanzees and mountain gorillas, so 

perhaps a new l o w  should be defined on this ecological dimension, which could account 

fm the gradation of strategies from chimpanzee to bonobo to lowland gorilla to mountain 

gorilIa. 

G. CONCLUSTONS 

There. is a pervasive view in the published literature that chimpanzees in 

fission-fusion societies feeding bn fruit in 'primary forest' exist at one. end a f  a 

multi-dimensional ei.aIogid spectrum, and that gorillas living in stable groups and 
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feeding on foliage in secondary vegebtion are at the other (e.g. Dixson, 198% Dunbar, 

1988; Ghiglieri, 1987; Jones L SItbater K, 1971; Maryanski, 1987; Wrangham, 1986). The 

present study shows that the frugivorous feeding strategy of lowland garillabl largely 

resembles that of chimpanzees and bonobos, although lowland gorillas foms on poorer 

quality *us foods to relieve food tompetition, and to reduce travel costs when succnlent 

fruits are in short supply. This &ift in the diet may help gorillas to remain in stable 

p u p s  during periods of nutritional stress. 

The Merences between the feeding, ranging, and climbing behaviour of Iawla~d  

and mountain gorillas result from atdcbg differences in their respectha habitats, 

especially in the abundance and distribution of Mt aource8. Whether or not these 

differences have produced divergent social s h t u r e s  remains to be seen, bat at a 

superficial level the gorillas at Lope have the same group structure as Been k other 

populations. Futber study of these apes may meal eubtle and interesting differences in 

their social behaviour. 

Aa there ie no neat foIivore/Wgivoxe divitdon betoreen lowland gorillas and 

chimpanzees, the niche to which lowland gotillas have been assigned should now be 

evaluated. 



Bdeogale nigripes 
Cephalophus d o m b  
Cephalophus leucogagter 
Cephdophus monticola 
Cephalophus sylvidtur 
Dendrahyrax arboreus 
Genetta sp. 
Herpestus pdudinoau 
Hymoschus aquaticus 
Loxodonta *CaM cgclotis 
M d i 3  tzimpis 
Mellimra capensis 
Nandinia binotata 
Pantbra pardw 
Potamnchnm porcus 
Profelis aurata 
Syncerus &er nanus 
ThrJronornys swinderiaxlus 
Tragelaphus Bcriptue 
Tragelaphus spekii 
Viverra civetta 

Pri??zutes 
hcbcebw calabaremis 
Cercocebus albigena 
Cercopithecus oephus 
Cercopifiecus nictitans 
Cempitbcw pogonim 
mobus satslnnn 
Galago demidovii 
Gorilla gorilla gorilla 
Pan troglodytee troglodytes 
Mandrillus sphinx 
Perodi&cus potto 

B m s  

black-footed mongoose 
bay d d e r  
wbitehllied duiker 
blue duiker 
yellow-bad4 d d e r  
tree dassie 
&e-t 
marsh mongoose 
water chmtaid 
forest elephant 
three-cusped pangolin 
d e l  
two- potted palm civet 
leopard 
bush pig 
golden cat 
bum0 
cane rat 
bush buck 
sitatunga 
Man civet 

black and white tailed hornbill 
black casqtled hornbill 
brown cheeked hombill 
red billed dwarf hornbill 
white c r e W  hornbill 
brawn necked parrot 
W Y  parrot 
bareheaded rack fowl 
blue breasted kiq@hr 
blue plantain eater 
crested guinea fowl 
crowned hawk eagle 
palm nut db 
PYWY 
shining blue kinpfiraher 
scaly francolin 
Senegal thick knee 
Vemeaulc's t oumco 
Vinaceous dove 



A~wendix 3 . 1  Phytosociological Table of Tree  S~ecies 
Produced by TWINSPAN 

AREA [mZ/ha] PER 3PECI.ES TN EACH VEGETATION CLASS MGAN BASAL 



SEGCNa SPECIES FAMILY 

Anthonotha macrophylla 
Aucoumea W e a m  
Barteria fmtdosa 
Beilachrniedia sp 
Berlinea bracteosa 
Brachptegia aff. ellrycoma 
Canarium schweidbthii 
Carapa procera 
Cassia sp 
Ceiba pentaxldra 
Celtis tessmannii 
Cblorophora excelsa 
Cola lizae 
Cryptasepalum staud~ 
Daqodes buettneri 
Dacryodes normandii 
Desbordesia sp 
Detarium macrocarpurn 
Dielium sp 
Diuspyros c€ iturensis 
Diospyroer cf viridicans 
Diosppos dendo 
Diospyros polystemon 
Diospyros suaveolem 
DiscogIypremna mloneura 
Distemonanthm bethamianus 
Duboscia macrocarpa 
maesie gurineensis 
Ena~ltirt cldorantha 
Eriocoelum maer0arpu.m 
Eriocoelum ?panisculatum 
Eriwloelum sp 
Eriocoelum sp 
Erythroxglum rnannii 
Euonymus congolensis 
Fagm ?macrophylla 
Ficus thonning.ii 
Garcinia cf kola 
Gilbertiohdron dewevmi 
Guibortia demewsii 
Harungm SP 
Heisteria parvifolia 
Hedobus crispiflora 
Hylodeodron gabutlense 
Hypodaphnis zenS:eri 
Irvingia gabonensis 
h h g i a  grmdiflora 
Klainedoxa gabonensis 
Klaiaedoxa sp. 
Lophira data 
Lovoa trichilioides 

IRWGTPICEAE 
CAESALPINIACEAE 
C A E W  IPJIACEAJ?, 
EBENACELU 
EBENACEXE 
EBENACEAE 
EBENACEAE 
EBENACE AE 
EUPHORBIACEAE 
CAESALPIMACEAE 
TlLIACEAE 
P A L W  
ANNONACEAE 
SAPINDACEAE 
SAPINDACEAE 
SAPINDACEAJ3 
SAPIMIACEAE 
ERYTHROXYLGCEGE 
CELASTACEAE 
RUTArnAE 
MORACEAE 
G- 
CmSALPrNIAcEAE 
CAESALPINIACEAF, 
HYPERICACEAE 
OLACACEAE 
ANNONACEAE 
CAESALPINUCEALi: 
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SEGCNa SPECIES FAMILY Nadtms 

Maranthes gabmensis 
Mmmthes glabra 
met ia  versicdor 
Milletia sp 
Meanthus arboreus 
Nauclea didderichi 
Nadea vanderguchtii 
Neochevalierodendron stepbanii 
O h  sp 
Ongoha gum 
Panda 0 1 ~ a  
Pausinystalia macroceras 
Pentaclethra eetveldeana 
Penkclethra macrophylla 
Peatadesma butyracea 
Phyllanthus discoideus 
Piptadeniastxum afkhnum 
Plagiostgdes africana 
Polyalthia suaveoleas 
Portemdia ciadantha 
Pseudospondias longifolia 
Pseudospoadias mimcarpa 
Fbmcarpu8 soyauxii 
pScnanthu8 angolensis 
Saccoglottis gaboaemh 
Santiria trimera Types 1 and XI 
Sterculia tragacmtha 
Stmmbasiopis cf tetraadm 
Swartzia fishdoides 
Testulea gabonensis 
Te trapleura tetraptrera 
Treculia africana 
Trichilia prieureana vermoesnii 
Trichoscypha acuMinata 
Uapaa guineensia 
Ktex sp 
v i k  sp 
Xylopia aethiopica 
Xylopia hypolampra 
Xylopia ?qUinW 
Zanha golungensis 
Crudia sp. 
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X roots 
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flowers 
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X 
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Scientific Name Pulp Seed Leaf Stem Bark Other I 

X 
MELASTO~ACBXE X 

PALlldAE X 

RUBIACEAE X 
RUBIACEAE X 

RUBIACEAE X 

%APOTACEAE X 
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